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My thanks to Paul Tallet and Mark at Progression Marketing for setting the front cover of my
first issue and to the British Pararchuting Association for permission to use the image.

Patrick Naegeli our RAeC Chairman
UK air sports are amongst the best run and most successful in the world. This is largely due
to the efforts of the many volunteers that work at club, national and international levels.
Because there are so many, I rarely single out any one by name – but I am happy to set
aside that practice on this occasion.
David Roberts is one of the greatest-ever advocates for general aviation that has ever
served the UK. David is well known to good number of people – but has touched the lives
countless others without them realising. All of us, in one way or another, have many of the
flying freedoms that we do because of David. Throughout his time as Chairman of the British
Gliding Association, then as Chairman of the Royal Aero Club, and in his current position as
President of Europe Air Sports, David has devoted most of his time and much of his energy
to making sure that nothing gets in the way of our ability to continue to enjoy those
freedoms. David was taken ill recently and is now recovering from a major operation –
characteristically disappointed that he’s not able to spend as much time on the computer or
in meetings as he wants. On behalf of every one in UK air sports, I’d like to wish David a
speedy recovery.
The FAI holds its annual Congress this autumn. Each year, the FAI bestows highly
prestigious awards on those that have contributed significantly to international aviation and
air sports. This year, seven British people – James Tannock, Paul Eisner, Tim Peake, Piers
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Sellers, Ben Philpott, Barry Holleran and Nigel Lemon - will be invited to Lausanne to
receive their individual accolades and have their names added to the FAI’s roll of honour.
The wide range of ways in which they have each enriched aviation is truly (and in one case,
actually) out of this world – well done and thank you.
David Roberts and our seven FAI award recipients are evidence of just how deep,
committed and impressive British aviation is. If you know of an individual or group that you
think is deserving of recognition for the work they do in the service of others then please
consider writing in to the RAeC so that they can be considered for a Club award.
Summer has now definitely handed over the weather baton to autumn. If you have a little
more time on your hands as a consequence, perhaps you might be tempted to do something
to support the air sports community. Your club or national association will always be on the
look-out for people to help in one of many different ways. Give it a go, you will find it very
gratifying.
In closing, I’d like to welcome Judith Wordsmith, our new editor and thank her for taking on
the task from Diana King. Diana always said that it was never difficult to get a comment or
opinion from someone in the RAeC, but it was almost impossible to get them to provide text
either on time or within the word limit. Good luck, Judith.
I and all at the Royal Aero Club of Great Britain wish all our members, aviators and
supporters a very Merry Christmas and Seasons Greetings as well as a very Happy, Healthy
and Adventurous Aviating New Year.

Patrick Naegeli
Chairman
The Royal Aero Club of Great Britain
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jude@royalaeroclub.co.uk

Your New Editor
As full and Associate RAeC Members this is your Newsletter/Magazine to blow your
trumpets, share your news and light up the literary General Aviation skies.
I am hoping to make the Newsletter of wider interest to all RAeC aero disciplines so any
humorous, interesting, anecdotal snippets would be gratefully received as would
photographs, National and International results and articles for publication. Where I have
used information from your websites I hope that this will be with your blessing as it has taken
time to get responses my emails and telephones call requesting information and results.
I am also looking to have a different front cover each issue so forward your jpeg photos for
consideration. Please send copy and jpegs to jude@royalaeroclub.co.uk

My name is Judith Wordsworth, though most people call me Jude, with a daughter at in her
final year at East 15 School of Acting. After attending the Royal College of Music I began
work as a percussionist at the National Theatre and in various West End shows (where I met
my ex-husband), on recording sessions, radio and TV.
Nearly 11 years ago I left the glitzy lights of London with my 10 year old daughter. Leaving
my ex-husband and the music industry behind I headed for Cheltenham to fulfil some of my
own ambitions. Looking for something to do I went back to University and successfully
gained a first class LLB (Hons).
Having promised myself that I would treat myself IF I got a decent law degree, I started flying
lessons at Staverton Flying School at Gloucestershire Airport and at the same time
embarked on an MSc in European Rural Development. My dissertation, “European
Residential Airparks in the Context of Local Sustainable Rural Development”, combined my
passion in aviation and an interest in rural development. Research for my MSc led to
extended visits to Le Village Aéronautique des Lacs in SW France and Siljan Airpark in
Sweden which, as well as hard work, were also great fun and gave me the opportunity to fly
some varied and unusual aircraft and meet new friends. I have since been approached to
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consult on Airpark developments in Belgium, Northern Ireland and more recently at in
Finland.
While training for my PPL I flew C152’s and once gaining my licence I privately hired a little
C150, G-BFUJ. More recently I have flown PA28’s and C172’s, though happily flying
anything I can get my sticky little mitts on, as long as I can reach the rudder pedals!

Ready for Departure at Cotswold Airport
I have had my PPL(A) for just over 5 years and currently volunteer as Social Secretary & PR
for the Royal Aero Club 3Rs Air Racing Team; PR for the British Precision Pilots Association
with whom I have competed for the last 18 months in both FAI Rally and Air Navigation
Racing World Championships and as PR for Fly About Aviation, the UK distributors for
Pipistrel aircraft;

1st ANR FAI World Championships: Castellon de la Planna, Spain. September 2017
I am looking forward to developing the RAeC Newsletter knowing that Diana King will be a
hard act to follow. Whilst the format is very different, and which I hope you will like, I cannot
do this without your support in sending me your news, results, future events and lots and lots
of photos (labelled please).
Wishing you all the Joys of whatever Season you celebrate and a happy and safe aviating
New Year ahead.

Judith
Newsletter edited by Judith Wordsworth. Please send items for future inclusion to Judith
Wordsworth, Royal Aero Club, 78 Bafford Approach, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, GL53 9JB or to
jude@royalaeroclub.co.uk
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RAeC NEWS
Fred Marsh 1925-2017
It is with great sadness we notify you of the death of Fred Marsh on Friday 27th October at
the age of 92.
Fred Marsh was widely known in sporting and general aviation circles and had made a
significant and sustained contribution to aviation as well as being a member of the Royal
Aero Club for more than 50 years, serving as Chairman in 1996-1997 and appointed as one
of the Vice Presidents in 1998. He also served as the UK Vice President to the Federation
Aeronautique Internationale (FAI) and was founder and first President of Europe Air Sports
in 1988, which Fred instigated due to concern about the potentially damaging impact of panEuropean aviation regulations on air sport activities. Europe Air Sports now represents some
680,000 aviators and continues to actively fulfil Fred’s original remit.
He began Air Racing in 1964 and was a founder and Chairman of the Formula Air Racing
Association and was British Air Racing Champion for 1972 and twice Winner of the Duke of
Edinburgh Formula One Trophy. Fred attributed the hand – foot – eye coordination essential
for flying and racing to his apprenticeship in a bakery, where one of his jobs was operating a
machine which stuffed jam into doughnuts.

During his time in the RAeC Fred founded the Royal Aero Club Trust, serving as Vice
President and was a former Chairman. The RAeCT looks after the RAeC Memorabilia and
Archives and which has provided tens of thousands of pounds in bursaries to support the
training and development of aspiring young aviators.
Fred received recognition from the Honourable Company of Air Pilots in 2016, when they
awarded him with their ‘Sword of Honour’, awarded for an making an ‘outstanding
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contribution to General Aviation’. In 2009, Fred wrote to Her Majesty The Queen mentioning
“that it was a shame that we did not possess a trophy bearing her name”. After a humorous
exchange of correspondence with the Keeper of the Privy Purse, he received a further letter
proposing the supply of a beautiful piece of 18th century Irish silver, to be called “The
Queen’s Cup for Air Racing”.
Fred was a true gentleman with an encyclopaedic knowledge of UK aviation. Mike Pearson,
Chairman of the 3Rs (Records Racing and Rally Association) suggested I contact him when
I was researching the history of some of the Air Racing Trophies which we compete for. Fred
and I spent many a time chatting and if he didn’t know the answer he put me in touch with
someone else. They usually then said “contact Fred” as if he didn’t know no-one would.

2018 MEDALS AND AWARDS CEREMONY SPONSORSHIP
Birmingham based Solicitors Howell & Co. have very kindly increased the level of their
sponsorship to support the RAeC as have Pooleys for the 2018 Medals and Awards
Ceremony which had been scheduled for Thursday 18th May at the RAF Club, 128
Piccadilly, London, W1J 7PY.

GENERAL AVIATION GROUP CONFERENCE
Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS), 4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7ED
20th November 2017
This year’s Light Aircraft Design General Aviation conference will look at Avionics and Power
Trains as well as launching the 2017 Design competition. At the end of the conference,
attendees are invited to present mini papers to present work or ideas.
Please contact Anika Ved anika.ved@aerosociety.com

FAI SPORTING LICENCES
Recent Sporting Licence changes for World Records and international competitions.
Changes to the recording of Sporting Licence holders now mean that it is not enough just to
have the sticker in your Licence book or spate document if issued with one. Your details will
be checked against the FAI Sporting Licence Database and failure to appear on the FAI
Database will mean that you will not be able to take part in your chosen event.
For entry to the FAI Database make sure that your RAeC Member organisation secretary
processes and forwards your details to RAeC to forward to the FAI for uploading to the
database. It is recommended that this is done at least four weeks before the event you wish
to take part in and you can check your entry on http://www.fai.org/about-fai/fai-sportinglicences
The FAI does not issue FAI Sporting licences. Only National Airsport Control Organisations
do and for the UK that is the RAeC.
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UK REGULATORY MATTERS
RAeC Council member Roger Hopkinson,MBE reported at the recent RAeC Council meeting
in September that the Department of Transport (DfT) were seeking input into a document on
‘Future Aviation Strategy’ and had arranged a round table meeting with representatives from
the GA community. The document appears to be focussed on consumers and the interests
of commercial air transport but a specific GA Strategy document had been produced in
2015. Roger also noted that controlled airspaces were much larger in the UK than in Europe
and this has resulted in the CAA and NATS having to deal with an increasing number of
infringements on a regular basis.

NEW UK CAA ‘e-Licensing’ PORTAL
The UK CAA is taking its licensing system online with a new ‘e-Licensing’ portal. It will be
opened up to private pilots during 2018. As well as the introduction of the e-Licensing portal,
the counter service at the CAA’s Gatwick office will also change.
A new fast-track appointment booking service will be available from 11 December replacing
the current same-day counter service. The new service will allow licence holders to book an
appointment up to one month in advance and, subject to availability, up to 15:00 the day
before an appointment is needed. Appointments can be made from 27 November 2017 via a
dedicated phone line 0330 022 1922 available 08:30-16:30 Monday to Friday, at a cost of
£100.
Separate appointments will also be available for applicants who require support, or a
‘checking’ service, for an application being delivered to the CAA in person. These
appointments must be pre-booked using the same process as a fast-track service and will be
charged at £25 per appointment. The CAA says it is unable to answer specific licensing
queries via this service; such requests should be emailed to fclweb@caa.co.uk
Once the new service is in place, licence holders who require a same-day service or who
have an application support enquiry will need to book an appointment. Applicants without an
appointment visiting the CAA’s Aviation House may still be able to secure an appointment for
that day, but this will be subject to availability and will be charged at an increased fee of
£200 for a licence application or £50 for application support.
Ahead of the introduction of e-licensing and fast-track appointments, the CAA will be closing
its counter service from 20 November – 8 December 2017. Any pilots with an urgent
requirement to add a rating to their licence during this closure period should use a
Temporary Licence Certificate (www.caa.co.uk/srg1100) to maintain validity and submit their
application to us at the earliest opportunity.
Applications available for fast-track appointments apply to:










Conversion to EASA licences from UK/JAR licences
Addition of a type or class rating to a flight crew licence
Renewal of a type or class rating to a flight crew licence
Removal of a restriction from a flight crew licence
Revalidation or Renewal of a flight crew licence
Change of address
Addition of a Night Rating; an Instructor Rating or Instrument Rating (not including
the Competency Based route)
Removal of restrictions from the Instructor Rating
Replacement licence
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CAA GOES HIGH TECH
The CAA has gone all high-tech with its new system for sharing alerts, updates and
information.
If you are registered for the CAA subscription service this is now only used for safety critical
updates: safety notices and directives, emergency airworthiness directives, UK airworthiness
directives, mandatory permit directives, and publications in the official record series.
All other alerts are now sent through the SkyWise system, which you can access by
registering for email updates, as an app on your phone or tablet or via the SkyWise website.
http://skywise.caa.co.uk/
SkyWise allows you to stay up-to-date with news, safety alerts, consultations, rule
changes, airspace amendments and more from the CAA. It replaces their previous
information and safety notices with a more instant, tailored service. With SkyWise, you can
access all UK CAA alerts through the website, or have personalised alerts sent to you
through email subscriptions or the SkyWise app.
Subscription categories ranging from airside safety to private pilot training allow you to see
only the information that matters to you. News alerts are kept short and to the point,
providing a top level overview with a link to more information if you want it according to the
CAA website http://skywise.caa.co.uk/

CAA & GASCo INFRINGEMENT AWARENESS COURSE
Airspace infringements continue to occur at a high rate in the UK, with over 1,000 being
reported in 2016.
The CAA & GASCo (The General Aviation Safety Council) have jointly developed a training
package targeted at airspace-infringing pilots. It will be utilised rather like Speed Awareness
Courses as an alternative to prosecuting drivers who exceed the speed limit.
Pilots who infringe controlled or notified airspace may now be asked to attend one of these
as part of any licensing action taken by the CAA. GASCo will be responsible for delivering
the courses at a variety of locations around the UK.
Pilots who are asked to attend a course are to be given a date by which they will be
expected to have completed it AND will pay £200 to cover GASCo’s expenses for providing
the training and facilities.
The process that the CAA uses to deal with airspace infringements is available at
www.caa.co.uk/cap1404

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). GDPR is designed to strengthen
existing data protection laws for all individuals who reside in the EU. The new
rules will come into force in the UK from 25th May 2018. The Sport and
Recreation Alliance has produced a helpful guide at
http://sramedia.s3.amazonaws.com/media/documents/db49ef58-e5fa-411b-a9944185e0bedc8e.pdf
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EASA PILOT LICENCE CONVERSION
As previously reported, there is a UK exemption published in the CAA’s Official
Records Series 4 that describes how under an existing temporary opt-out from the
EASA regulation, a pilot can choose to operate in the UK using national, BGA, or
EASA licence privileges. For sailplanes and balloon pilots only, the opt-out is
expected to be extended from 8 Apr 2018 to 8 Apr 2020. At the time of publishing,
the CAA’s website notes;
“To fly any EASA certified aircraft, from 8 April 2018 you will need to hold an EASA
licence. There are two exceptions: the deadline for sailplane and balloon licences
under EASA SPL, BPL, LAPL(S) or LAPL(B) is 8 April 2020 (mandatory conversion
is not required prior to this date)...”
Pilots who fly EASA aeroplanes using UK NPPL or UK PPL privileges are advised to
ensure they hold the correct licence and privileges (including sailplane towing rating)
by 8 April 2018. The BGA is surveying clubs on EASA tug pilot future training needs
to ensure that resources are in place in good time.
EASA aeroplane pilot licence conversions must be sent to the CAA. Sailplane pilot
licence conversion applications must be submitted to the BGA. See
https://members.gliding.co.uk/pilot-resources-flying-training/pilot-licence-conversion/
EUROPEAN REGULATORY MATTERS
David Roberts, RAeC General Secretary, recommends that members keep up to
date on European developments by subscribing (at no cost) to the Europe Air Sports
newsletters which can be found at www.europe-air-sports.org

OTHER NEWS & INFORMATION
8.33 kHz Radio Equipage Claims. A significant number of owners have now
received payment of 20% of the cost of re-equipping with an 8.33 kHz radio.
The CAA confirmed in August that funds are still available but we do urge that you
claim as soon as possible, remembering to include proof of payment with your claim.
As well as the cost of the radio, certain associated ancillary costs may also qualify
for funding.
Details of the scheme, including an online claim form are on the CAA website at
https://www.caa.co.uk/General-aviation/Aircraft-ownership-and-maintenance/8-33kHz-funding-application/
THE ALL PARTY PARLIAMENTARY GROUP (APPG) ON GENERAL AVIATION
The All Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) has now established a working group looking at
planning regulations for the re-development of airfields and has now 50 parliamentarians as
members, so is gaining a stronger voice.
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But the CAA has no mechanism to change airspace allocation once it has been agreed and
it has not rejected any significant airspace change proposals. Perhaps the thin end of the
wedge for CAA and NATS wanting all airspace to be controlled?
Further details about the APPG and its aims can be found at www.generalaviationappg.uk

WANT TO KEEP YOUR AIRFIELD OPEN?
The All-Party Parliamentary Group on General Aviation is to promote the objective, as set
out by British Government, of making the United Kingdom the best country in the world for
General Aviation and to stimulate interest in the sector.
Its stated goal is to ensure that General Aviation inspires both current and future
generations to take up science, technology, engineering and mathematics, thereby
creating high-tech jobs and growth in all nations and regions of UK economy.
In order to achieve this objective, the All-Party Parliamentary Group believes that a
network of General Aviation airfields must be protected and enhanced by the
Government and this reflects the importance attached to promoting jobs and growth through
General Aviation in the UK.
There are a series of challenges for GA from the closing down of airfield assets across the
county to airspace restrictions. Already active in voicing concerns the Group has written to
the Chancellor of the Exchequer; the Secretaries of State for Transport and Communities;
and Local Government outlining the existential crisis facing the GA sector and detailing five
key areas that Government should urgently address ‘to avoid the loss of an important part of
the UK’s economy’ namely:

Removing airfields from ‘brownfield’ status in the National Planning Policy
Framework and to recognise that we need a national network for its important role in
industrial policy and STEM.



Identifying a strategic network of General Aviation airfields to give stability and
certainty to businesses and jobs which depend on them



Pilot training to be given NARIC accreditation and VAT rates to be brought into line
with other UK education programmes.



Unfair high duties on aviation fuels as the Treasury makes no contribution
whatsoever to the upkeep of airfields or any other aspect of General Aviation yet
charges a level of tax far higher than Ordinary unleaded – 95 RON



Giving the Civil Aviation Authority a broader safeguarding role to prevent nearby
developments from putting pressure on airfields to cease activities to deliver on its
pledge to make the UK the world’s best nation for General Aviation.

A small number of MPs hold pilot’s licences and operate private aircraft according to the
group’s website www.generalaviationappg.uk and this All-Party Parliamentary Group on
General Aviation has now attracted 49 Members of Parliament. The Chairman and
Registered Contact is the Rt Hon Grant Shapps MP, House of Commons, London, SW1A
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0AA (Tel: 020 7219 8497; Email: Grant@GeneralAviationAPPG.uk) and Matthew Bolshaw,
“Chipperfield”, Back Lane, Letchmore Heath, Hertfordshire, WD25 8EJ (Email:
Matthew@GeneralAviationAPPG.uk) is the Public Enquiry Point.
Download the “All-Party Parliamentary Group on General Aviation” Education Pack. Then
contact your local MP and add your voice to the campaign to keep your airfield open and
thriving www.generalaviationappg.uk

‘SHARE THE SKY SAFELY’ PROGRAMME
The UK CAA's ongoing drone education campaign has been engaging with drone users,
manufacturers and retailers to explain the need to fly drones safely and has announced a
new ‘Share the Sky Safely’ programme to run joint events between the sport flying
community and drone users.
By enlisting the help of the GA community and to enhance their own safety, the CAA hopes
the GA community will help to educate drone users on how to fly safely. Under the scheme
GA airfields, flying clubs and flying schools are being offered toolkits to run events for their
local drone users. As well as reducing the risk of mid-air collision the scheme is also an
opportunity to introduce drone pilots to the world of GA.
The toolkit provides:


Materials to advertise an event locally including a press release, flyers and posters



An editable presentation on drone rules and drone pilot responsibilities that can be
tailored to explain the local airspace and GA operations



Hand-outs of the “Dronecode”



Training record cards and holders for drone pilots that can include local flying
information and airfield contact details

Anyone interested in also hosting an event can download all the materials from
the Dronesafe website: http://dronesafe.uk/resources/ga
Holders for Drone Pilot’s Training Cards can be ordered by emailing
jonathan.nicholson@caa.co.uk

DO YOU KNOW A BUDDING ARTIST AGED 6-17?
Not everyone is a budding pilot, scientist or engineer. The FAI Young Aviation Artists contest
offers young people between the ages of six to seventeen years of age to draw or paint their
visions of “Flying in the Future”. Last year amongst the thousands of entries from around the
world the UK had only 1 and so the RAeC have got together with the LAA (Light Aircraft
Association) and the FAI to encourage more young artists to take part in this global
competition. There is no entry fee.
Entries will be judged in three categories:
• Junior Category (date of birth between 1 January 2008 and 31 December 2011)
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• Intermediate Category (date of birth between 1 January 2004 and 31 December 2007)
• Senior Category (date of birth between 1 January 2000 and 31 December 2003)
All artwork must be done by hand or, in the case of handicapped children, by foot or mouth.
Any of the following media are permitted: watercolour, acrylic, oil paint, indelible marker
pens, felt-tip pens, soft ball-point pens, indelible ink, Crayola, or any similar indelible
medium. No pencil, charcoal or other non-permanent media may be used. No
computer-generated artwork and no collage work involving the use of photocopies
are permitted. The required format is A3 (297 x 420 mm or 11 3/4 X 16 ½ inches).
The winners in each age group will receive Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals, together with
diplomas. These medals and diplomas will be sent to the FAI Member organisations in the
appropriate countries as soon as possible after judging is completed.
Drawings and paintings should be submitted via the LAA HQ at Turweston Aerodrome,
Nr Brackley, Northamptonshire, NN13 5YD. Check out the LLA website for entry instructions
and deadline for submission. http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk

6th ANNUAL ICARUS CUP FOR HUMAN-POWERED FLIGHT
From 15-23 July 2017 the Lasham Gliding Society hosted the British Human-Powered Flying
Club’s annual competition, The Icarus Cup, which is open to overseas entries as well as
British entrants who are, says Hania Mohiuddin, guaranteed to learn something new about
aerospace engineering and 101 ways to function without sufficient sleep.
The BHPFC was formed in May 2014 with the aim of running competitions and flying events
to encourage the building and flying of Human Powered Aeroplanes (HPAs) as a sport
mainly in Britain but also around the world too. Competition Rules and Regulations set out
tasks which include slalom; 200m; 500m; 1km; unassisted take-off; take-off from grass; spot
landing and an equilateral triangular course of 1500m. Competition tasks also include slalom
and spot landings.
Flying took place between 04.30 (yes I really did mean 04.30) – 09.00 and then again from
18.00 – 22.00 to avoid clashing with gliding activities but also because the calmer weather
conditions needed for HPA are generally found then.

Aerocycle 3
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Sleep was a valued commodity during the competition week and it didn’t help that the
weather wasn’t all that conducive for flying.
The contest between Aerocycle 3 and Airglow was very closely fought but Niall Paterson
gained enough points for his attempt at the triangular course to clinch the Cup.
Winning Pilot: Niall Paterson
Team: 1st Aerocycle 3 (GB); 2nd Airglow (GB); 3rd Human Impulse (France)
For further information and details about 2018 competition about contact join@bhpfc.org.uk

AERO CHALLENGE 2018
21st February sees the Aero Challenge 2018 at the Royal Aeronautical Society’s Head
Quarters, No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7ED. This “University Challenge” style quiz for
students and young professionals is open to teams from RAeS Corporate Partner
Companies (graduates and apprentices) or Universities (students). Lunch and refreshments
are provided as are prizes for the winning team!
Registration deadline for teams of 4 is Friday 16 February.
Contact: conference@aerosociety.com

2018 ROYAL AERO CLUB TRUST BURSARIES
The Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT) is delighted to announce its bursary scheme for young
people for the 2018 season. See RAEeCT pages in this Newsletter.
The President’s Scholarships: 2 bursaries each worth up to £750);
The Peter Cruddas Foundation Scholarship worth up to £1,000
The Breitling Bursary worth up to £750
The Bramson Bursary worth up to £500
The new George Farha Bursary worth up to £500
The new John Downer Bursary worth up to £500; plus a number of additional bursaries
also worth up to £500 each.
Deadline for submission is 31st March, annually, to be submitted through a Sponsoring
Organisation, Club or Association.
Full details and the rules of the recently changed scheme, as well as the relevant
application forms, are available on the Royal Aero Club Trust web site
www.royalaeroclubtrust.org
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Whilst the RAeC Newsletter will not normally carry any advertising for goods for sale etc. this
300 page World Directory of Light Aviation for 2017-18 may be interest and useful to many
as it includes addresses of manufacturers, importers, associations, training schools and a
new section on VTOL’s and Multicopters which may well, one day, take over from todays
fuelled aircraft. It is available for £9.95 plus postage and in many languages from
rosi@flying-pages.com
It might also while away a few hours during these long darker nights or something to put on
your list for Father Christmas.

FUTURE FRONT COVERS
Have you got a dramatic or interesting RAeC member discipline related photo that could be
used for the front cover of a future RAeC Newsletter.
Please forward high resolution
editor@royalaeroclub.co.uk

jpegs

(minimum

1MB)

for

consideration

to:

A LITTLE SOMETHING TO MAKE YOU SMILE

Reproduced with kind permission from Gary Clark
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ROYAL AERO CLUB ANNUAL AWARDS
This year’s nominations for RAeC Awards and Medals need to be forwarded to the RAeC
General Secretary, David Phipps secretary@royalaeroclub.org by the 15th December
2017.
Late entries will not be accepted and all submissions must be clearly set out in a proper
manner on the nomination form, including a suitable citation which can be considered by the
Awards Committee. Citations should be limited to the standard form but supporting
information will be considered if necessary. Forms are available from our website
(www.royalaeroclub.org) or via the Secretary.
If you are unsure as to which of the Awards would be most appropriate for your nominee,
please contact Robin Gowler FSMAE, Chairman of the Medals & Awards Committee, on
07968 279776 or by email via secretary@royalaeroclub.org and he will be pleased to advise
you accordingly.
All completed nomination forms should be returned to Mr David Phipps, General Secretary,
Royal Aero Club, Chacksfield House, 31 St Andrew’s Road, Leicester, LE2 8RE.
The 2017 Awards Presentation evening will be on the 17th May 2018 at The Royal Air
Forces Club, 128 Piccadilly, London, W1J 7PY.
The Medals and Awards Committee of the Royal Aero Club meets annually to consider
nominations for the various awards within its gift.
The medals, awards and presentations that can be awarded are:-

THE BRITANNIA TROPHY: For the British aviator or aviators accomplishing the most
meritorious performance in aviation during the preceding year.
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THE PRINCE OF WALES CUP: For the most meritorious performance, feat or event by
either a team or a group during the preceding year.
NORTON-GRIFFITHS CHALLENGE TROPHY: Intended to recognise adventurous
endeavours, this trophy is awarded to aviators undertaking outstanding feats of courage,
tenacity and imagination unrelated to traditional sporting events.
THE BREGUET TROPHY: Awarded annually, jointly by the Royal Aero Club and the Aero
Club de France, for achievements in that field of aviation that substantially produces the
advantages of rotary-winged flight (and therefore includes VTOL and jet-lift aircraft).
The SALOMONS TROPHY: To be awarded annually for a special or outstanding
performance by a British aviator in a flying apparatus or device designed and built in the
United Kingdom. The recipient of the award may be either the aviator / operator of the
aircraft / device or the designer / developer / manufacturer of the aircraft / device or both.
Note: It is intended that the award shall encourage enterprising flights in the widest possible
sense including flights by novel aircraft or devices which may not be manned.

THE PRESIDENT’S BREITLING TROPHY: supersedes the President’s Rolex Trophy which
has been placed in suspense. The President’s Breitling Trophy will be awarded annually to a
young person or group of young people between the ages of fourteen and twenty one for
outstanding work, performance or achievement in connection with any aspect of aerospace
activity.
OLD & BOLD TROPHY: The trophy may be awarded annually to a person aged 65 or over
who flies or only ceased flying during the previous calendar year, and who has been
conspicuously involved in aviation in general and sporting aviation in particular, for their
work, initiative, devotion or in other ways.
NEXUS AVIATION JOURNALIST OF THE YEAR TROPHY: This award is for the journalist,
producer or author of an outstanding media item on sporting and recreational aviation during
the preceding year. It is open to all media, print, film, photography, audio and video, and the
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aim is to increase public awareness of the delights, challenges and satisfactions of all
branches of air sport.

THE GOLD, SILVER AND BRONZE MEDALS OF THE CLUB
These are awarded for outstanding achievement in aviation during the preceding year or
over a number of years, principally, but not necessarily, as a pilot.

GOLD MEDAL: Awarded only for the most meritorious achievement
SILVER MEDAL: Awarded for meritorious achievements in aviation or for those who have
served the Royal Aero Club, its members or a field of aviation for a long period or for pilots
who have made a major record setting flight.
BRONZE MEDAL: Awarded for meritorious achievements in aviation or for those who have
made a major contribution to the work of the Royal Aero Club, its members or to a field of
aviation.
ROYAL AERO CLUB DIPLOMA: Awarded to those who have spent many years serving the
Royal Aero Club, its members, sporting aviation, or Aviation in general by their meritorious
endeavours.
ROYAL AERO CLUB CERTIFICATE OF MERIT: Awarded to those who while not eligible
for a major Royal Aero Club Award, have served the causes of Aviation in general or
Sporting Aviation in particular, by their work, devotion or initiative.
CERTIFICATE OF APPRECIATION: Recognises the vital help provided to British air sport
by those organisations and individuals who support its member associations via sponsorship
and the provision of facilities for national teams and otherwise.
COMPANION OF THE ROYAL AERO CLUB: Awarded for significant contributions to the
activities of the Royal Aero Club.
ANN WELCH MEMORIAL AWARD: Awarded in recognition of those whose instructional
activity assists members of the BGA, BHPA, BMAA to become competent pilots and reach
higher standards of sport flying. The Award is made for significant contribution in the field of
flying instruction, and exceptionally to include proven aids in associated subjects such as
navigation and meteorology. The Award is open to all instructors of the BGA, BHPA, BMAA,
and exceptionally to others who have made a significant contribution to the education and
training of pilots.
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Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT)
Charity Commission No.1068451
http://www.royalaeroclub.co.uk/about-us.php?title=&id=32

Established in 1998, the Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT) focuses on advancing the cause of
air sport and aviation in the UK and is honoured to have HRH The Duke of York KG GCVO
ADC as it’s Patron.
Through active and ongoing involvement in fund raising and the preparation of grant
applications, the Trust concentrates on two main objectives:


Supporting the ambitions of young people who wish to become involved in air sports
and recreation regardless of background, experience or ability, to achieve their full
potential through participation in air sports and recreational flying.
http://www.royalaeroclubtrust.org/bursaries



Conserving the Royal Aero Club’s unique collection of aviation memorabilia
conserving unique historical aviation materials for future generations and maintaining
100 years of aviation history represented by artefacts, memorabilia and archive
documents. Much of this is stored at The Royal Air Force Museum Hendon.
However, in 2011 the Trust launched www.royalaeroclubcollection.org where visitors
can gain quick and easy access to these extensive aviation archives.

Working together with individual researchers and learned societies, as future resources
permit, the Trust also encourages research into air sport and promotes the publication and
dissemination of useful results of such research by meetings, conferences and publications.
The Trust is constantly looking to involve people in its work. For further details of voluntary
positions please visit www.royalaeroclubcollection.org 'Contact Us' and use the 'Select
Subject' filter to select 'Volunteering'.

As part of its Flying for Youth Programme (FfY), the RAeC Trust has a Bursary Scheme
for young people between ages 14 and 21. This provides financial assistance of up to
£1,000 for those wishing to upgrade their existing qualification in a wide range of air sports
and aviation-related activities.
The Royal Aero Club Trust has been offering bursaries for some seventeen years and a
wide range of grants have been awarded. Activities available in the programme include
gliding, hot air ballooning, paragliding, hang gliding, parachuting, flying microlights, piloting
motor gliders, light aircraft and helicopters, and building and flying model aircraft (including
drones). Bursaries are also available for Personal Computer or Flight Simulator pilots
wishing to have their first experience of an air sport.
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In 2015 the Trustees agreed significant changes to the Bursary Scheme following
consultation with previous award winners. The Scheme was extended to permit applications
from a wider age range (14 to 21 years); and from light aircraft trainee pilots, who have flown
solo.
The Scheme also provides financial assistance to trainee balloon pilots, who have to enter
for mandatory examinations and is also now open to those who fly drones.
Additionally, a new category of bursary was introduced for well qualified air sports
participants aged up to 24 years. Styled the “Follow on Bursary”, the intention is to
encourage committed applicants to reach even higher levels of achievement through, for
example, participation in national and international competitions.
These new opportunities should encourage an even wider range of young persons to access
and benefit from participation in air sports.
Applicants must be UK citizens, resident in the UK, and the training and flying can only be
conducted at clubs, associations or training establishments in the UK.

2018 ROYAL AERO CLUB TRUST BURSARIES
The President’s Scholarships (2 bursaries each worth up to £750);
The Peter Cruddas Foundation Scholarship worth up to £1,000
The Breitling Bursary worth up to £750
The Bramson Bursary worth up to £500
The new George Farha Bursary worth up to £500
The new John Downer Bursary worth up to £500
plus a number of additional bursaries also worth up to £500 each.
Deadline for submission is 31st March, annually, to be submitted through a Sponsoring
Organisation, Club or Association.
Full details and the rules of the recently changed scheme, as well as the relevant
application forms, are available on the Royal Aero Club Trust web site
www.royalaeroclubtrust.org
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FIONA MACASKILL
From World Record Breaking Paraglider to 3Rs Air Racer
Twenty-seven years ago I learnt to fly a paraglider and unpowered low-cost flight
suited me perfectly. Angus, my husband, also enjoyed paragliding so we used to take
our paragliders, associated equipment plus a Vario, 2m radio & compass, all in a 25kg
rucksack when we went on holiday with our four children in our camper, as well as a
tandem paraglider for when one of them wanted to fly with us!

Gradually, paragliding became a complete passion. I used to fly whenever the
opportunity arose and in 1994 I started to compete in the British Paragliding
Championships. Angus was totally supportive and took on looking after our children to
allow me to practice and to compete. In 1996, flying became more important to me
than work!
I gave up my teaching job and took a year out with the family to live in Chamonix in the
French Alps, with the aim of becoming an international competitor and achieving a
world record, both of which I did. I then returned to the UK as a sponsored, semiprofessional, paraglider pilot.
For the next fifteen years I travelled the world, as part of the competition circuit; most
years I competed in eight international championships. The locations were as far flung
as Australia, China, South Korea and South America, as well as Europe.
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There was nothing more exhilarating than thermalling up to cloud base, even up to
16,000 feet and speeding, often up to 50 knots across the ground, with a hundred
other paragliders. We flew in spectacular scenery to distant turn points and goals, up
to one hundred miles from our launch site. Competitions usually took around a week
and were always exhausting but huge fun. I often found myself on the podium –
several times British Women’s champion and frequently representing Great Britain in
the World and European Championships.
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Over a period of twenty-five years of flying paragliders I gained two British and four FAI
World Records and logged 2,000 hours.

In 2013 Angus (who has flown microlights and GA aircraft since 2006) bought me a flying
lesson for my sixtieth birthday. It was fun and I enjoyed using an engine to gain height,
rather than depending on thermals to get me to cloud base. I also enjoyed having wheels,
rather than depending on my own weakening legs as an undercarriage. The only problem
was that, being dyslexic, I have always struggled with taking exams; I did not believe I was
capable of passing the PPL theory exams. However, after six months of very determined
study I finally passed all of them and then spent the next six months mastering flying an
aircraft. I got my PPL in September 2014.
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Since giving up paragliding and getting my PPL in 2014, I have flown twelve different aircraft
types and logged over 500 hours. Angus & I have enjoyed trips numerous trip including to
Europe. We have also hired a PA28 in New Zealand which requiring New Zealand license
recognition. I have gained my night & tail dragger ratings, had some aerobatic instruction
and have completed 15 hours of French mountain training, landing with skis on glaciers and
with wheels on mountain ‘altisurfaces’. This has certainly been the most demanding flying I
have ever done; there are no options when it comes to landing on one-way mountain strips you must get it right first time!
In 2016, flying with Angus, we were both delighted to win the Pooleys’ ‘Dawn to Dusk’.
During 2017 I have devoted a lot of time competing in the ‘3Rs’ (Royal Aero Club Records,
Racing and Rally Association) handicap air racing.

Angus has been my navigator and we have worked well as a team. Our final ranking was
fifth out of twenty-six competitors which was pleasing in our first air racing season. Flying
nearly ten times faster than a paraglider certainly focuses the mind!

I have now ‘retired’ from paragliding but the last four years, with so many fixed-wing hours,
my flying has found a new lease of life.
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CONSULTATIONS
FASVIG ADS-B Trial. The Future Air Space VFR Implementation Group (FASVIG)
has announced plans to carry out a trial of real-time traffic displays for Air Traffic
Services (ATS) at UK general aviation (GA) airfields. FASVIG report that real-time
traffic displays based on ADS-B have the potential capability to enhance GA airfield
ATS situational awareness and flight safety. The aim of the trial is to gather evidence
to enable the CAA to assess this capability and give consideration to authorising use
of ADS-B real-time traffic displays by GA ATS units. Additionally, it is hoped this trial
will encourage further development of technology to support ATS provision at UK GA
airfields.
Doncaster Sheffield Airport (DSA). DSA is consulting on the introduction of aRea
NAVigation (RNAV) Standard Instrument Departure (SID) procedures and RNAV
Instrument Approach Procedures (IAPs). DSA (otherwise known as Robin Hood
Airport Doncaster Sheffield, or RHADS) believe that the adoption of the departure
procedures (SIDs) requires an additional portion of controlled airspace for procedure
containment to the east of the existing airspace. The consultation document,
associated annexes and FAQ’s is at www.flydsa.co.uk/about-us/dsaconsultation .
The consultation closes on 15th December 2017.
Oxford Airport and RAF Brize Norton. Oxford airport and RAF Brize Norton are
about to launch a consultation on their joint plans for a large area of class D airspace
that reaches from Hinton in the Hedges in the north, overhead Oxford in the east, to
Wantage in the south and across to Aston Down in the west. This proposal will
effectively exclude gliding from a large area of airspace, increase the risk to those
forced into choke points to the east and southwest of Oxford and Brize, and
significantly impact on a number of gliding clubs operations. The BGA, which is
working closely on this topic with the GA Alliance, will be advising clubs and their
members to respond to the consultation.
HAVE YOUR SAY!
The Government has just published a call for evidence on its aviation strategy, to be
followed by several Green Papers, leading to a White Paper for a new strategy by
the end of 2018. It is available at aviationstrategy.campaign.gov.uk and the
Department for Transport (DfT) can send a pdf or hard copy to anyone having
difficulties downloading it.
DfT’s Andy Kirby said “GA readers might particularly want to look at paragraphs
1.27, 6.17, 6.18 and 8.23, although other parts will be relevant too to different
stakeholders.”
For any questions contact: andy.kirby@dft.gsi.gov.uk
“Beyond the Horizon – the future of UK aviation”
This consultation ran from 21 July 2017 to 13 October 2017 and sought views on the
proposed approach for developing a new aviation strategy for the UK. The
Government is analysing the feedback from the online consultation and we are
awaiting the outcome to this public feedback.
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BURSARIES and SCHOLARSHIPS
These pages are a compilation of RAeC Members bursaries and scholarships together with
others that may be of interest. For full details check out the applicable RAeC Member pages.
Air League http://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarships/
The Air League Flying Bursary programme offers 3-5 hours of advanced flying training to
PPL holders.
Annually the Air League awards in the order of 50 Flying Scholarships depending on funds
available i.e. 12 hours of Powered Flight training towards the award of an NPPL.
Students from across the country who are over 16 years old and who meet the schools
expectations are being offered a unique opportunity of a gliding taster day followed by a
“Gliding to Solo Scholarship” (GSS).
Gliding scholarships offer the opportunity for solo glider pilots or Air Cadets who have
reached Gold Wings standard to broaden their flying experience.
If you are an Air Cadet additional funding is also available to you via the Post GS initiative.
See www.juniorgliding.co.uk
An annual programme of engineering scholarships offering one or two-week work
placements with UK’s leading aerospace companies or flying schools.
The Air League and Boeing in collaboration with Help for Heroes and Aerobility offer
numerous flying scholarships for disabled veterans/service personnel.
http://www.aerobility.com/I-want-to-fly/I-want-to-fly.php
and/or getsupport@helpforheroes.org.uk

LAUNCHPOINT
Launchpoint aims include providing opportunities to experience gliding, and to
facilitate participants at all stages to expand their horizons in the sport. Applications
are open to all. Launchpoint’s aims are delivered through Caroline Awards and Ted
Lys Awards. https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/ct/ted-lys-award-application-form
2018 ROYAL AERO CLUB TRUST BURSARIES
The Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT) is delighted to announce its bursary scheme for young
people for the 2018 season.
The President’s Scholarships (2 bursaries each worth up to £750);
The Peter Cruddas Foundation Scholarship worth up to £1,000
The Breitling Bursary worth up to £750
The Bramson Bursary worth up to £500
The new George Farha Bursary worth up to £500
The new John Downer Bursary worth up to £500
plus a number of additional bursaries also worth up to £500 each.

www.royalaeroclubtrust.org
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http://www.airleague.co.uk

The Air League believes deeply in and champions aviation and aerospace and highlights
their role in security, technological innovation and their important contribution to British
society and British economy. Effort, commitment and regular events have been pivotal in
shaping the entire aviation and aerospace sector and driving debate and policy agendas as
has encouraging and attracting the young bright minds and talent of tomorrow via the
ongoing provision of many Scholarships and Bursaries.
The Air League also works regularly with disadvantaged groups, using aviation and
aerospace as a gateway to life-changing experiences and opportunities.

EVENTS
The Andrew Humphrey Memorial Lecture – “Women with Wings”
This will be given by Tracey Curtis-Taylor, Lucie Murphy and Lauren Richardson at the
Royal Aeronautical Society, 4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7BQ on Thursday 16th
November at 18.45.
Lauren, a Communications engineer, is a highly skilled aerobatic pilot who is regularly seen
on the UK Air Display Circuit. She is also an Ambassador for the Light Aircraft Association.
Lucie followed a different path by joining the Royal Air Force as a pilot and flying C130
Hercules aircraft, including on operations in Afghanistan before joining British Airways as a
first officer flying Boeing 777 aircraft.
Tracey, who, during the last few years, has flown her Boeing Stearman aeroplane over five
continents including flights to Australia, from South Africa to the United Kingdom and more
recently across the United States of America.
Admission to the Lecture and subsequent Reception will be at the subsidised rate of £35 per
member and £35 for subsequent guests, or lecture only is free admission. For further details
contact:- 0207 222 8463 or emma.mistry@airleague.co.uk

Flying Bursaries
The Air League Flying Bursary programme offers 3-5 hours of advanced flying training to
PPL holders. The bursaries again are funded by industry and by private individuals.
Applicants have to be permanently resident in the UK and either be or become members of
The Air League. Application forms are available in December with a closing date of the
end of February for receipt of completed applications. There are no age limits but most
bursaries go to applicants under 40. http://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarships/
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SCHOLARSHIPS
POWERED FLYING
12 hours of Powered Flight training towards the award of an NPPL. The intention of this
award is to enable a person to go solo and enjoy the responsibility and achievement of solo
flight. Scholars are encouraged to undertake their training as a residential course over the
course of week to ensure consistency in their learning and to allow training as a small group
with other scholars so that ideas and a fun, open learning environment can develop.
Annually the Air League awards in the order of 50 Flying Scholarships depending on funds
available.
Training is undertaken at one of their three training providers: South Warwickshire Flying
School, Booker Aviation or Tayside Aviation. http://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarships

GLIDING TO SOLO SCHOLARSHIPS
Students from across the country who are over 16 years old and who meet the schools
expectations are being offered a unique opportunity of a gliding taster day followed by a
Gliding to Solo Scholarship. 20 students from each of the following colleges attending a trial
lesson day will have the opportunity to apply for a “Gliding to Solo Scholarship” (GSS).
A GSS consists of:
1 or 2 week course at your respective gliding club
1 year membership of the Gliding Club
1 year membership of The Air League
All Food, accommodation and flying fees for the duration of the course
Transport to and from for the course and taster day.
As well as inspiring and educating the experience is designed to show the individual that
aviation could be a realistic career option. Through team working, individual and team
responsibilities as well as development of their interpersonal skill set, they realize they can
achieve anything.
A minimum of 3 GSS are available at these participating schools:Haggerston School, Hackney
The City Academy, Hackney
London Academy of Excellence, Stratford
Excelsior Academy, Newcastle
Pen y Dre School, Merthyr Tydfil
Kingsdale Foundation School, Dulwich
Loch Gelly School, Fife
For further information: http://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarships/
GLIDING SCHOLARSHIPS
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Gliding scholarships offer the opportunity for solo glider pilots or Air Cadets who have
reached Gold Wings standard to broaden their flying experience. Depending on experience,
the following awards are available at civilian gliding schools:

Aerobatic Training - Instruction in basic aerobatic manoeuvres
The intention of this award is to enhance a scholar’s handling skills and provide an insight
into the skills and flying discipline of competition aerobatics. If you want to improve your
skills and have a lot of fun doing it, apply for an aerobatic scholarship.
Cross-Country Training
British Glider pilots continue to lead the world in glider racing. This award allows an insight
into the complex, exciting world of racing sailplanes cross country. This scholarship is
tailored to the individual’s personal ability. Tuition takes the form of 2-seater flying around a
cross country looking at the techniques and skills involved in racing sailplanes. This is
consolidated with further two seater or single seat flying depending on your ability to ensure
you progress to as high a level as possible. This scholarship typically takes a week to
complete.
SLMG NPPL TRAINING
Gliding is a fantastic and affordable way to start a career in aviation. The handling skills
gained as a glider pilot being second to none. As well as providing an insight to the world of
silent flight, this award allows the opportunity to combine non-powered and powered flight.
Training in a self-launching motor glider (SLMG) you will learn how to operate a powered
aircraft whilst understanding how to optimise the weather as a glider pilot. Flown from one of
four sites in the UK, the course comprises of up to 32 hours flying (depending on previous
experience). Typically awards of 12hrs or 6hrs are made to allow existing glider pilots to
work towards conversion from a gliding licence to a SLMG NPPL. Applicants must be young
people permanently resident in the UK aged at least 16 but under 26 years on 1 April in the
year of application. They also have to join The Air League. Application forms are available
from December with a closing date of the end of February for the receipt of completed
applications. http://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarships/

OTHER GLIDING SCHEMES
There are many opportunities and the majority of gliding clubs in the UK offer cadet
schemes. These schemes offer lower flying rates and sometime FREE flying in return for
assisting with daily club operations.
Contact your nearest gliding club for details
If you are an Air Cadet additional funding is also available to you via the Post GS initiative.
See www.juniorgliding.co.uk for details.

ENGINEERING
In conjunction with the J N Somers Charitable Will Trust and the Rhodes-Moorehouse VC
Charitable Trust, The Air League provides an annual programme of engineering
scholarships offering one or two-week work placements with UK’s leading aerospace
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companies or flying schools. The scholarships pay for Bed & Breakfast accommodation (if
necessary) and expenses necessarily incurred for travel and meals.
This experience will provide you with an invaluable insight into real life engineering; valuable
work experience and useful skills for your CV; an opportunity to make new friends and
industry contacts for your future career.
You must be: A permanent resident in the UK Aged 17-26
Be or become a member of The Air League
You will also need to write 500 words on why you should get a scholarship and how it would
benefit the aerospace industry
Application forms are available in December of each year with a closing date of the
end of February for receipt of completed applications.
http://www.airleague.co.uk/scholarships

AIR LEAGUE TRUST AND BOEING: Flying Scholarships for Disabled Veterans
The Air League and Boeing in collaboration with Help for Heroes and Aerobility offer numerous flying
scholarships for disabled veterans/service personnel.
They are open to men and women residents in the UK and selection is coordinated by Help for
Heroes.
For further details contact either Aeromobility: 0303 303 1230 / info@aerobility.com /
http://www.aerobility.com/I-want-to-fly/I-want-to-fly.php
or
Help for Heroes
North: 01748 834148
West: 01752 562179
East: 01206 814880
South: 01980 844200 or getsupport@helpforheroes.org.uk
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https://www.aerobatics.org.uk

NATIONAL COMPETITIONS
Advanced & Unlimited British National Championships
Sywell 29th June – 6th July 2017
A low cloud-base relentlessly marched by but was followed by two pretty good competition
days. A few flights were got into the bag during the first two days before sub-800m cumulus
called progress to a swift halt. But once competition got going on the Saturday it was pretty
good flying weather all the way.
At Advanced there had been a good deal of hard training ahead of the event and the standard
was high. Chris Brook had the trophy almost within his grasp until the Free Unknown, an
immaculate 9-point roll unfortunately putting paid to that while Paul Tomlinson, who had
suffered dire engine maladies on the Saturday and had to squeeze all three flights into the
final day, kept his nerve and stole the goodies in fine style.
In the British Unlimited Power Championship 2017 Tim Barnby struggled but worked really
hard for his 54 percent. The XA-41 is not an easy aircraft to master and provided some very
interesting manoeuvres along the way to demonstrate just that. For Gerald Cooper this was a
serious trial ahead of the 29th FAI World Aerobatic Championships in South Africa and his
near-80% was hopefully a good sign.
British Unlimited Power Champions 2017
1st : Gerald Cooper flying an XA-41
2nd : Tim Barnby flying the XA-41

(G-IIRI)
(G-IIRI)

O/A % 78.787
O/A % 54.080

British Advanced Power Champions 2017
1st : Paul Tomlinson flying a CAP 232
2nd : Chris Brook flying an Extra 330SC
3rd : David Thomson flying a CAP 232

(OH-SKA)
(G-IISC)
(OH-SKA)

O/A % 78.085
O/A % 75.756
O/A % 74.111

Sports & Intermediate British National Champions 2017
Conington, 31st August - 2nd September
Day 1, following a non-competing pilot performing a cloud base check at 11:00 and confirming
it was 3050 feet, the first pilot in the sports class was away at 11:20. Initial morning
competition progress was slow as the first pilots made their way into the box and brushed off
the cobwebs but the pace increased. Following the lunch break flying resumed at 14:00 and
shortly thereafter the intermediate class. Some inclement weather had been predicted for mid-
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afternoon for all three days but only a few spots of rain landed about 16:30on Day 1 and the
Intermediate free-known was successfully all completed by 17:00.
Day 2 now became a slick operation and the remaining Sports pilots completed their flights
and the Intermediate class started their first unknown sequence just after 11:00.
Some of the Intermediate pilots decided they would use the free known practice figure process
for the unknown sequence and the class was completed just before lunch.
In total there were 30 pilots across the 2 classes which equates to approx. 20 hours of flying in
3 days. There is provision within the rules for a maximum of a 50% cut which then favours the
pilots who are leading the field to enable them to complete as many programmes as possible.
To that end a decision was made to introduce a cut to the Sport class and as a result of most
Intermediate pilots flying on the Saturday morning would only fly the P3 sequence.

Day 3 saw mist and fog stopping play until 11:00. With a little prompting all the pilots were on
the case as it started to clear and launched shortly after to complete the last sports class and
finalise the P3 programme for Sports and the final flight of the P3 programme for Intermediates
was completed by 15:30.

British Intermediate National Power Champions 2017

1st: Kris Liesmons flying an Extra 200
2nd: Matt Morris also flying the Extra 200
3rd: Alex Cartwright flying a Pitts S-2E

st

(G-TWOO)
(G-TWOO)
(G-KITI)

O/A% 77.202
O/A% 74.484
O/A% 74.356

British Sports National Power Champions 2017

1 : Maciej Kulaszewski flying an Extra 200 (G-EEEK)
2nd: Alan Murphy flying a CAP 231
(G-IIAI)
3rd: George Haye flying a Pitts S-1T
(N-697JR)
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Iain Smith and friends

British Glider Aerobatic Championships Saltby 24th - 27th August 2017

The glider aerobatic movement in the UK is relatively small when compared to the number of
glider pilots and this year’s fourteen entrants is about average. His Grace the Duke of Rutland
presented the Trophies and medals to the well-deserved winners.
The weather immediately prior to this event was not helpful, so the band of hopefuls at Saltby
expecting to practice their way to a better standard had not seen much flying.
Only one Club driver came to the party, but in each of the other categories there was at least
enough for a shoot-out for the three gongs on offer. The Sports class had some welcome new
names, though above this it was more a matter of category progression by pilots gaining ever
more experience.
Day 2 started well … then late in the morning the Cu erupted at 3,700ft so after a decent pause
to check that it was going up (nope) we took an early lunch. Curiously the 3,700 then became
3,500. Though a few pilots had already flown the full number of figures the only sensible
solution was to cut each sequence back to seven, save of course for the Sports brigade for
whom 3,500ft was just what they wanted anyway.
Roger Hamilton’s on-airfield team of colleagues were given a big round of applause to
recognise their tireless hard work.
BRITISH GLIDER AEROBATIC SPORTS CHAMPION 2017
1 : Mateusz Borkowski flying an ASK 21
(G-CKNL)
O/A% 79.303
2nd: Harry Entwistle also flying the ASK 21
(G-CKNL)
O/A% 78.356
rd
3 : Fliss Jones again flying the ASK 21
(G-CKNL)
O/A% 75.182
st

BRITISH GLIDER AEROBATIC INTERMEDIATE CHAMPION 2017
1 : David Gethin flying a Swift S-1
(G-LUPY)
O/A% 79.991
2nd: Charles Baker also flying the Swift S-1
(G-LUPY)
O/A% 70.206
rd
3 : Rod Herve flying an ASK 21
(G-CKNL)
O/A% 64.796
st
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All Aboard at Saltby !

BRITISH NATIONAL ADVANCED CHAMPION 2017
1 : Joel Hallewell flying an MDM-1 Fox
(G-CFOX)
O/A% 76.334
nd
2 : Will Jones also flying the MDM-1 Fox
(G-CFOX)
O/A% 71.962
3rd: Graham Saw flying a Letov 107 Lunak
(OK-0927)
O/A% 70.163
st

BRITISH NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP PLATE (UNLIMITED)
1 : Dietmar Poll flying a Swift S-1
(G-LUPY)
O/A% 76.427
2nd: Paul Conran flying an MDM-1 Fox
(G-CFOX)
O/A% 74.659
rd
3 : David-John Gibbs flying a Swift S-1
(G-LUPY)
O/A% 61.552
st

The Don Henry & Air Squadron Trophies
Compton Abbas 14th July - 15th July 2017
This year’s event at Compton Abbas Airfield had a new addition with the introduction of Sports
level pilots for The Gunpowder Trophy. So together with the Intermediates and Advanced out to
play gave 25 pilots equally spread across each class plus one extra at Sport.
SPORTS Known Programme – Gunpowder Trophy
1st: Chris Waddington flying a Pitts S-1SE (G- BOXV)
O/A% 82.306
nd
2 : Mark Barber flying a Pitts S-2A
(G-CUPP)
O/A% 79.295
rd
3 : Alan Murphy flying a CAP 231
(G-IIAI)
O/A % 76.723
INTERMEDIATE Free Known Programme – Air Squadron Trophy
1 : Matt Morris flying an Extra 200
(G-TWOO)
O/A% 84.873
2nd: Kris Liesmons flying the Extra 200
(G-TWOO)
O/A % 78.408
3rd: Jez Burgoin flying a Pitts S-2A
(N-80035)
O/A% 77.516
st

ADVANCED Free Known Programme – Don Henry Trophy
1 : David Thomson flying a CAP 232
(OH-SKA)
O/A% 87.144
nd
2 : Paul Tomlinson flying the CAP 232
(OH-SKA)
O/A% 86.968
3rd: Nick Wakefield flying a Pitts S-2A
(G-IIIT)
O/A% 82.982
British Aerobatics 4
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Golding Barrett, Roy Legg and Duxford Trophies Competition
Sleap 5th & 6th August 2017
Saturday saw sunshine and showers and Sunday with both warm and cold fronts moving
through the north west of England meant deteriorating weather.
SPORTS - Golding Barrett Trophy
Maciej Kulaszewski achieved a stunning victory from Duncan Cumberlidge and Simon Wood in
his first ever aerobatic contest and with only 80 hours total flying time.
1st : Maciej Kulaszewski flying an Extra 200
2nd : Duncan Cumberlidge flying an Acro Sport
3rd : Simon Wood flying a Pitts S-1S

(G-EEEK)
(G-TSOL)
(G-HOON)

ADVANCED - Duxford Trophy
1 : Chris Brook flying an Extra 330SC
(G-IISC)
2nd : David Kean flying a DR-107
(G-IIID)
rd
3 : Ron Allan flying an Edge 360
(G-ZVKO)
st

O/A % 79.506
O/A % 77.832
O/A % 72.671

O/A % 83.780
O/A % 79.434
O/A % 76.784

INTERMEDIATE - Roy Legg Trophy
1st : Dave Farley flying a CAP 231
(G-GKKI)
O/A % 83.046
nd
2 : Kris Liesmons flying an Extra 200
(G-TWOO)
O/A % 82.849
3rd : Matt Morris flying the Extra 200
(G-TWOO)
O/A% 82.016

The Tiger Trophy Leicester 16th - 17th September2017
1st: Paul Tomlinson flying a CAP 231
2nd: Neil Whitehead flying a Slingsby T67M
3rd: Ruth Scott flying a Slingsby T67M

(OH-SKA)
(G-CIKS)
(G-OCRM)

O/A% 82.235
O/A% 79.162
O/A% 78.016

The Tony Ayre Blade Barkston Heath 23rd September 2017
The standard of flying was very high, especially given that for many this was their very
first experience of aerobatics, with the top 9 pilots all scoring over 70%. This type of
event is intended to act as an introduction to the sport, and with that standard of flying
on show it can only be hoped that many of those flying will go on to compete again.
1st: Chris Gallagher flying an Extra 200
2nd: Ben Gronow flying the Extra 200
3rd: Kieran Bye flying the Extra 200

(G-EEEK)
(G-EEEK)
(G-EEEK)

O/A% 78.749
O/A% 77.356
O/A% 75.264

2017 POINTS TABLE
TROPHY
Diana Britten Trophy
Extra Trophy
Glider Trophy
Golden Frog Trophy
Manx Kelly Trophy
Marcus Norman Trophy
Pitts Special Trophy
Slingsby Trophy
Swinstead Trophy
Tiger Club Trophy

LEADING 2017 PILOT
Emily Collett
David Heard
Dietmar Poll
Dave Farley
Chris Brook
George Haye
Jez Burgoin
Ruth Scott
David Heard
Duncan Cumberlidge
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INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIONS
10th FAI European Advanced Aerobatic Championships
Chotěboř, Czech Republic , 5th -13th August 2017
60 of the best Advanced Aerobatic pilots from across Europe descended, if that’s quite the right
word, in early August at Chotěboř in the Czech Republic for the 10th FAI European Advanced
Aerobatic Championships and compete and showcase their pilot skills in complex aerobatic
sequences.
19th: Emily Collett flying a CAP 232 (G-GODV) O/A 68.389 % and only 7.345 % behind the
2017 Champion Dmitry Samokhvalov.
45th: Mike Collett flying a CAP 232 (G-GODV) O/A 17.547%

29th FAI World Aerobatic Championships
Malelane, South Africa 9th to 17th September 2017
Malelane is situated in the Mpumalanga province of South Africa alongside the Olifants River on
the southern border of the Kruger Park. The skies above Malelane kept the promise of 'sunny
African skies' and the noise of aerobatic aeroplanes performing overhead made everyone
happy. Well done to Team GB against some very stiff opposition and so far from home.
5th: Gerald Cooper flying an XA41 (G-IIRI) o/a 76.315%
21st: Phil Burgess flying the XA41 (G-IIRI) o/a 67.132%
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BRITISH BALLOONING AND AIRSHIP CLUB
https://www.bbac.org

Founded in 1965, the BBAC is a volunteer-based organisation which exists to promote the
safety, enjoyment and advancement of lighter-than-air flight in all its forms, hot-air
ballooning, gas ballooning and airships.

NEWS
New BBAC Websites
The main BBAC website can now be found at https://www.bbac.org
The Members’ website is now at https://members.bbac.org which includes links to the
technical office libraries; sensitive area database; Pilots’ Circular archive; membership
database; inspector information; instructor and examiner information; members’ forum;
personal direct debit and membership details etc.

NOMINATION FOR BBAC AWARDS
Nominations are now open for BBAC members for the following awards to be presented at
the 2018 AGM.
The Debbie Warley Trophy: for services to ballooning
The Adams Parks Trophy: presented to the “Pilot of the Year” who, between consecutive
AGM’s, has given the most convincing demonstration of flying skill
The Charles Green Salver: for exceptional flying achievements or services to ballooning
The Landowner Relations Trophy: for services to BBAC Regional affiliates by specific
LRO’s
BBAC Diplomas: presented in recognition of any achievement or contribution to ballooning
and nominated by Regional affiliated clubs.
Please send citations to Lindsay Muir, Records & Awards Chairman, Plas Madoc,
Montgomery, SY15 6SY or email: sa@bbac.org

Airships and Balloon Exhibition: Cranwell Aviation Heritage Museum
Heath Farm, North Rauceby, Sleaford, Lincolnshire, NG34 8QR
“Airships over Lincolnshire – Lighter than Air” is a new exhibition at the Cranwell Aviation
Heritage Museum, Heath Farm, North Rauceby, in Sleaford, Lincolnshire which explores the
vital role airships and balloons played during World War I and includes a selection of those
aircraft together with the history of one of the early airship pioneers, Lieutenant Colonel CM
Waterlow. The exhibition also looks to the future as features the Airlander, developed by
Hybrid Air Vehicles, that has recently taken to the skies over Bedfordshire.
Open: 1 November to 31 March: Saturdays and Sundays, 10am to 4pm Admission: free
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A BALLOONING WORLD RECORD !
Suspended by 100 helium balloons attached to a garden chair Tom Morgan flew 25km at
8,300 feet above South Africa on 25th October 2017. Using the flight as a test run for a fullblown three-day, long distance balloon race he intends to hold next year. To return to ground
level he had to pop the balloons which had taken many hours to fill after his team learnt of
incoming strong winds and he had to cut the flight short for safety reasons.

THE AIRLANDER
Hybrid Air Vehicles’ (HAV) Airlander 10 is a British designed and manufactured hybrid
aircraft -currently the longest aircraft in the world (http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/worldrecords/425987-longest-aircraft-current). Combining the best of fixed-wing and rotary-wing
aircraft with lighter-than-air technology, the environmentally-friendly Airlander aircraft are low
noise, low pollution and have exceptionally low operating costs. Up to 40% aerodynamic lift
is created by the unique wing-shaped hull, with a further 60% aerostatic lift provided by the
helium inside; an extra 25% vertical thrust is available through the four ducted 325hp
vectoring engines. Having no internal structure, it maintains its shape through gas pressure
within its incredibly durable bespoke composite fabric hull. Carbon composites form a
majority of the tied-on attachments due to their incredibly strong but lightweight
characteristics.

Airlander’s Technicians inspecting the bespoke hull in August 2017

Airlander 10 has been optimised as a low-cost, low-vibration platform capable of carrying up
to 10 tonnes and staying airborne for up to five days, with the ability to land on virtually any
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flat surface – including water. This makes it perfect in persistent surveillance roles such as
coast guarding, fisheries protection and border patrol, as well as providing a stable
communications platform in inaccessible locations or as part of the growing Internet of
Things. Its unique ultra-long endurance and a point-to-point cargo-carrying capabilities are
unmatched by any other aircraft and there is growing customer interest in the independently
assessed $50bn potential export market.
See this Newletter’s RAeS pages for details of an Airlander lecture by HAV’s David
Stewart. For updates about other lectures given by the Airlander team, you can follow their
Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/pg/HybridAirVehicles/events
The Exclusive Cup: 14-17 September 2017 Longleat House, nr Warminster, Wiltshire
The Exclusive Cup is one of the UK's premier competitive events, flying off in front of
Longleat House. This year had a total of 119 hot air balloons from all over the world
launching in a single mass ascent. That must have looked amazing.
Congratulations to British pilot Robin Waite who drove away from the event in a brand new
Hyundai i10!
BALLOONING COMPETITIONS
The British National Hot Air Balloon Championships is the biggest event the BBAC
Competitions Club holds each year. It determines the UK National Champion and the British
Team that will compete in either the European or World Hot Air Balloon Championships the
following year.
In the next issue of the RAeC Newsletter I hope to be able to illuminate RAeC members as
to what ballooning competitions involve. I’ve found out it’s much more than just from A and
hopefully getting to B! Tasks include Hare & Hounds, Hesitation Waltzes, Fly Ons, Fly Ins,
Elbows and a whole lot more.
NATIONAL COMPETITION RESULTS
The Goodyear Farm Tires British National Hot Air Balloon Championships
14-19 August 2017, Wolverley Secondary School, Worcestershire

The Nationals Line-up
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The Goodyear Farm Tires British National Hot Air Balloon Championships
1st Dominic Bareford; 2nd David Bareford; 3rd Thomas Hook

Dominic Bareford

David Bareford

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION RESULTS
Sagrantino Italian Challenge Cup: 21-30 July 2017, Umbria, Italy
1st Lee Hooper; 2nd Tom Hook; If anyone knows where Jordon Rivers-Scott came do let me
know please. Lee was also presented with 1,000 bottles of wine as well as the prestigious
Cup
Arnaldo-Caprai Winemaker’s Trophy 21-30 July 2017, Umbria, Italy
1st Tom Hook; 2nd Jordan Rivers-Scott; and can I find where Lee Hooper came,No! If anyone
can tell me, please do. Tom was also presented with an imposing Deruta ceramic vase

Tom Hook
20th FAI European Hot Air Balloon Championship 3-6 August 2017, Brissac - Quincé,
Anjou, France
18th Richard Parry; 19th Dominic Bareford; 69th Marcus Green
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Dominic Bareford and his balloon G-CJGO

20th Coupe d’Europe de Montgolfieres 2-6 August 2017 Mainfonds - Auberville, France
1st Dominic Bareford; 4th David Bareford; 11th Thomas Hook; 30th Dan Gregory

Dan Gregory

20th FAI European Hot Air Balloon Championship 21-27 August 2017
Brissac-Quincé, France

Each of the 83 entrants had 9 flights and 23 tasks to complete. Team GB comprised:
Richard Parry, Marcus Green and Dominic Bareford.
18th Richard Parry 19th Dominic Bareford

69th Marcus Green
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4th FAI Women’s European Hot Air Balloon Championship 4-10 September 2017,
Leszno, Poland
The only task on the afternoon of the 6th September was a very quick hare and hounds in
order to make the competition valid. Both Lindsay and Chloe scored very well with Lindsay
winning the task and Chloe coming in a very close 3rd. Only 2 people in the top 10
balloonists managed to get in the scoring area!
4th Lindsay Muir 22nd Chloe Hallett
Lindsay was only 235 points behind Austria’s Elisabeth Kindermann

Lindsay Muir
61st Gordon Bennett Aeronautical World Cup: 8-10 September 2017, Gruyeres,
Switzerland
Gruyères will host the 61st Gordon Bennett Long Distance Gas Balloon World Cup, the
oldest and most prestigious gas balloon race in the world in the idyllic setting of the Fribourg
Pre-Alps. For the first time in many years the 21 gas balloons from 13 countries took off
during daylight hours at 17.30.
9th John E Rose and Colin Butter (37 hrs 41 mins)

NORTHAM NATIONALS, WESTERN AUSTRALIA 2-9 September 2017
Dominic Bareford travelled to Western Australia to compete in the Northam Nationals.
Dominic is a 23 year old pilot from the United Kingdom. He won the World Junior
championships in 2014. Dominic became involved with ballooning through his father and
enjoys flying for fun and competitively. He has held a licence for 7 years and has
represented the UK in international competitions several times. 2017 UK National Champion
Dominic was also UK National Champion in 2015 & 2016 and did us proud by coming in 10th
in the Geoff Green International Memorial Cup against a very strong field.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS and COMPETITIONS
Icicle Refrozen Balloon Meet: 6-7 January 2018 at Donnington Grove Country Club,
Donnington, Newbury, Berkshire www.icicle-refrozen.com or www.3440.org
For room bookings: Donnington Grove Country Club 01635 581000 or email
enquiries@donnington-grove.com
40th International Balloon Festival Chateau-d’Oex, Switzerland 27 January–4 February 2018
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British Gliding Association (BGA) www.gliding.co.uk

NEWS
Congratulations to Charles Baker who was recently awarded a Royal Aero Club Bronze
medal for his contribution to glider aerobatics.

The 2018 BGA Sporting Conference, Exhibition and Awards Dinner will be on the 17th
February at the Nottingham Belfry. Details and online booking form for lunch, the Awards Dinner
and hotel information at https://members.gliding.co.uk/conference.
2017 BGA Club Management Conference which will be held on Saturday 11th November at
Highgate House, Northamptonshire. General sessions and more focussed sessions for
Chairmen, club managers, treasurers, CFIs and those who support and run junior-specific flying
activities in clubs. https://members.gliding.co.uk/mgmt-conference.
The Glide Britain campaign featured on several local radio stations and a live broadcast
from BBC Look North TV. Glide Britain aims to raise awareness about the accessibility of
gliding to as many people as possible and hopefully inspire a new generation of participants.
More at https://www.facebook.com/glidebritain

Videographer Stephanie Garstin has made a video about gliding for a filmmaker competition.
She has kindly offered it to anyone who wants to use it to help promote gliding
https://www.rode.com/myrodereel/watch/entry/3625

London Schools Gliding
You may be interested to know of a scheme run by a group of Livery Companies, led by the
Honourable Company of Air Pilots which provides students of secondary schools and
academies in Inner London Boroughs the opportunity to experience a day visit to a British
Gliding Association (BGA) school, currently Dunstable, Lasham or Booker. These students
experience a flight in a glider and a measure of associated flying instruction from
experienced qualified instructors. The benefits are, however, much wider than just learning
about aspects of aviation as the students enjoy a day in a completely different environment
where they will interact with committed and enthusiastic volunteers.
From the start of the Schools Gliding Programme, over 20 schools have taken part and
around 900 girls and boys have had a flight in a glider. Feedback from the schools which
have taken part has been very positive and schools are very keen to participate again in
subsequent years. It has been described by some teachers as the best opportunity that they
are able to offer their students.
https://www.airpilots.org/about-the-company/the-city-and-the-livery/air-pilots-london-schoolsgliding
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NEW WORLD ALTITUDE RECORD
A new world record has been set by Airbus Perlan 2 pressurised glider, flown by Jim
Payne and Morgan Sandercock. The record-setting flight took place near to El
Calafate at the edge of a large lake and the Andes mountains and took advantage of
two meteorological phenomena that rarely coincide; the combination of mountain
winds and the polar vortex in the region which creates the world’s highest
“stratospheric mountain waves” Jim and Morgan reached 52,172 feet over Argentina
on 3rd September at a climb rate of an average of 300 feet per minute. The flight
lasted just over 6.5 hours.

The long-term objective of the Perlan project is to fly an engineless glider to the edge
of space, higher than any other winged aircraft has operated in level, controlled
flight, to open up a world of new discoveries related to high-altitude flight, weather
and climate change.

More information is at http://www.perlanproject.org
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Resources for Instructors (and others). There’s a new page on the BGA website
detailing online resources available for instructors, including the latest edition of the
BGA Instructor Manual. Although designed primarily for instructors, all pilots,
including trainees, may find much of the material useful. We’ll add to the information
as
it
becomes
available
so
do
keep
checking
back.
https://members.gliding.co.uk/pilot-resources-flying-training/instructors/

SCHOLARSHIPS AND BURSARIES
Under 25 and want to become an Instructor? Younger pilots considering
becoming an instructor are reminded that funds are still available to help with the
costs of training. The Honourable Company of Air Pilots and the BGA are working
together to provide funding for a number of young gliding instructor training
bursaries. These are available to help glider pilots under the age of 25 on application
to qualify as either a Basic Instructor or Assistant Instructor. The BI training bursaries
are £500 each. The Assistant Instructor training bursaries are £1000 each
(and
no BGA course fee). To take advantage of this superb opportunity, please contact
lizzie@gliding.co.uk

LAUNCHPOINT

Launchpoint aims include providing opportunities to experience gliding, and to
facilitate participants at all stages to expand their horizons in the sport. Applications
are open to all. Launchpoint’s aims are delivered through Caroline Awards and Ted
Lys Awards.
Young people who have completed the required training can fly solo at aged 14 and
many will still be flying well into retirement. The Caroline Awards have helped over
400 young people by providing solo or post-solo bursaries. It’s not only young and
disabled people and their clubs that benefit; Caroline Award bursaries have sparked
interest and led to careers in aviation.
Ted Lys Awards are for experienced glider pilots who wish to develop their gliding
skills with a particular course, training or coaching can make a proposal to the
trustees. Awards will be in the form of bursaries towards the costs of advanced
coaching and development activities. Acceptable activities will normally include
structured training & coaching under the auspices of a club or other training
organisation and applications are invited from individuals and groups, including
clubs. While past awards have been focussed on cross-country, competition, &
mountain flying, proposals for any other aspect of gliding will now also be eligible.
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/ct/ted-lys-award-application-form
Closing date is 31st January 2018
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In memory of Matt Wright
Devon and Somerset Gliding Club started a memorial fund after the tragic death of
Matt Wright last December. Hans Jenssen, friend,
professional artist/illustrator and fellow club member,
had just completed a painting of Matt flying his glider,
M5, in the Alps and has produced a limited edition
signed print of this which he is selling at £35 each
plus £3.40 p&p to raise money for the fund. Contact
Hans at: hans.jenssen@sky.com
You can view the work and others by the artist at:
www.hansjenssen.co.uk/personalwork

COMPETITION RESULTS
NATIONAL
British Junior Gliding Championship 2017 19th - 27th August 2017, Nympsfield
The Bristol & Gloucestershire Gliding Club was proud to host the 2017 British Junior
Gliding Championships. 55 pilots were competing for the title and the organisation
managed to launch all 55 gliders within an hour. No mean feat! The 6 contest days,
each with its own challenges for the wide range of abilities and gliders, saw contest
flying with an ever increasing task size and task completion.
Jake Brattle became British Junior Gliding Champion with a fine display to win by
a clear margin.
2nd: Tom Arscott

3rd: Finn Sleigh

4th: Mike Gatfield

Standard, 15m and 20m multi-seat National Championships
22-30 July 2017, Aston Down
Gliders flying in the UK National Championships include some of the latest in
aviation technology, featuring wingspans in excess of 26m and weighing in excess of
800kg. The UK National Championships in the Standard, Open, 15m and 20m MultiSeat classes are four of the six national competition classes held in the UK. The
weather wasn't great during the nine days at Aston Down home of the Cotswold
Gliding Club who hosted the event. There was some good competition flying from all
competitors but in the end all classes were decided over just two competition days,
except for the Open Class which flew three days.
Open Class
1st: Andy Davis
2nd: Russell Cheetham
3rd: Pete Harvey
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The 15m and Standard Classes were treated as a single task group
1st: David Bromley
2nd: Matt Cook
3rd: Owain Walters.
Standard Class Champion: David Bromley
15m Champion: Matt Cook
20m Class
1st: John Meyer
2nd: Peter Hurd
3rd: Steve Pozerskis
2017 INTER - CLUB LEAGUE
The Gliding Centre won the finals of the 2017 Inter-Club league, held at Gransden
Lodge 2nd- 3rd September, with 17 points. Wyvern GC and Suffolk both achieved 13
points.
COMPETITION ENTERPRISE 2017
Enterprise this year was held at North Hill Airfield near Honiton with 37 competitors.
Despite unpromising weather conditions earlier in the season, it was probably one
the best competitions in the country in 2017 with seven flying days out of eight and
over 20,000km flown. Congratulations to the winner, Trevor Stuart, for his consistent
performance - on the podium every day. Results were as follows:1st:

Trevor Stuart

Enterprise Challenge Trophy

2nd:

Justin Wills

Pop’s pot

3rd:

Mike Armstrong

Pop’s Pot

John Cadman Trophy

Trevor Stuart

Sam Witter Trophy

Bob Bromwich

Blunt Nails Trophy

Jordan Richards

Highest Placed Junior

Jordan Richards

Best Retrieve Story

Andrew and Jill Cluskey

2018 Enterprise will be based at Aston Down. Dates are confirmed as 30th June 7th July and entries will be open from midnight on Jan 1st 2018. Save the dates
and book early! http://www.compenterprise.uk/2018.html
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COULD YOUR CLUB HOST COMPETITION ENTERPRISE 2020?
The location for Competition Enterprise changes each year and is usually based at
gliding sites that might give access to wave and ridge as well as thermal flying. In
2018 it will be based at Aston Down, 30th June- 7th July, and in 2019 we will be
returning to Sutton Bank, 6-17th July.
For 2020 we need an airfield that can cope with 35-40 gliders, has adequate briefing,
launching, catering and camping facilities and is able to accept us for a week
commencing on ether 4th or 11th July.
Enterprise brings its own team to help with administration, scoring, etc whilst the host
provides the other facilities necessary. For further information or an informal
discussion contact andrew@clusky.co.uk or 07970 600787
INTERNATIONAL COMPETITIONS
19th FAI EUROPEAN GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS (Club, Standard and 20m)
23 July – 4 August 2017 in Moravska Trebova, Czech Republic
Club Class
14th:
G Dale;

21st:Ayala Truelove

Standard Class
17th: Howard Jones;

25th:George Metcalfe

20m Multi-Seat Class
2nd:
Steve Jones and Garry Coppin
9TH WOMEN’S WORLD GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS
21st May – 4th June 2017 in Zbraslavice, Czech Republic
The British team, all competing in Club Class, comprised Ayala Truelove, Claudia
Hill and Liz Sparrow, supported by Team Captain Mel Andersson and her Crew,
Hugh, Nick, Alan and Conny.

L-R Ayala Truelove, Claudia Hill and Liz Sparrow
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Club class typically use older, lower cost gliders with 15m wingspans and no
additions (flaps to adjust wing profile, carrying of jettison-able water ballast and so
on) to improve or enhance performance. Racing performance is handicapped to
even up the competition between the pilots. This is the purest of all the glider
classes. There were 24 pilots from 11 countries competing in the Club Class this
year.
9th: Claudia Hill (with a neat consistent set of results including her first ever day win)
12th: Liz Sparrow; 13th: Ayala Truelove
10th FAI JUNIOR WORLD GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS 30 July – 12 August 2017
in Pociunai, Lithuania
This year seventy pilots entered in the two classes from 16 countries. Team GB
comprised Finn Sleigh and Mike Gatfield flying in Standard Class with Jake Brattle
and Tom Arscott competing in Club Class.
Jake Brattle and Tom Arscott just missed out on the medals finishing 5th and 6th,
while Mike Gatfield and Finn Sleigh finished 22nd and 24th in the Standard Class.
In the Team Cup, Team GB was awarded the Bronze medal.
19th FAI EUROPEAN GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS (15m, 18m and Open) 10-26
August at Lasham, Hampshire, UK
The British team put in a great performance netting 5 of the 9 medals up for
competition in this, the first senior FAI international championship held in the UK
since the 1965 World Championships at South Cerney. Well done team GB with a
Silver Medal in the Team Cup and medals in all classes.
Team GB, under Team Captain Max Kirschner, comprised Tim Scott & Gary
Stingemore (15m Class); Mike Young & Brian Birlison (18m Class) and Peter Harvey
& Russell Cheetham (Open Class).
Team Cup
2nd:
Team GB

Tim Scott

15m Class
2nd: Tim Scott;
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3rd: Gary Stingemore

Gary Stingemore
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Who said that the UK was not a good place for soaring? There were 10 soaring
days in the 18m and Open classes and 7 soaring days in the 15m class and that is
much better than several International competitions of late. The total task distance
set was 7568 km and the total number of kilometers flown is a staggering equivalent
to 3.5 times around the equator!
So with an experienced and successful event organisation and Lasham’s unbeatable
facilities the championship proved that the UK is capable of holding gliding
championships at the highest level. Congratulations to everybody, competitors and
organisers alike.
18m Class
2nd:
Mike Young
Open Class
2nd:
Peter Harvey

21st: Brian Birlison
3rd: Russell Cheetham

Left: Peter Harvey,

Right: Russell Cheetham

CLUB NEWS

Congratulations to:
Bannerdown, Keevil
Silver Badge: Susan Brownlie and Tony Barber
Bath, Wilts and N Dorset
Silver Distance: Jörn Schuster
Cross Country Endorsement: Gavin McMullen
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Bicester
Instructing D-Module and instructing assessment: Dinant Riks
Silver Badge: Francesca Gregory and Ollie Wheeler
Silver Duration: Mark Pritchard
Silver Height: Mark Pritchard
Cross Country Endorsement: Elliot Akama-Garren and Thomas Fern
2017 Dan Smith Aerobatic Competition Gold Medal: Maz Makari
Bidford
Wally Kahn Scholarship: Craig Thompson
Caroline Trust Bursary: Owen Reynolds
Basic BI: Chris Morris and Chris Vincent
Silver Height: Heribert Hombach
Cross Country Endorsement: Craig Thompson
Booker, Halton
Gold Distance: Paul Field
Diamond Goal: Paul Field
Bowland Forest
Cross Country Endorsement: Matthew Price
Bristol & Glos, Nympsfield
First Solo: Ben Payne, Simon Cooksey, Tom Bungard and Alex
Silver Badge: George Jones
Buckminster
BI: James Whelan
Cairngorm, Feshiebridge
Scottish ICL trophy: Team Feshie
First Solo: Miles Davies
Cambridge, Gransden Lodge
First Solo: Andy Farrell, Darren Robertson, Joanne Brand, Joseph Donalds and Mike
Toomey
Diamond Badge: Paul Ruskin
Silver Badge: Ollie Sleigh
Silver Height: Wenshu Xu
Cross Country Endorsement: Wenshu Xu and Paul Newman
BI: Justin Brister

Chiltern
Silver Duration: Andrew Fletcher
Cotswold, Aston Down
Royal Aero Club Bronze Medal: Larry Bleaken
RGA Bronze Medal: Richard Carter
Darlton, Saltby
Diamond Distance: Simon Brown
Diamond Goal: Robert Tatlow
Gold Distance: Robert Tatlow
Gold Badge: Simon Brown
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Silver Badge: Jonathan Jones and Mike Brown
Silver Height: Scott Keenan
Dartmoor
Cross Country Endorsement: Peter Harvey
Deeside
Cross Country Endorsement: Dylan Bodrell
Derby and Lancs, Camphill
New CFI: Don Mackenzie
Edensoaring, Cumbria
BI: Malcolm Grout
Essex, Ridgewell
Bronze C: Callum Hitchins
Silver Duration: Allen Cherry and Jago Roberts
Silver Height: Allen Cherry
Essex and Suffolk, Wormingford
First Solo: Les Jordan
Silver Duration: Stephen Jones and John Wells
BI: Bradley Soanes
Shenington Regionals Winner: George Green
Silver badge: Jake Gazzard and John Wells
Fenland, RAF Marham
First Solo: Dale Meacham
Fulmar, Lossiemouth
Silver Duration: Alistair Webb
Silver height: Alistair Webb
Herefordshire, Shobdon
Re-solo (after many years): Martin Clark
Highland, Easterton
First Solo: Patrick Strachan
Husbands Bosworth
BI Adam Youle
Kent
Cross Country Evaluation: Charles Stewart
Kestrel, RAF Odiham
Silver Badge: Mike Collins
Silver Height and Duration: Alistair Webb
Silver 5 hour: Tom Wilson
Cross Country Endorsement: Rob Curry
Lasham
Silver Badge: Szymon Bartus
Cross Country Endorsement: Keith Morgan, Richard Clegg and Arman Amirzhan
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London, Dunstable
First solo: Matt Doyle, Steve Kingham and Peter Milligan
Re-solo: Paul Weatherilt and Kate Jenkinson
Mendip, Halesland
First Solo: Argentine Person (14 yrs)
Tug Pilot Training: Andy Harriman
Midland
Cross Country Endorsement: Anthony Ward
North Wales
Cross Country Endorsement: Robert Rowntree
Oxford, RAF Weston on the Green
500km: Dave Bray
Peterborough & Spalding, Crowland
CFI’s Cup: Phil Jameson
Cross Country Trophy: Ian Taylor
Portsmouth Naval
Silver Badge: Lewis Merry-Taylor
Cross Country Endorsement: Daniel Nichols
Rattlesden
BI: Gary Western
RAFGSA Chiltern
BI: Philip Mackenzie
Scottish Gliding Centre, Portmoak
BI: Joss Reid
Silver Badge: Andrew Barr
Silver Duration: Shashank Pratapa and Freddie Bull
Silver Height: Freddie Bull
Cross Country Endorsement: Freddie Bull
Bronze Badge: Mark Bradford
First Solo: Lindsay Macleod and Glenn Charlton
Seahawk, Helston
Silver Badge: Jacob Matthews
Shalbourne, Rivar Hill
First Solo: Adrian Neary, Bob Symons, Charles McCallin and Martin Selby
Silver Badge: Andrew Peacock
Silver Duration: Selvam Mudaljar
Silver Height: Alex James and Selvam Mudaljar
Cross Country Evaluation: Jonathan Hitchman
Shenington, Edgehill
BI: Steve Tilling
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Shropshire, Sleap
Bill Mack Trophy: Nick Peatfield
Southdown, Parham
First Solo: James Broderick and Josh Setford (on his 14th Birthday)
BI: Paul Isaacs and Mike Tinkler
South Wales, Usk
First Solo: Martin Pearmain
300km Gold Distance: Geoff Williams
Staffordshire, Seighford
First Solo: Tiego Oliveira
Re-solo: Ken Cutty
Cross Country Endorsement: Lewis Halliday
Diamond Goal: Graham Stanford
Gold Badge: Graham Stanford
Surrey Hills, Kenley
New Chairman: Chris Leggett
Welland, lveden
BI: Nigel Betteridge and Andy Burton
Cross Country Endorsement: Barry Wood and William Wood
Wolds, Pockington
First Solo: Nicolaas de Gelder
Re-solo: Lloyd Finlay
Bronze Badge: Lloyd Finlay and Joel Hallewell
Silver Badge: Peter Zochling, Lloyd Finlay and Jonathan Richardson
Cross Country Endorsement: Joel Hallewell and James Roberts
Advanced aerobatics flight evaluation: Joel Hallewell
Wrekin, RAF Cosford
Bronze Exam: Matt Morrison
Silver Height Gain: Geoff Catling
Bronze Endorsement: Geoff Catling
NPPL SLMG: Mike Gagg (aged 83)
York, Rufford
First Solo: Graham King
Yorkshire, Sutton Bank
Full Cat Instructor: Steve Thompson
BI: Tony Drury
Gold Badge: Darren Lodge and Kelly Teagle
First Solo: Paul Bulmer and Chris Haresnape
Re-solo: Nora Vangenugten
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http://www.bhpa.co.uk
The British Hang Gliding and Paragliding Association oversees pilot and instructor training
standards, and provides technical support such as airworthiness standards, and coaching
courses for qualified hang gliding and paragliding pilots; and supports a network of UK hang
gliding and paragliding recreational clubs who are able to offer the supportive flying
environment vital to flying skills safe development.

NEWS
The Flylight Foxtug has been approved as a fully legal CAA and BHPA tug aircraft.

2018 BHPA AGM
The 2018 BHPA AGM will be held at the Belfry Hotel, Nottingham on Saturday 17th February in
tandem with the BGA AGM and Trade Exhibition. Any BHPA member considering seeking
nomination for election to the BPHA Executive Committeeshould contact Chairman Marc
Asquith marc-asquith@bhpa.co.uk or another Executive member to find out what is involved.
Nomination forms, available from the BPHA Office (8 Merus Court, Meridian Business Park,
Leicester, LE19 1RJ) need to arrive back at HQ before 30th November 2017.

BHPA AWARDS
Nominations are being sought for BPHA Awards of Merit which acknowledge a member’s
conspicuous service to a club or clubs, competitions or free flying in general. If someone you
know has put their very best efforts into the good of the sport over a number of years please
forward a written citation for them to the BPHA Office (8 Merus Court, Meridian Business Park,
Leicester, LE19 1RJ) by 31st December 2017.

TRAINER’S CONFERENCE
The BHPA will be hosting a Trainer’s Conference at the National Sports Centre at Lilleshall in
Shropshire on February 9th and 10th. This event will be an opportunity to discuss the issues
and challenges that affect schools, instructors and coaches and with members of the Flying
Safety Committee and BHPA technical staff.
Cost: 1 day delegate including lunch and refreshments
2 day delegate including accommodation and meals

£10
£60

A detailed agenda and booking form will be circulated to all instructors and coaches in October.
If you haven’t received one contact office@bhpa.co.uk or 01162 894316
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RULE CHANGES
To simplify administration the British Hang Gliding & Paragliding Association’s Executive have
amended membership joining and renewal forms, as of 1st July 2017, to contain wording along
the lines of “I fully understand and accept the additional risks if I fly an uncertified wing with no
acceptable independent variation of airworthiness. I agree to abide by the BHPA rules,
regulations and operating procedures”.
A BHPA factsheet outlining the changes and background to the certification will be found on the
BHPA website http://bhpa.co.uk/ shortly. Rule 6 has been revised to reflect this change.
Members wishing to fly an uncertified wing who have not already signed a Pilots Declaration will
still need to download and sign the firm until such time as their membership renewal comes
around.

NATIONAL COMPETITION RESULTS
PARAGLIDING
Paragliding ‘Accuracy’ is a discipline within Paragliding where the aim is to land on a specific
target of under a metre. As well as being a competitive sport, it teaches a lot about glider control
including launch and landing. In Classic Accuracy there are UK club competitions, a National
Championship and a European Grand Prix series. All competitions require two completed
rounds to be validated, and there are awards for individuals and teams of three pilots. Club
competitions usually have British league status and are open to all levels of pilots. Entry to the
Classic National Championships is for Club Pilot and above; however, there is also a novice
category for new club pilots and pilots without ratings.

HIGHLAND ROUND of the NATIONAL PARAGLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS
22 – 23 July, Skye, Scotland
The Highland round of the National Championships was announced at very short notice but
early on the Saturday Neil Rollings, Warwick Lister-Kaye and Paolo Belleze set off for a quick
recce while the rest of the competitors listened to the competition briefing. On the trios return
the first task of the competition got underway – to stay exactly 1.5 hours in the air and then land
as close to the wind-sock as possible. Penalties would be given for being early or late as well as
for how far from the windsock. The launch was quite difficult as a cross-wind but all pilots got off
the ground and some even got a second go. Sunday saw even stronger winds but some pilots
managed top-to-bottom flights.
1st: Przemek Marek

2nd: Scott Kidd

3rd: Lenka Rozbofilova

The Judges’ Award went to SkyCamp’s Paolo Belleze.
Video footage: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KGnpTxygt3Q&feature=youtu.be

2017 National Paragliding Championships
Open: 1st Guy Andersen; 2nd Mark Watts; 3rd Julien Robinson
Womens: 1st Kirsty Cameron; 2nd Jessica Cos; 3rd Lauren Martins
Reynolds Class: 1st Lauren Martins; 2nd Alex Colbeck; 3rd Adrian How
Championship: 1st Guy Anderson; 2nd Mark Watts; 3rd Julian Robinson
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Sports: 1st Mike Miller; 2nd Rick Van De Sloot; 3rd Dave Smart

Scottish National
British Paragliding Open Championships 22-29 July 2017

The UK leg of the British Championships was held at Croft Farm Water Park, Tewkesbury,
Gloucestershire. This was the first round of the British Championship 2017 and was held in the
UK for the first time since 2009.
Open: 1st Guy Anderson; 2nd Mark Watts; 3rd Julian Robinson
Womens: 1st Kirsty Cameron; 2nd Jessica Cox; 3rd Lauren Martins
Reynolds Class: 1st Lauren Martins; 2nd Alex Colbeck; 3rd Adrian How
Sports: 1st Mike Miller; 2nd David Smart; 7th Alex Colbeck

13th Paragliding Accuracy Championships 29-30 July
Green Dragon’s Southerly bowl, Woldingham, Surrey
A gusty wind blowing up the valley created difficult accuracy conditions and became stop-start
as waves of rain came through. 2 rounds were completed before conditions deteriorated further
as the wind kept switching to an easterly direction. But Katie Lawrence defied the weather and
scored the first DC of the competition.
On Sunday the wind had swung 180 degrees and re-flights were offered for winds over 4m/s
with pilots being waved away from the target when winds reached +6m/s with Simon Sykes
getting a DC in the fourth round. The next round continued slowly as there were lots and lots of
re-jumps.
William Lawrence was a worthy winner taking the National Championship title after performing
exceptionally well in such difficult conditions, he also won the Most Improved Pilot Award.
1st: William Lawrence; 2nd Simon Sykes; 3rd Matt Bignall
Team Championship
1st: Scout Rebels UP; 2nd Must Get a Beer; 3rd: Up UK
Novice Champion
John Delves

British Paragliding Cup 5-12 August
Derby & Lancashire Gliding Club, Bradwell

Saturday’s competition fell foul of the weather or should that be the foul weather blew out the
competition! Sunday though looked better and the chance for an early start though whilst the
wind was ok on arrival it soon started rising enough that only the bravest and keenest took off.
But within 10 minutes everyone who had taken off was back on the ground and the rest of the
tasks cancelled. Tuesday was a tad better but only two made the task and Wednesday no
better so many paid a visit to Aerofix to have their gliders trimmed.
Thursday the skies were awash with gliders but as the winds were light with gentle cycles it
didn’t get all that busy in the air and the free flying paragliders were soon drifting off downwind.
Two more days of wind and rain brought the competition to an end which is not one the is high
on pilots lists to enter but it is a good introduction for serious competition flying and a lot less
stressful than the big competition abroad.
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1st: Brad Nicholas

2nd: Viv Fouracre

3rd: Tony Blacker

47th Classic Parascending Accuracy National Championships 26-28 August 2017
South Cerney Airfield nr Cirencester, Gloucestershire

This was the British leg of the European Parascending Accuracy Championships with 22 pilots
taking part in the competition and 11 rounds completed over the 3 day weekend.
For once the Classic Accuracy National Championships and Grand Prix were blessed with great
weather and an entry that included four French and four Dutch pilots all hungry for Grand Prix
points. In terms of aviation the competition was not alone as gaggles of XC paragliders and
sailplanes were seen flying overhead all weekend as well as flypasts by a U2 spy plane, the
Red Arrows and B-1 and B-52 bombers.
Both Saturday and Sunday were somewhat frustrated by launch points having to change due to
light winds which kept veering from different directions and thermal activity caused several
pilots problems.

Andy Webster, seven times National Champion (Photo: Taz Spence)
Bill Bell, Competition Officer for the BHPA, presented the Veteran award to John Lawrence who
had at last caught up with the veteran age after seeing it increase from 40 to 60 over the last
20+ years; Jess Coghlan with the Nigel Legg award for services to accuracy, a thoroughly just
reward for her commitment to judging over the last few years.
The French swept the board for the first four places with British pilots taking 4th – 10th therefore
giving Andy Webster the British National Championship.
1st: Andrew Webster; 2nd: Simon Sykes 3rd : Dave Crowhurst;
Team
2nd: Scout Rebel Lawrences (W Lawrence, J Lawrence, K Lawrence)
3rd: MGB (D Crowhurst, G Ounsworth, J Frith); 4th: UP UK (A Webster, C Grantham, M Bignell)
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Scout Rebel Lawrences: W Lawrence, J Lawrence, K Lawrence (Photo: Andy Webster)

Best veteran: John Lawrence

Best paraglider pilot:

Services to Parascending Accuracy (Nigel Legg Trophy):

Simon Sykes Jnr
Jess Coghlan

NATIONAL
HANG GLIDING
Hang gliding is an air sport or recreational activity in which a pilot flies a light, non-motorized
foot-launched heavier-than-air aircraft. Most modern hang gliders are made from aluminium
alloy or a composite frame and covered with synthetic sailcloth to form a wing above the pilot
who is in a harness suspended below. The pilot controls the aircraft by weight shifting their body
weight in opposition to the control frame. To go up – push down; to go down – push up,
completely opposite to flying a fixed wing or rotary aircraft.

2017 BRITISH HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS
Croft Farm Waterpark, Tewkesbury, Gloucestershire
It has been a long time since a round of the British Hang Gliding Championships has been held
in the UK and this competition saw a field of 60 pilots registering.
The forecast for the first two days wasn’t good and while the first day was flyable there were
strong winds and cumulous nimbus around so the organisers took the safe option and cancelled
Day 1. Day 2 was also too windy to fly but Day 3 dawned with an almost too light north-west
wind, with accompanying unstable air, and with the sky looking good the most determined
launched off from Long Mynd. By the 14km mark the field had split up and by 30km the lead
gaggle (so that’s what a bunch of hang gliders are called ! ) built up a substantial lead. At 50km
the conditions got harder with the wind swinging west and the sky closing in and everyone got
down just in time.
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Days 4, 5 and 6 were abandoned and all hopes were pinned on the final day. But once again
after only an hour of ridge-soaring the weather stopped play.
Overall
1st: Julian Robinson

2nd: Guy Anderson

3rd: Richard Butterworth

Women
1st: Lauren Martins

2nd: Kirsty Cameron

3rd: Jess Cox

Reynolds Class
1st: Lauren Martins

2nd: Michael Coup

3rd: Pete Douglas

Sports Class
1st: Nigel Dewdney

2nd: Anthony Moore

3rd: Chris Fountain

2017 BRITISH OPEN HANG GLIDING CHAMPIONSHIPS 2-9 September
St Andre les Alpes, France
This was the second leg of the British Open Hang Gliding Championships.
Results – Overall
1st: Marks Watts; 2nd Juan Sebastian Ospina; 3rd Russell Ogden
Womens
1st Kirsty Cameron; 2nd Jess Cox; 3rd Lauren Martins
Reynolds
1st Lauren Martins; 2nd Alex Colbeck; 3rd Adrian How
Sports
1st Mike Miller; 2nd Dave Smart; 3rd Rick Van De Sloot
Teams
1st Avon (Tim Pentreath, Guy Andersen, Harry Bloxham, Thomas James-Cole)
2nd Nearly Dead Ringers (Chris Bevins, Mike Miller, Tobias Hinas, Craig Morgan)

PARAMOTORING
2017 National Paramotor Championships 22 – 26 July
Green Dragon’s, Woldingham, Surrey
The National Open Championships have been modelled on the international task catalogue and
approach, in order to test out procedures and tasks, and to train GB team pilots to FAI World
Championships. There is also a greater emphasis on the 'Discovery Group' concept which is a
separate non-scored group, in which entrants may carry a readable GPS to help with
navigation, and so can learn the ropes of competition without the pressure of scoring. New for
2017, the Discovery Group was more integrated to the main competition with additional
briefings extended to provide strategy tutorials for new pilots on how to plan their tasks.
There was a small turnout at the Green Dragons base due to a rather pessimistic weather
forecast but there were some guest pilots who arrived from Turkey, Poland and Sweden to
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compete against the British best. Despite strong winds and low cloud there were enough tasks
flown to validate the Championship.
1st:
2nd:
3rd:

Michel Carnet, and for the 13th time, flying a Nirvana Instinct/Nirvana WRC 31
Mark Morgan flying a Macfly 250/Ozone Speedster 24
Dylan Marsh flying a Parajet Zenith Polini 200/Ozone Freeride 16

We all wish Dylan Marsh a speedy recovery from his injury, at the very end of the competition,
when he stalled his wing on a target approach. Full results available: www.ppgcomps.co.uk

INTERNATIONAL
21st FAI WORLD HANG GLIDING CLASS 1 CHAMPIONSHIPS 10-20 August 2017

There were 131 entrants for this 2017 World Championships held in Brasilia, Brazil and the
logistics of the trip were substantial, time consuming and immensely frustrating nor a cheap
competition to attend said Major Jenny Buck (Oct issue Skywise). Team GB Pilots were
financially well looked after by the BHPA, something which is very nice to be able to report as
not all GB Team are so well looked after. Brilliantly well done BHPA! Additional pilots though
did had to self-fund their accommodation and transport costs but their entry fees were paid for
by the BHPA which helped.
Pilot registration, then 2 days rest, followed by the competition briefing.

20th Grant J Crossingham; 35th Gordon Rigg; 37th Dave Matthews; 39th Ollie Chitty;
41st Andrew Hollidge; 47th Malcolm Brown; 49th Steve Blackler; 92nd Richard Lovelace
TEAM
10th: Team GB

EUROPEAN PARAMOTOR CHAMPIONSHIPS August 2017
Breclav, Czech Republic
The UK fielded a smaller Tea than usual due to personal reasons. Our congratulations and best
wishes on your marriage Ric and Chloe Womersley! Team GB comprised: Footlaunch, Paul
Martin, Mark Morgan and Paul “Yorky” Martin; PL1 Trike, Danny Kettle; with Paul Smith as
Team Manager assisted by son Aiden.
There were nearly 100 pilots from 11 counties for the European Paramotor Championships.
Rain stopped play on the first and seconds days which resulted in evening Team Managers
briefings so teams would be ready for quarantine planning at 06.30 and straight into the task
briefed the previous evening. The first task was pure navigation followed by four precision
navigation tasks with declared average speeds; area triangle with limited fuel; precision take-off
with bowling landing and precision take-off.
It was a booming and very active day for Task 6, a limited fuel eco task. Our condolences go to
the family, friends and fellow competitors of Polish Mariusz Kozarzewski who tragically died
when he tried to re-start his engine mid-flight and ended up in a spiral dive.
The Polish team wanted the competition to continue and nearly all the competitors decided to
carry on for the two final tasks.
Despite Team GB only having 4 pilots and not entered in every class they came 4th overall in
the nations rankings against some teams who had up to 19 pilots. Very well done Team GB!
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http://www.hcgb.co.uk

The Helicopter Club of Great Britain was founded in 1966 by Tony Everard. The focus of the club was
to bring together owners, pilots and enthusiasts and encourage the use of helicopters as a means of
social, private, business, corporate and emergency transport and to generate a wider interest in the
sporting use of helicopters in the United Kingdom.
HCGB membership represents almost all of the private helicopter owners and pilots in the UK and
actively encourages social flying and many members regularly participate in the organised events as
well as organising an annual calendar of events ranging from lunch fly-ins, cross channel weekends,
visits to military establishments and breweries and covering just about anything you can think of
doing.

NEWS
Peter Wilson has world record ratified by the FAI
Helicopter Club of Great Britain Club member Peter Wilson has had his record attempt for
speed over a recognised course ratified by the FAI.

Peter flew from Booker to Stellenbosch in South Africa and back again to successfully claim
three world records in his R66 G-DIGA earlier this year. After successfully completing the
journey, Peter submitted his dossier to back up his world record claim.
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Many congratulations to Peter!
On the European and International stage, the HCGB is represented by the British Helicopter
Team, Britain's best pilots and co-pilots going up against the rest of the world. The British
Team has been active for a number of years with successful World Helicopter Championship
campaigns in the recent years being held in Germany, Russia and Poland. Participation is
actively encouraged and the Team is always on the look-out for new crews, judges and
helpers at its events. Annually there is a calendar of competition across Europe and as far
afield as Russia. The next FAI World Helicopter Championships will be held in the Republic
of Belarus.

COMPETITION RESULTS
The Queen's Cup Air Challenge 2017
The Helicopter Club of Great Britain was awarded the hosting of the highly prestigious
"Queen's Cup Air Race Challenge Cup" for 2017 by the Royal Aero Club of the United
Kingdom, a fitting end to the celebration of the 50th anniversary of the club. It is also the first
time rotorcraft has been selected to hold the race and the competition was held at Wycombe
Airpark from the 1st to 3rd June within the Aero and Heli UK Expo.
Helicopter racing involves two helicopters flying on identical parallel courses at the same
time against the clock. There are two disciplines within the event - the parallel slalom and the
parallel fender and provides some of the best helicopter flying in the world.
The UK held the first ever leg of the brand new Category 2 FAI Event “The Helicopter World
Cup”. Crews from Russia, Belarus, Austria and Belgium competed to win the all-important
points in the new grand prix style event, providing some spectacular flying.

Team GB’s Andrews and McCulloch V Russians Orekhov & Sazonov
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The 3rd Heli UK Expo Challenge Cup was also up for grabs giving plenty of silverware to be
fought over in three days of excellent flying and The Queen’s Cup was the grand finale to
three days of helicopter racing.
Made of Irish silver, with the inscription "The Queen's Air Race Challenge Cup", the cup
dates back to 1719 and was gifted to the Royal Aero Club of the United Kingdom by Her
Majesty, Queen Elizabeth II.
Impressive crews from Russia took first place in both events in the World Cup and the Heli
UK Expo Cup.

Clash of the Russian Titans

The best of British battled it in a best of three, winner takes all final. The best two British
crews - David Monks and Hugh Barklem in a Robinson 22 (G-ZAPY) and father and son
crew Stuart and Chris Rimmer in their R44 G-IBMS fought to the bitter end matching each
other point for point until the final leg when the Queens Cup was awarded to Monks and
Barklem after a nail biting final run.
The Queen's Air Race Challenge Cup 2017 Winners
1st David Monks and Hugh Barklem
2nd Stuart Rimmer and Chris Rimmer
3rd Paul Andrews and Andy McCulloch

The Queen's Air Race Challenge Cup was supported by many individuals from the Royal
Aero Club and Roger Hopkinson MBE did the honours and presented the Queen’s Cup to
the winners. The President of the FAI CIG, Jacques Berlo, presented the awards for the
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World Cup whilst HCGB Chairman, David Monks, handed over the prizes for the Heli UK
Expo Challenge Cup.

Queen's Air Race Challenge Cup 2017 Winners David Monks and Hugh Barklem

Spectators enjoyed an action packed three days with the HCGB VIP flight line pavilion
having many guests over the three days enjoying the well-stocked refrigerator and the spoils
on offer from the kitchen which included a delightful afternoon tea.
The Helicopter Club of Great Britain thanks everyone who came along to support the event
and says see you all again next year.
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http://www.bmaa.org
The British Microlight Aircraft Association (BMAA) looks after the interests of microlight pilots
and enthusiasts in the UK. It is an organisation approved by the Civil Aviation Authority
(CAA) and aims to further the sport of microlight aviation, keep flying costs down to a
minimum for its members and to represent them in national and international matters relating
to microlight sport aviation.
The BMAA is the Royal Aero Club's nominated delegate in all matters related to microlight
aviation to the Fédération Aéronautique Internationale (FAI) which controls all aviation
sporting activities worldwide and to Europe Airsports which defends the interests of sport
aviation in Europe.

BMAA NEWS

New BMAA Flight Training & Safety Officer
John Teesdale of York Microlight Centre has been appointed as the new BMAA Flight
Training & Safety Officer and intends to make the job more proactive by going out and
talking to pilots, clubs and schools. If you would like him to visit your club then contact him

2017 BMAA AGM
The 2017 BMAA AGM, open to BMAA members only, will be held in Deddington,
Oxfordshire on Saturday 16 December 2017. There are five places on the BMAA Board of
Directors (The Council) available to members. For further information and venue details
contact general@bmaa.org or telephone 01869 338888 (09.00-17.00 Mon-Fri).

BMAA BURSARY 2017
The winner of this year’s BMAA Bursary was Dom Whitfield and is the first NPPL holder born
after 2000 and achieved his flying licence after a successful completion of his GST, after
being taught by Manchester Barton flying instructor Marcus Furniss, and before he can
legally drive a car! Many congratulations Dom.
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Marcus Furniss congratulating Dom Whitfield
BMAA 2017 AWARDS
Each year the BMAA recognises special achievements and contributions to microlighting
made by their members. Many of the awards are decided upon by BMAA Council members
but they also ask for nominations to be put forward by BMAA members.
THE BMAA MEDAL "In recognition of long and distinguished service to microlighting"
THE CHAIRMAN’S TROPHY (The gift of the BMAA Chairman) "For outstanding and
heroic personal achievement"
STEVE HUNT MEMORIAL TROPHY awarded for outstanding Microlight Achievement.
KEITH NEGAL TROPHY awarded "For getting things done"
BRIAN COSGROVE AWARD awarded to the sports unsung Hero or Heroine
THE PATRICIA ANNE TROPHY awarded to any lady member who has distinguished
herself in either flying or working for microlighting.
BMAA ENGINEERING TROPHY awarded for the best non-professional design submission
BMAA PHOTOGRAPHIC TROPHY awarded to the year's best photograph in the Microlight
Flying photo competition
BMAA
NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIPS
includes:
THE
JOHN
HOLLOWAY
TROPHY awarded to the best organised Nationals Round; Class A (Solo); Class B (Dual);
Novice Shield
PARAMOTOR CHAMPION
Throughout the BMAA membership there will be many deserving winners. If you know or
have heard of someone who deserves recognition please take the time to put their name
forward
for
consideration
via
the
BAA
website
Awards
page
http://www.bmaa.org/pwpcontrol.php?pwpID=2497 Nominations close on the 31st
December 2017.
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COMPETITION RESULTS
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

Preston Capes Nationals

Rob Grimwood and John Waites 1st

Mark Fowler 3rd

Round two of the National Championships at Plaistows

Rob Grimwood awards Laurie Human and Mary Russell their trophies for winning the
Plaistow Round of the Nationals
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Sandown, 2-3 September 2017 3rd & final round of the National Championships
was cancelled due to weather.
This means that this year’s Championship doesn’t become valid.

Rob Grimwood presents the Best Newcomer Trophy to Julian Drew at Plaistow
Nationals andRob Keene and John Pasztor who finished second at the Plaistow
Nationals

INTERNATIONAL RESULTS

EUROPEAN MICROLIGHT CHAMPIONSHIPS 12th – 19th August 2017
Team GB consisted of Rob Grimwood, John Waite, Colin Johnson, Tim Burrow, Neil King,
Laurie Hurman & Mary Russell.
THREE BRONZES DESPITE STORM DAMAGE
This year in Nagykanizsa (Hungary) the weather nearly triumphed! There was a severe
storm destroyed gazebos and tents whilst aircraft were torn from their ground anchors. The
competition was postponed by two days while the Hungarians hosts worked tremendously
hard to clear away the remains of a large tree, the marquee, roofs and damaged tents and
shelters.
Amazingly there were no serious injuries, just cuts and bruises, spare parts had to be sent
from home and a damaged GB Skyranger sail was repaired by the Russian team along with
their own. The spare parts sent out from the UK were seized by UK customs and a second
set had to be sent out in a suitcase on a passenger flight to Budapest. There was a real
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sense of the Microlight community that readily crosses borders and pulls together in
adversity.
Three of the four Team GB crews won
bronze medals whilst the fourth was able to
compete as soon as parts arrived from
home.
Dual fixed wing:
3rd Rob Grimwood and John Waite
Solo Flexwing
3rd Colin Johnson
Dual Flexwing
3rd Tim Burrow and Neil King
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https://bmfa.org/
The British Model Flying Association (BMFA) is the body elected by the Royal Aero Club to be
responsible for all aspects of flying model aircraft in the UK.
It was founded in 1922 as the SMAE (Society of Model Aeronautical Engineers) and the change
of name took place in 1987 during the AGM of the SMAE voted to adopt a working title, the
British Model Flying Association. The SMAE still exists as the parent Limited Company and its
title is still used on any legal documents, however, the title BMFA is used in day to day usage by
its members.
With over 850 clubs and approximately 36,000 members the whole of the UK is administered
from the Head Office. But locally there are 14 "Area" committees which meet periodically and are
attended by club delegates who can, through various channels open to the "Areas", propose
changes or additions to the running of the sport which are then voted upon at Council meetings
held at the Head Office. If passed, the changes will be incorporated in the guidelines produced by
the organisation and published in the "BMFA Handbook".
Model aircraft range from 1 gram to 150Kg; fixed wing to rotary and ones that are air filled.
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NEWS
70th ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS
Congratulations to Cirencester and District Model Aircraft Club who celebrated the 70th
anniversary of their formation at Cotswold Airport (Kemble) with a birthday cake, cut by
Chairman, Patrick Puffett.

THE 2017 FREE FLIGHT FORUM
The thirty-third BMFA Free-Flight Forum will be held on 19th November from 10.00 – 17.00 at The
Hinckley Island Hotel, A5 Watling Street, Hinckley, LE10 3JA. There will be a wide range of
presentations on free-flight, so come along, find out what makes this branch of our sport so
enjoyable and enjoy a day with these speakers:
Why FAI? - Stuart Darmon;
Designing for Scale Competition - Andy Sephton;
Experience with Making Carbon/Foam "Moulded" Wings - Alan Jack;
Generating Youngsters’ Interest in Aeromodelling - John Jacomb;
Electric Ducted Fan FF Scale Jets - Ivan Taylor;
Small Field Contests - Brian Lever;
Project Swansong – a Last Hurrah for the Outsize Open Glider - Stuart Darmon;
A Simplified Description of Electric Drives for Free Flight Models - Alan Jack
Lunch will be available and the cost for the session will be just £10, with proceeds going towards
the expenses of the teams that represent Great Britain at World and European F/F
Championships.
Pre-booking will ensure that you get a seat, so send your cheque, payable to 'BMFA F/F Team
Support’, to the BMFA office at 31, St. Andrews Road, Leicester LE2 8RE.

ANNUAL PRIZE-GIVING AND DINNER 2017
The Annual Prize Giving and Dinner is open to all BMFA members and will be held on the 18th
November 2017 at The Jurys Inn Hinckley Island Hotel, A5 Watling Street, Hinckley,
Leicestershire LE10 3JA (19.00 for 19.30)
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Tickets for the 2017 Annual Prize-Giving and Dinner are available from the BMFA please
complete and return the booking form, together with a cheque for the appropriate amount and
s.a.e. to: The Office Manager, British Model Flying Association, Chacksfield House, 31 St.
Andrews Road, Leicester LE2 8RE or scan and email the completed dinner ticket form to
admin@bmfa.org and call the office on 0116 2440028 to pay for your ticket(s) with a credit/debit
card. Booking Form Link:
http://www.bmfa.org/DesktopModules/Bring2mind/DMX/Download.aspx?Command=Core_Downl
oad&EntryId=2254&language=en-GB&PortalId=0&TabId=1562

THE BMFA NATIONAL CENTRE
The National Visitor Centre and Model Flying site of the British Model Flying Association (BMFA)
is at Buckminster on the Leicestershire/Lincolnshire border close to the towns of Melton Mowbray
and Grantham. The site occupies 43 acres of open and largely unobstructed countryside set
within a traditional farming estate and presents an ideal location for the sport of model flying to
take place. The National Centre represents an important facility for many of the model flying
disciplines in the UK and will host an annual programme of events and competitions as well as
the opportunity to just turn up and fly and is a dog friendly site and welcomes four-legged
members of the family, as well as two but please ensure that you do not stray into the flying
areas, ensure that you are familiar with the site layout.
Additionally the location provides facilities for education through model aircraft and the
opportunity for those who are thinking of trying model flying to participate in a “trial lesson
experience”.
For those intending to make use of flying facilities the BMFA National offers “camp and fly” deals
for BMFA Members.
Facilities at BMFA Buckminster are continually evolving and are available to hire. For further
details and enquires: Tel 0116 2441091 (Direct Line) or 0116 2440028 (Leicester Office).
The aim is that the BMFA National Flying Site and Visitor Centre will be largely staffed on a full
time basis by existing BMFA senior staff. However, we have always taken the view that as with
many other aspects of BMFA activity that volunteers play a significant part in the day to day
activity. Expenses are paid to cover travelling costs incurred by volunteers and refreshment is
provided, as appropriate, for the duration of activity.

Artist impression of completed BMFA Buckminster
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We are always happy to hear from volunteers. Below is a list of areas the BMFA is keen to
benefit from input, the list is not exhaustive but rather a guide.






Instructing – all disciplines (rota)
Instructing – trial lessons (rota)
Grounds maintenance – general site upkeep or Ornithology – wildlife habitat
Event related activities; General duties; Key Holder or Flightline supervision.
Public Relations or First aid or Weather station – IT support
Museum – archive – historical.

If you would like to volunteer and become part of the BMFA Buckminster National Centre ‘story’
then please do get in touch. manny@bmfa.org

CAA EXEMPTION FOR THE BMFA NATIONAL CENTRE
BMFA Buckminster now benefits from a long term exemption (until 31/12/18) to the Air Navigation
Order which permits operation of model aircraft over 20kg above 400 feet and generates a
permanent NOTAM (Notices to Airmen) which will assist in keeping full size aviation activity clear
of the site.
The exemption is up to 1,500 feet and represents a cylinder of 1 km diameter centred on the midpoint of the main runway.
Having the exemption in place is a really positive move for the National Centre as it means we
can accommodate a huge range of model flying types and sizes as part of the standard activity. It
is also a precursor to a permanent symbol on the UK air charts.
BMFA Buckminster Christmas Swap-meet 10th December 2017
With free entry for buyers from 10.00 (stall holders 08.00) there is a large heated indoor area with
refreshments available and ample parking outside. If you’re not looking to buy or sell the site is
still open for flying and catching up with friends old and new. www.nationalcentre.bmfa.org

NEW ACHIEVEMENTS WEBSITE
The aim of the RC Achievement Scheme is to encourage RC model flyers to improve their
standard of flying and safety, and to raise awareness of the legal controls relating to model
aircraft flying and to prove that standard and awareness to an Examiner. The scheme is run by
the BMFA as a National Scheme and it is open to all RC model flyers, including non-members.
It is important to appreciate that the scheme is not primarily about permitting or licensing.
Fundamentally, the scheme is all about personal goals and challenges. It is intended to provide
every RC flyer with something to aspire to and aim for, should they so wish.
The Achievement Scheme Review Committee (ASRC) will be running Achievement Scheme
Roadshows at Buckminster during 2018. These will be open to any BMFA member who wishes to
attend and will be an all-day event with tea/coffee and lunch provided. The programme for the
day will include the following topics:- The ethos and administration of the Achievement Scheme;
Running Examiner/Instructor Workshops; New Achievement Scheme materials (BPC’s FPV
Extension etc); Screening the First Draft of the Multi-rotor examiners guidance video; The
Mandatory and supplementary questions; Q&A Session
For details: www.nationalcentre.bmfa.org
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COMPETITION RESULTS
NATIONALS
Control Line (CL) is the only model flying discipline where the pilot is physically in control of the
model aircraft. The pilot controls the aircraft by a handle to which are attached two steel wires
that, at the other end, are attached to the model aircraft’s elevator.
One-line or two-line control; internal combustion or pulse jets; straight fuel or nitro enhanced fuel;
single-blade or double-bladed propellers; two wings, or one; from the tiny .049cc engines to the
mighty 10cc engines. Depending on the class, speeds can be in excess of 200mph.
CONTROL LINE TEAM RACES
A pilot/pitman team races against two other teams to complete a set distance in the shortest
possible time with pit stops where pitman catches the model, refuels and restarts it as quickly as
possible for the pilot to continue in the race. Many races are won or lost during pit stops.
1/2A Team Race 200 laps
1st Ross/Court

2nd Barker/Tricker

3rd Fitzgerald/Thomason

Barton B Team Race

Barton Classic 15 Team Race

1st Hill/Rogers/Bradford 6:24.5
2nd Heaton/Broadhead/Leeman 6:55.4
3rdHaywood/Haywood/Newbold 38 Laps

1st Cannon/Cannon 159 Laps
2nd Toogood/Lewis 156 Laps
3rd Molyneux/Burns DQ

RESULTS
1st Ross/Court 9:24.8

2nd Igoshyn/Needham 9:50.2

Mini Goodyear (Junior) Team Race

3rd Daglish/Greenwood 10.31.2

Min Goodyear (Senior) Team Race

1st Smith/Jephcott 9:45.6
2nd Newis/Newis140 Laps
3rd Schmitz/Schmitz 129 Laps

1st Hanks/Hanks 11:40.0
2nd Cannon/Cannon 96 Laps
3rd Lever/Waterland DNF

F2C RESULTS

F2C National

1st Molyneux/Burns 7:19.5
2nd Barker/Tricker 7:28.0
3rd Fitzgerald/Greenwood 66 Laps

1st Igoshyn/Needham7:39.1
2nd Barker/Tricker 8:39.9
3rd James/Thomason183 Laps

NOVICE

OPEN

1st Roberts/Howell 12:02.3
2nd Lilley/Dean 12:42.6
3rd Lever/Waterland 0 Laps

1st Igoshyn/Needham 8:16.4
2nd Fitzgerald/Greenwood 9:57.4
3rd Cannon/Cannon 10:52.5

Vintage 1/2 A Team Race

Vintage A Team Race

1st Haywood/Haywood 7:57.8
2nd Toogood/Lewis 8:35.4
3rd Green/Newbold 9:35.4

1st Heaton/Eifflaender 6:25.3
2nd Ross/Court 7:47.2
3rd Toogood/Lewis DNS
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A Scale Model Aircraft

Vintage B Team Race
1st Toogood/Lewis/Toogood 7:28.4 2nd Green/Long/Newbold 7:31.2 3rd Ross/Court/Millar 11 Laps
CONTROL LINE SPEED
In Handicap Speed there are a number of classes each defined by maximum engine capacity
Handicap Speed

Nostalgic Speed

1st D Smith 99.92% 288.27kph
2nd P Eisner 97.91% 300.87kph
3rd R Hart 97.37% 242.75 kph

1st Peter Rabjohn 126.44 mph 102.4%
2nd Digby Perriam 119.48mph 96.7%
3rd Salvi Angeloni 82.30mph 96.6%

CONTROL LINE COMBAT RESULTS
Two Combat pilots fly in the same circle against each other. Each model carries a paper streamer and
each pilot attempts to take cuts from his opponent’s streamer with the propeller of his own aircraft.
Points are scored for each cut, and points are lost for time spent on the ground. The pilot with the
most number of points at the end of the bout is the winner. The contest is run on a knock out basis.
F2D Combat
1st Graham Ives
2nd Gordon Price
3rd Harry Walker

F2E Combat
1st Ben Johnson
2nd Dave Riley
3rd Simon Cassidy

Oliver Tiger
1st Steve Malone
2nd Richard Herbert
3rd Tony Cookson

Vintage
1st Tony Frost
2nd Stuart Holland
3rd Richard Herbert

SCALE RESULTS
Scale R/C Flying only
1st A Foot (DH 122 Venom)
2nd D Charles (Hawker Typhoon)
3rd P Fullard (Westland Wyvern)

Stand-off Scale
Scale Control Line
st
1st A Glover (DH Tiger Moth) 1 M Chapman (Mustang IV)
2nd J McCall (Spacewalker)
2nd D Fenton (DH Chipmunk T10)
3rd T Manley (Blackburn Sprat) 3rd R Tribe (ME262)
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PYLON RACING
Pylon racing is a competition consisting of radio controlled model aircraft flying around a triangular
course for ten laps. A number of timed heats are flown, usually three aircraft at a time. The flyers
with the lowest aggregate heat times go forward into semi-finals and finals.
F3D
1st Ollie White & Dave Cline
2nd Nathan Aldridge & Barrie Lever
3rd Joe Harvey & Peter Harvey
E2K Electric
1st M. Van Doesburg
2nd S. McFarlane
3rd T. Van Tempe

F5D Electric
1st Dan Kennedy & Ollie Witt
2nd Colin Dilloway & Stuart McFarlane
3rd Stuart McFarlane & Colin Dilloway

F3T
1st Bruce Illingworth
2nd Joe Harvey
3rd Julian Downham

Club 2000
1st Steve Toyer
2nd Mike Illingworth
3rd Michael Toyer

Club 2000 Group 2
1st Ian Cole

INTERNATIONAL MINIATURE AEROBATIC CLUB (UK)
Sportsmans
1st Arun Horne
2nd Simon Dawes
3rd Dave Staley

Intermediate
1st Simon Lorenz
2nd Dave Twilley

Advanced
1st Steve Hartley
2nd Chris Hughes
3rd Dave Lucas

Unlimited
1st Angus Balfour
2nd Thomas David
3rd Jorge Gutierrez

Steve Hartley

IMAC(UK) Overall and Breitling Champion
Angus Balfour
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RC HELICOPTER
Sportsman
1st Bruce Naylor
2nd Andy Pirie

F3N
1st Duncan Osbourn
2nd Aaron Cole
3rd Dave Fisher

FUN – FLY
Class 1 Overall
1st Dan Workman
2nd Peter Mumford
3rd Daniel Goulding-Ellison

Longest Glide
1st Daniel Goulding-Ellison
2nd Peter Mumford
3rd Andy Ellison

Touch and Go
1st Dan Workman
2nd John Ruck
3rd Peter Mumford
Class 2 Overall
1st Andy Ellison
2nd Nick Lester
3rd James Gordon

Limbo
1st Dan Workman
2nd Simon McNeill
3rd Nick Lester

Triple Thrash
1st Dan Workman
2nd Simon McNeill
3rd Peter Mumford

Mystery Round (Touch+go bang)
1st Dan Workman
2nd Peter Mumford
3rd Daniel Goulding-Ellison

Longest glide
1st Gavin Barden
2nd Shaun Hensby
3rd James Gordon

Limbo
1st JOINT Nick Lester
& Andy Ellison
2nd Jeff Cosford

Touch and Go
1st Andy Ellison
2nd Nick Lester
3rd Gavin Barden

Spins and Spot
1st Andy Ellison
2nd Shaun Hensby
3rd Gavin Barden

Mystery Round (Water Carrying)
1st James Gordon
2nd Nick Lester
3rd Andy Ellison

RADIO CONTROL AEROBATIC
Masters Class
1st Eugene Anker

Intermediate Class
1st Philip Lewis

Clubman Class
1st John Morton
2nd Michael Broad
3rd Ralph Arrow

SILENT FLIGHT NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

2m eSoaring
1st Steve Haley
2nd Paul Wainright
3rd Bill Haley

Open eSoaring
1st Steve Haley
2nd Simon Haley (Jnr)
3rd Brian Johnson
FAI F5J
1st Steve Haley
2nd Simon Haley (Jnr)
3rd Josh Lloyd
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100S
1st Kevin Newitt
2nd Alan Morton
3rd John Shenstone
FAI F3K
1st Gavin Stern
2nd Richard Swindells
3rd Michael Stern
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GBRCAA Championships August 2017

INTERNATIONAL RESULTS
SCALE
FAI F4C Scale
1 D Knott (Hawker Hurricane Mk 1) 2nd D Womersley (DH Chipmunk T10)
3rd Mick Reeves (Sopwith 1 ½ Strutter)
st

RC HELICOPTER
FAI F3C
1 Steve Roberts
2nd Mark Christy
3rd Ian Emery
st
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RADIO CONTROL AEROBATICS

FAI F3A (P & F Schedules)
1st Matt Hoyland
2nd Keith Jackson
3rd Steve Underwood

FAI F3A (P Schedule only)
1st Ian Mould
2nd Mark Pearce
3rd Steve Plummer

FUTURE EVENTS
EVENT
Newark Indoor
Flying Club
Waltham Chase
Aeromodellers Indoor
R/C FPV Event
Amber Valley MFC
Indoor Flying
Blackstone Model
Flyers Open
Indoor Meeting
South Norfolk MFC
Indoor Flying
Tonbridge Gassers
& Rubber Fanciers
Indoor Meeting
BMFA South West
Area Indoor flying
OFMAC Funfly
BMFA Free Flight
Forum
Derby RR Indoor
Flying Club

DATE& TIME
Nov 11,21,28
Dec 5,12,19
18.30-22.00
Nov 14
Dec 12
19.00-21.30
Nov 17,24
Dec 1,8,
15,22
19.00-21.00
Nov 17
19.00-21.00
Nov 18
19.00-22.00
Nov 18
Dec 16
18.30-22.00
Nov 19
Dec 17
12.00-16.00
Nov 19
Dec 17
09.00-16.00
Nov 19
10.00-17.00
Nov 25
Dec 16

VENUE
George Stevenson Hall
NG24 4NY

CONTACT etc
01529 306759
grahambrown0@gmail.com

Wickham Community Centre
PO17 5AL

01489 895157/07811302612
alan@wcaero.co.uk
www.wcaero.co.uk
01773 570004
psmurfitt@gmail.com

Aldercar Community Language
College
NG16 4HL
Shelley College Sports Hall
HD8 8NL

07802710408
alecbarber@btinternet.com

Wymondham Leisure Centre
NR18 0NT
Rochester Sports Centre ME1 3QJ

07799395669
snmfc.treasurer@gmail.com
01622737814
eric.przyjemski@btinternet.com

Saints Health & Fitness Centre
PL26 7AG

01547 362951
dave_powis@hotmail.com

Abbey Sports Centre
OX10 7NR

01491 837789
Ofmac1@talktalk.net

Hinkley Island Hotel
LE10 3JA
Alfreton Leisure Centre
DE55 7BD

02087 775533
Martindilly20@gmail.com
07967811757
john.day11.126@btinternet.com
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BMFA Northern Area
Indoor Flying
Evesham Indoor Flying
Fun flying at Furzefield
Peterborough M F C
Indoor Meet
La Grande Coupe de
Birmingham
Bethesda Indoor Model
Flying
Freeflight & lightweight,
models available for
novices
Wessex Soaring
Association Slope
Fly-in
North London Model
Flying Club Indoor
Radio Control
MMFC Indoor fly in
FLITEHOOK Indoor
Free Flight Meeting
St Helens Indoor Flying

13.10 -15.30
Nov 25
Dec 9,16, 30
12.30-15.30
Nov 26
Dec 10

Leeds Trinity University
LS18 5HD

07789141154
secretary@na-bmfa.org

Main Hall,
Evesham Leisure Centre
WR11 4SU
Furzefield Sports Centre
EN6 3BW
Bushfield Leisure Centre
PE2 5RQ
MOD North Luffenham

07710005705
markashworth@iee.org

Dec 3
10.00-16.00

WSA Slopes SW Wiltshire

07919903742
pete.carpenter12@gmail.com

Dec 9
18.00-21.00

Furzefield Sports Centre
EN6 3BW

01707336982

Dec 2
17.00-21.00
Dec 2
10.00-13.00
Dec 3
10.00-15.00
Dec 3
13.00-16.00

Dec 10
10.00-15.00
Dec 10, 29
10.00-16.00
Dec 16
13.00-16.00

02085003549
mp.quille@live.co.uk
01778 343722
brianwaterland@hotmail.co.uk
01543422509
gavin.manion84@gmail.com
Bethesda Plas Ffrancon Leisure
07831 141418
Centre LL57 3DT
Matin.pike.xray@btinternet.com

Medway Park Leisure Centre ME7 ah006b3152@blueyonder.co.uk
1HF
Freewest Toon Centre
02380861541
SO40 8WU
flitehook@talktalk.net
Sutton Leisure Centre
07711268699
WA9 5AU
ericstrefford@gmail.com
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BRITISH PARACHUTING ASSOCIATION
http://www.bpa.org.uk

BPA controls all aspects of skydiving on behalf of the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA). Prior to
1984, parachuting from an aircraft in flight was prohibited in the United Kingdom (other than
in an emergency) and could be conducted only under the terms of exemptions from the Air
Navigation Order. With the Air Navigation (Second Amendment) Order 1983, effective from
31 January 1984, parachuting became a permitted activity, subject to the grant by the CAA
of a written permission, and in accordance with appropriate conditions specified in such CAA
permission documents. A comprehensive parachuting manual as required, incorporating
various provisions relating to aircraft and operational safety procedures was first produced
by the BPA in 1996 and is updated to meet requirements.

NEWS
His Royal Highness The Prince of Wales has kindly agreed to extend his patronage of the
British Parachuting Association for a further five year term from July 2017.
Julian Nott Record High-Altitude Tandem Jump
A new world record for the highest documented civilian tandem jump was made on 18th May
2017 at the Skydance Skydiving Center in Davis, California by tandem master Greg Foster
and passenger Curt Johnson and Chris Peterson with tandem passenger Julian Nott exiting
from a Cessna Caravan at 9,727 meters (31,916 feet) above sea level. Julian Nott is a
renowned balloonist and longtime member of the British Balloon Association and a former
FAI delegate and holder of dozens of world ballooning records. He made the jump in
preparation for a 2018 round-the-world record high-altitude ballooning flight attempt in a
pressurized capsule flying above 35,000 feet.

Chris Peterson with tandem passenger Julian Nott
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The BPA Disciplinary Procedure has been updated in line with current best practice which
included taking independent external legal advice. All complaints of a disciplinary natute will
now be dealt with in accordance with the procedures set out in BPA Form 256 which is
downloadable from the BPA website http://www.bpa.org.uk/bpa-forms
The BPA Grievance and Disciplinary Working Party will next consider an update of the
Grievance Procedure including whether the Grievance and Disciplinary Procedures can be
combined.
The BPA Taz Causer Experienced Skydiver of the Year Award 2017

Nominations for a UK-based Skydiver whose achievements during the calendar year
deserves special recognition need to be received by BPA HQ by 14th November
skydive@bpa.org.uk Send the name of your nominee and in no more than 250 words the
reasons behind your nomination.
BPA AGM 2018
The 2018 BPA AGM will be on Saturday 27 January 2018 at East Midlands Conference
Centre (EMCC), University Park, Nottingham NG7 2RJ commencing at 10.30 and will be
followed by the annual skydiving Awards and Presentations Ceremony. The AGM 2018
agenda will be published in December 2017 on the BPA website. There will also be a range
of seminars and meetings at Skydive Expo 2018.
Tickets for the BPA Gala Dinner will be available from BPA HQ from November 2017. For
further details contact skydive@bpa.org.uk or telephone 01162 785271.
OUR CONGRATULATIONS GO TO ALL NEW BPA INSTRUCTORS
Category System Basic Instructor: Calum Morell, Arran Tiley and Peter Lehane
Tandem Basic Instructor: Ryan Beattie, Kate Lindsley, Edward King, Marcus Fountain,
Joby Chadd and Adrian George.
AFF Basic Instructor: Rob Gunson
Category System Instructor: Amii Catway, Danielle Hodgson, Alasdair Tebbutt,
Alan Winkler, Paula Livingstone and Liam Power
Tandem Instructor: Edward King, Freya Lees, Rebecca Bradley, Victoria Bradley,
James “Macca” Macdonald, Maximus Meridius, Andrew Parker, Leigh Hobson,
Matthew Gardener, Brendan O’Rafferty, Benjamin Simpson and Colin Jenkins
AFF Instructor: Becky Hill, Jack Bradford and Tom Shorten
Advanced Instructor: Grant (Dougie) Macpherson
Advanced Packer (S): Dean Hoskins, William Ross, Elod-Jozsev Otvos and Phil Wayper
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NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP RESULTS
August and September saw the BPA Nationals taking place in many disciplines Accuracy,
Formation Skydiving 4-way and 8-way, Artistics, Speed, Canopy Piloting, Canopy Formation,
Speed 8 and Vertical Formation Skydiving 4-way at many venues in the UK.
Accuracy Senior: 1st Dave Crowhurst; 2nd Les Carroll; 3rd Carl Williams
Accuracy Intermediate: 1st Issac Brown; 2nd Alan Morris-Jones; 3rd Steve Adams
Accuracy Junior Novice: 1st Jay Townsend; 2nd Paul Hendry; 3rd Brian Stokes
Formation Skydiving 4-way AAA: 1st Satori XL; 2nd 4mula; 3rd Chimera
Formation Skydiving 4-way AA: 1st Salty Jacks; 2nd Pajama Pumas; 3rd Vantage
Formation Skydiving 4-way A: 1st Jurassic Park; 2nd RAFSPA Venom; 3rd Bacchus
Formation Skydiving 4-way Rookie: 1st RAFSPA Shadow; 2nd Fireflies; 3rd Flying Fossils
Artistic Events Freestyle A: 1st Volosity Freestyle; 2nd FSU; 3rd Nova
Artistic Events Freestyle B: 1st Old Trix New Trix
Artistic Events Freefly A: 1st Varial; 2nd Parallel; 3rd Mass Attack
Artistic Events Freefly B: 1st RAFSPA Vulcan; 2nd Mischief & Mayhem; 3rd The Evils
Formation Skydiving 8-way Senior: 1st Microclim8; 2nd Project Ride the Dragon;
3rd Sky Wars! The Face Awakens
Formation Skydiving 8-way Rookie: 1st 821-AV8
Speed: 1st Charles (Max) Hurd; 2nd Matthew Bryne: 3rd Michael Lovemore

11th British National Canopy Parachute Championships 2017
Canopy Piloting: 1st Dan Guest; 2nd Wes Westley; 3rd Chris Lynch
British National Open Canopy Formation Championships 2017
4-Way Rotarians (Senior): 1st Cunning Stunts; 2nd Team Crwaders; 3rd Backdoor Slots 4
2-way Sequential (Senior): 1st CF UK; 2nd Wize Prankers; 3rd Waffle Stack
2-way Sequential (Intermediate): 1st The Scarecrws; 2nd Team Scat; 3rd Double Trouble
2-way Sequential (Rookie): 1st Cark Crew: 2nd Cark Corner: 3rd Two in the Stack One in
the Black

British National 8-Way Speed Open Parachute Championships 2017
16th - 17th Sep 2017, Sibson
1st: Unleash the Dragon; 2nd R8KIPO; 3rd: Oh W8!
VFS Nationals 2017 16th 17th Sep 2017, Dunkeswell
1st: Omni; 2nd: Excite 99; 3rd: Pandies
Team Accuracy
1st Team GB; 2nd Team Brexit; 3rd Skydive Northwest
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INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION RESULTS
World Games (Invitation Event) 21-24 July 2017, Wrocław, Poland
Parachuting - Canopy Piloting Mixed
33rd: Maxine Tate (GBR)
27th European Championships and FAI World Cups in Free Style,
Artistic Events and Speed 8-12 August Saarlouis, Germany
The Team GB delegation comprised Charles (Max) Hurd, James Parker, Lucy Westgarth,
Jamie Arnold, Dan Guest and Cez Krzyckowski, together with GB Formation Teams.
Formation Skydiving 4-Way - Open: GB Teams
14th Chimera; 18th Antimatter; 22nd Eros and 30th Tyranno4us Rex

Team Chimera
Formation Skydiving 4-Way – Female: GB Teams
6th PTW and 7th Kesshin

Team Kesshin (David Butterell, Samantha Davis, Debbie Williams)
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Formation Skydiving 8-Way – Open: GB Teams
5th Project: Ride the Dragon; 6th Awkward Turtles

nd

2 : Charles (Max) Hurd
7th: Cezary Krzyczkowski
20th: Lucy Westgarth Lucy
21st: James Parker

3rd FAI World Cup Skydiving – Speed:

2nd FAI European Skydiving Championships
Speed: 2nd Charles (Max) Hurd

Charles (Max) Hurd
12th FAI World Cup of Artistic Events Freestyle
3 Jamie Arnold and Dan Guest
rd

11th FAI European Artistic Events Championships Freestyle
3rd Jamie Arnold and Dan Guest
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9th FAI European Accuracy Landing Championships
26-31 August Montenegro

Womens: 29th Esther Reynolds
Mens: 102nd Issac Brown

Ian Marshall. Isaac Brown & Esther Reynolds
International Speed Skydiving Association World Series Finals
1-2 July 2017, Dunkeswell, Devon
British Speeders were successful in gaining The Gladiator Ernest Holford Memorial Sword
as well as 2nd and 3rd positions in the International Speed Skydiving Association World
Series Finals.
1st: Max Hurd; 2nd Matthew Byrne, 3rd Michael Lovemore
Charles (Max) Hurd also became the 4th fastest skydiver at 548.77kph and the 11th member
of the “500 Club” (for skydiving at over 500kph)

2nd FAI World Indoor Skydiving Championships
18-23 October 2017, Lavel, Canada
More than 200 competitors from 23 countries converged on the SkyVenture wind tunnel near
Montreal to compete in eight different classes of Indoor Skydiving for the FAI World Indoor
Skydiving Championships which is the highest level of competition in the sport. Head of
Team GB Delegation was John Smyth.
Indoor skydiving is an air sport discipline that has its roots in skydiving, but rather than jump
out of a plane, athletes compete indoors inside a glass-walled, vertical wind-tunnel.
Competitors balance on a jet of fast-moving air and compete either solo, with a partner, or as
a team of four. Competition categories include: Formation Skydiving; Vertical Formation
Skydiving; Freestyle/Freefly; and Dynamic. There are open, female and junior categories.
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Formation Skydiving 4-Way, Female
2nd: Team GB “Volition” with 248 points

As individuals they have thousands of jumps and have all medalled at the British Nationals
and at World Cups and Championships outdoors, but as a team Volition have only ever
competed in the tunnel. The team consists of accountant Liz Matthews, business owner
Claire Sparky Scott, Physiotherapist Kate Lindsley and Sian Stokes, a Skydiving
Instructor/Stunt Woman.

Team GB “Volition” in action

FS 4-Way Open: Satori XL tied for 6th place with Sweden
Dynamic 2-Way: 17th The Dynamos; 21st Dark Matter
Indoor Freestyle Open: 6th Jamie Arnold
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FORTHCOMING COMPETITIONS
2nd FAI World Cup of Wingsuit Flying 2-8 November 2017 being held in Overton, USA

The Team GB delegation comprises:
Performance Flying: Angelo Grubisic, Colin Preece and Ryan McAleese
Aerobatic flying: Flight Junkies and Hadron Super Colliders
Good luck everyone bring home some metal !
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http://www.precisionflying.co.uk
Responsible for the promotion and day-to-day running of Rally and Precision Flying
competitions within the UK and the selection of pilots and crew to represent Great Britain at
international competitions organised under the auspices of the Federation Aeronautique
Internationale (FAI), the BPPA exists to promote high standards of airmanship, especially in
VFR navigation and landing skills. The number of airspace infringements is always of
concern to the General Aviation community and often the VFR navigation skills developed
during the Private Pilots Licence (PPL) course are all too quickly forgotten as reliance is
placed on GPS systems. Check out our video https://vimeo.com/57272236

NEWS
AGM and PRESENTATION DINNER 2017
The BPPA annual AGM and Trophy Presentation Dinner will take place on Saturday 13th
January 2018 in Cheltenham, Gloucestershire. For further information contact BPPA
secretary Tina Smiddy tina.forssgren@btinternet.com

COMPETITION RESULTS
23rd FAI World Precision and Landing Championships 2017
July 29 - 3 August, Spitzerberg, Austria
The 23rd FAI World Precision and Landing Championships were held in Spitzerberg Austria
August 2017. 15 Countries sent teams with a total of 63 Pilots competing. Team GB sent a
Team of 4 Chris Barnes flying a C150, Rodney Blois (Chairman BPPA) flying a C172, John
Marsh and Paul Smiddy flying a Glastar (BPPA delegate to RAeC).

L – R Chris Barnes, Rodney Blois, Paul Smiddy, John Marsh
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Poland won the team trophy as they have every year since 1981! The Czech Republic came
second with third place Bronze going to France. No major surprise as generally in line with
the levels of national sponsorships. The only surprises were in the Landing Championship
where, after Poland won the gold, it was nice to see South Africa getting second place silver
and Norway picking up the bronze.
It was our only modest success that Rodney Blois got called to the podium having finished in
9th place in the Landing Championship. He felt fortunately no higher as he is also President
of FAI/GAC and would have had to hang his medal around his own neck! But it is always
nice, and a very proud moment to stand on the podium when representing ones Country.
Overall Individual Results Flight planning, Navigation flight, Observations, Landing
25th Chris Barnes; 54th Paul Smiddy; 55th Rodney Blois; 61st John Marsh
Flight Planning Navigation Flight Trophy
23 Chris Barnes; 46 Paul Smiddy; 60th Rodney Blois; 61st John Marsh
rd

th

th

9 Rodney Blois

Landing Championship

Team Flight planning, Navigation flight, Observations, Landing
12th Team GB

1st FAI World Air Navigation Race (ANR) Championships
7-14 September, Castellon de la Plana, Spain
Team GB sent 2 teams to the inaugural World ANR Championships of this exciting new air
sport; Pilot Chris Barnes with Navigator John Reid and Rodney Blois with Navigator (and
your RAeC Editor) Judith Wordsworth.
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L – R Dave Reid, Chris Barnes, Judith Wordsworth, Rodney Blois

This new Air Sport of Air Navigation Racing (ANR) is a competition where aircraft are
flown along irregular shaped predetermined corridors at 80 knots with the width of
the corridor starting at 0.5nm on day one and getting narrower and narrower each
day until 0.2nm on the final day. The top four at the end of day 4 then fly against
each other to determine the final podium positions.
Crews are handed their competition chart, 1:150,000, with the printed corridor plus
start and finish gates and a mandatory route to and from the airfield forty five
minutes before take-off. Anything more than 30 minutes on flight planning incurs
penalty points, and then it’s out to the aircraft, get set up and taxy for take-off so that
you pass the climb out GNSS trigger precisely on time. Roughly five minutes till you
need to fly through the starting gate.
GNSS loggers are used to log the flight track, with timing to the milli-second, and
there is a scored landing competition either on return to the airfield or on day 5 as
was done in this first World Championships as the airfield was also home to a very
busy parachuting organisation.
7th Chris Barnes & Dave Reid;
25th Rodney Blois & Judith Wordsworth
Rally and Precision flying doesn’t just hone your navigation, as no GPS flight
planning/routing equipment is allowed, and flying skills. It’s fun and a great place to
meet new pilots and navigators, make friends, fly to new airfields and provide new
challenges.
New members, flying and non-flying, are always
http://www.precisionflying.co.uk for further information.
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http://www.royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk
The Royal Aero Club Records Racing and Rally Association (affectionately known as The 3Rs)
oversees handicap air racing, British and World aviation records and formal air rallies.
Handicap air racing is both an exciting sport for pilots and a great spectacle for spectators. Raced as
an 100 mile race over a 25 mile course, starting and finishing at the aerodrome, with flying no less
than 500 feet above ground level! Race pilots flying solo or with a Navigator compete for some of
the most magnificent aviation competition trophies and fly many different types of fixed wing
aircraft from several variation of Vans RV, Robins, Bulldogs, Pups, Grummans, Cessnas – including a
C172 floatplane, Pipers and a SIAI Marchetti.

NEWS
2017 AGM, SYMPOSIUM and AWARDS PRESENTATION DINNER
The 3Rs 2017 AGM, Symposium and Awards Presentation Dinner will be held at The Aviator Hotel,
Sywell Aerodrome on Saturday 3rd February 2018. The AGM will take place in the “Cockpit” 10.00 –
16.00. After lunch Airshow display pilot Lauren Richardson, who flies a Pitts Special, will be giving a
presentation at the Symposium.
The Awards Presentation Dinner will take place in the “Cirrus Suite” in the evening.
For 2017 AGM, Symposium and Awards Presentation Dinner information contact:
secretary@royalaeroclubrrra.org.uk

COMPETITION RESULTS
The Royal Aero Club, Racing Records and Rally Association had the most wonderful three
weekends of racing in the last half of this year’s race season.
During the weekend of the 15th and 16th July, our Hosts in Abbeville, at the Abbeville-Buigny
Baie de Somme Aerodrome, provided the most amazing facilities in conjunction with the on
airfield motel. Serge Weible orchestrated the proceedings with Gala dinners on both the
Friday and Saturday nights and wonderful integration with the airfield Aero Club and their
members. Many new friends were made and I know that pilots have popped back to
Abbeville several times since.
In Abbeville, as well as air racing for the Michel Doré and the Battle of Britain Trophies the
3Rs were delighted to have a new trophy, The Bruce and Ian Hook Celebration Trophy, to be
awarded to the pilot who had the highest total number of points from this Bastille air racing
weekend.
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Saturday saw an overcast sky; a 270/10kts wind and 11 entrants attended the race practise
brief at 11.00 given by Clerk of the Course John Kelsall, for the Michel Doré

Trophy. The 95.83nm course comprised of 4 laps 1000ft over the French Picardie
countryside starting and finishing at the airfield and is a handicap air race.
The 11 aircraft taxied to the starting line and were lined up with the slowest aircraft Race No. 14, a
Piper PA28 Cherokee piloted by Australian Andy Hardy with his navigator Sam Kidd, to take the start
flag first at precisely 15.30. The fastest aircraft taking part and taking off last was Race No. 31, a SIAI
Marchetti SF260W piloted by Geoffrey Boot and his navigator wife Suzie.
7 aircraft crossed the finish line within 25 seconds and the last only 1’49” behind the leader Race No
47, an RV6 piloted by Dominic Crossan and his navigator Guy Hook.
But handicap air racing does not always mean first past the post is the winner. But today it did.
1st place: Race No 47 Dominic Crossan and his navigator Guy Hook in an RV6
2nd place: Race No 22 Dave Moorman flying solo in a CAP10B
3rd place: Race No 31 Geoffrey Boot and his navigator Suzie Boot in the SIAI Marchetti SF260W
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L-R: Suzie & Geoffrey Boot, Guy Hook, Dominic Crossan and Dave Moorman

The Bruce and Ian Hook Celebration Trophy was also awarded to pilot Dominic Crossan and his
navigator Guy Hook, Bruce’s son and Ian’s brother for accruing the most points at the weekend
competition. An award well deserved and poignantly received.

Pilot Dominic Crossan (centre) and Guy Hook being presented with the Michel Doré Trophy and Bruce and Ian
Hook Celebration Trophy by Mme. Weible

Sunday’s race for the Battle of Britain Trophy had to be abandoned due to low cloud.

Shobdon Airfield, Herefordshire’s only licenced airfield (originally called Pembridge Landing
Ground), situated on the Welsh boarder in Herefordshire, is set in the most incredible countryside.
With the foothills and mountains creating a backdrop, arriving by air from any direction reminds us
why we fly and the visibility during the weekend of August 12th and 13th was forever! After climbout during the practice and race sessions we were treated to the Great British countryside at its
best.
Shobdon Airfield’s new airfield manager Phil Edwards welcomed 17 Royal Aero Club 3Rs air racing
pilots, some with navigators, and their aircraft to race for one of the world’s most prestigious air
racing trophy’s, The King’s Cup and it’s qualifying precursor trophy The Stewards Cup.
The threatened showers held off on Saturday morning for the practice briefing and the race practice
session and by race brief proper the sun came out and the sky cleared. The wind was virtually down
the chosen race runway … what used to be 27 is now newly marked up as 26 (reciprocal 08) and
blowing no more than 10 kts. At 15.00 race crews made their way to their aircraft, carried out checks
and climbed aboard to taxi to the start point, in race order with the slowest aircraft first, ready for
race No. 17, a C172 float plane flown by Hamish Mitchell with navigator Christine Carlin, to take the
start flag, waved by teenager Aston Kieswetter, at precisely 15.30 for The Stewards Cup.
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The Royal Aero Club Steward's Cup was presented by the Stewards of the parent organisation. Pilots
compete in the Steward's Cup on the Saturday of the King’s Cup weekend as a pre-requisite to
qualify for a place to race in one of the world’s most prestigious Handicap Air Races.
Vice-Chairman of the 3Rs (Records, Rally and Racing Association) Cliff Hawkins had worked his magic
as Chief Handicapper as after 4 laps totally just under 100nm, just under 25nm per race circuit, and
flying not less than 700ft, the race aircraft dived and swept over the finish line at 100ft.
After ground crew collected the monitoring GPS units, 2 per aircraft, a tense wait for the results
followed.
1st place Race 47 Dominic Crossan and navigator Guy Hook in a VANS RV-6 (average race speed
175.24 kts)
2nd place Race 22 David Moorman flying solo in an Akrotech Europe CAP 10B (average race speed
147.61 kts)
3rd place Race 55 Nick Kieswetter and navigator Gaynor Kiewswetter in a VANS RV-6A (average race
speed 159.25 kts)
Noon on Sunday saw the 95th Anniversary of The King’s Cup air race with 15 entrants taking part.
The King's Cup is probably the most coveted trophy in sporting aviation arousing keen competition
since 1922 when it was presented by King George V.
The first Kings Cup race was an 810-mile contest from Croydon Aerodrome, south of London, to
Glasgow and back again after an overnight stop. The race was originally over 810nm unlike todays
just under 100nm but now as then only a British or British Commonwealth pilot can take home the
trophy. So should Danish Erik Andersen, race no 14 win, he is unable to take home the trophy to put
on his mantel piece.
Once again the C172 float plane started first, very aptly named G-DRAM as flown by Scottish Hamish
Mitchell. Last to take the start flag was race No 17, a VANS RV-8, as fastest aircraft flown by Matt
Summers with his navigator Sean Roberson.
Some slick handicapping saw a flurry of aircraft cross the finish line to the delight of an appreciative
crowd. The winner of the King’s Cup, the most prestigious Air Racing Trophy, for which there are no
other official placing’s was:- Race 47 Dominic Crossan and navigator Guy Hook in a VANS RV-6
(average race speed 175.71 kts).

L-R Navigator Guy Hook, Sue Byatt, Pilot Dominic Crossan
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For interest in 2nd place was Race 22 David Moorman flying solo in an Akrotech Europe
CAP 10B (average race speed 146.79 kts) and in 3rd place Race 9 Simon Tilling flying solo
in a Scottish Aviation Bulldog 120 (average race speed 124.34 kts).
The 3Rs pilots, navigators, Officials and supporters donated £500 to the Jon Egging Trust
which was presented by 3Rs Vice Chairman Cliff Hawkins to Sue Byatt.

Flt Lt Jon Egging, Red Arrows No. 4, lost his life whilst flying in a Red Arrows display at the
Bournemouth Air Festival in 2011. The Trust helps young people overcome adversity, identify their
strengths and work towards their ambitions. https://www.joneggingtrust.org.uk
The last race weekend of the 2017 season was held at a new race venue; Beccles Airfield. On the 2nd
and 3rd of September we not only raced for the historic Airborne and Merlin trophies, but the British
and European championships were also to be concluded.
The airfield is situated in the north east corner of Suffolk, 2nm southeast of Beccles town and what a
gem of an airfield. With not only fixed wing aircraft but also rotary and a very busy parachuting
school in operation meant no 3Rs landings or take offs can take place until the parachutists have all
landed.
Saturday’s race was for the Airborne Trophy presented to the Royal Aero Club for air racing by the
charity The Airborne Trust. This Trust was established by Noel Edmonds to enable UK disabled and
handicapped of all ages and underprivileged children to experience the pleasure of flying and to
acquire the necessary skills and qualifications to operate the flying controls of aircraft.
This was also the first time that the Royal Aero Club 3Rs has had a disabled pilot racing and the first
time that David Keene had ever raced his aircraft, a Scottish Aviation Ltd Bulldog 121. David Keene is
a wheel chair user and with the addition of rudder and brake hand controls his Bulldog raced at an
average speed of 124 Knots. David and his navigator Richard Butler loved their first race experience
and intend to race in the 2018 season.
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1st place went to Dominic Crossan with navigator Guy Hook, Race Number 47, in a Vans RV6 which
darted past the finish line, having raced at an average speed of 176.91 Knots.
In 2nd place Race Number 26 Matt Summers flying a Vans RV-8 with his navigator Sean Roberson
(average race speed 179.28 kts)
3rd place went to Race Number 22 David Moorman flying solo in an Akrotech Europe CAP 10B
(average race speed 148.52 kts)
The Merlin Trophy, is a precursor air race for the Schneider Trophy which unfortunately has had to
be cancelled this year, was Sunday’s air racing competition and is a miniature twelve stack Merlin
engine which was presented by RR & Associates in 1988, as their way of marking the 75th
anniversary of the Schneider Cup.
Back on the podium but this time in 1st place was Matt Summers with Navigator Sean Roberson
flying a Vans RV-8 (average race speed 179.28 kts).
2nd place Ian Harding, Race Number 44, flying solo in a Vans RV-4 (average race speed 163 kts)
3rd place Geoffrey Boot and his navigator Suzie Boot, Race Number 31, flying a SIAI Marchetti
(average race speed 179.88 kts).
In his first season, Ian was on the winner’s podium at both the first and last handicap air racing
weekends

L-R: Matt Summers, Sean Roberson, Dave Moorman, Domonic Crossan, Guy Hook, Ian Harding, Geoffrey &
Suzie Boot

It was also fitting that Geoffrey and Suzie Boot were once again on the winner’s podium. As ‘veteran’
air race team, husband and wife duo Geoffrey and Suzie Boot celebrated their 300th air race!
Geoffrey and Suzie fly a SIAI Marchetti in Burkino Faso air force colours, at an average speed of
179.88 Knots. Supporting handicap air racing for many years, we hope to see Geoffrey and Suzie
continue their long list of wins and spectacular flying.
With a season of accumulated points, the British and European Air Race Champion were defined.
Winning both Trophies was Dominic Crossan with Navigator Guy Hook in an RV6. Their 2017 season
of wins and amazing point accumulation by incredibly precise and consistent flying will be applauded
and celebrated.
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Pilot Fiona Macaskill, the only female race pilot racing with the 3Rs, and her navigating husband,
Angus, who is also a pilot and CRI, came 5th in the 2017 British Air Racing Championship.

L-R Fiona & Angus Macaskill

Navigator Gaynor Kieswetter won the Navigating Championship in her first season navigating for
pilot husband Nick and she hopes to return as a race pilot in 2018 with husband Nick navigating for
her.

Gaynor Kieswetter

The 2018 season is already in preparation and with new racers joining us over this year and with
several more crews showing interest for next year we can only expect to see another fabulous
season.
We are always looking out for volunteers to help us on the ground with the myriad of organisational
requirements and technical tasks. If you would like to get involved and become part of this
incredible and friendly team, please contact us at: secretary@royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk or via our
website http://www.royalaeroclubrrra.co.uk
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https://www.fai.org/
FAI has launched its new website, offering easier access and an up-to-date design that
works on mobile, tablet and desktop. The website now features a cleaner look and a simpler
navigation structure, hopefully making it easy for all those interested in air sports to keep in
touch with what is happening in the competition scene, in world records and more generally
in air sports.

2017 FAI AWARDS
FAI, the World Air Sports Federation (www.fai.org), is the world governing body for air sports
and for certifying world aviation and space records. The FAI was founded in 1905 and is a
non-governmental and non-profit-making organisation recognised by the International
Olympic Committee (IOC).
FAI activities include Aerobatics, Aeromodelling, Airships, Amateur-Built and Experimental
Aircraft, Balloons, Drones, Gliding, Hang Gliding, Helicopters, Manpowered Flying,
Microlights, Parachuting, Paragliding, Paramotors, Power Flying and all other Aeronautic
and Astronautic sporting activities.
The 2017 awards were presented at the Opening Ceremony of the 111th FAI General
Conference which took place from 25-27 October 2017 in Lausanne, Switzerland.
Outstanding pilots and pioneers from across the global air sports arena were celebrated
tonight, Wednesday 25 October 2017, at the 2017 FAI Awards Ceremony in Lausanne,
Switzerland. The event was graced with the presence of several high profile guests,
including Dr Thomas Bach, President of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) who
gave his “heart-felt congratulations to all the winners of tonight’s awards.”
FAI President Frits Brink presented more than a dozen awards to outstanding pilots and air
sports supporters from around the world. Opening the ceremony, Frits Brink told the
audience: “The awards ceremony is where we can take time to recognise the people who
have done the most, perhaps gone beyond the call of duty, in aviation, space and air sports.
FAI Medals and Diplomas create an unrivalled roll call of historically important men and
women, without parallel in air sports. Lausanne is the home of FAI, and a spiritual home of
competitive sports, both on the ground and in the air. We are happy to embrace the ideals of
the Olympic movement, and welcome members of the IOC to our table.”
The Royal Aero Club is pleased to announce FAI awards and our congratulations to the
following who have been recognised for their achievements and services to World Aero
Sports.
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Major Tim Peake: The Yuri A. Gagarin Gold Medal

This medal is the second highest award for spaceflight presented by the FAI and was
established in 1968 in honour of Astronaut Yuri A. Gagarin, who performed the first space
flight by man on the 12th of April 1961. It is annually awarded to the space pilot who in the
previous year has accomplished the greatest achievement in Man's conquest of Space.

Paul Eisner: The Andrei Tupolev Aeromodelling Medal
The Andrei Tupolev Aeromodelling Medal was established in 1989 and may be awarded
annually, on recommendation by the FAI Aeromodelling Commission, to any aeromodeler
who in the same year won the FAI World Championship and the National Aeromodeling
Championships in the same class of models. It is donated annually by the NAC of Russia.
Ben Philpott: The Pepe Lopes Medal
This was awarded for the exceptional character and sportsmanship shown by his actions in
assisting a fellow pilot in critical circumstances, despite having suffered a traumatic
experience.
James Tannock: Paul Tissandier Diploma.
This Diploma, established by the FAI in 1952, is named after Mr. Paul Tissandier who was
Secretary General of FAI from 1919 to 1945. It is awarded for making outstanding
contributions to aeronautics and astronautics, especially in the field of sporting aviation.
Dr Piers Sellers OBE: Odyssey Diploma
This was awarded in recognition of achievement and service to Astronautics, especially in
the field of sporting aviation.
Barry Holleran: Ann Welch Diploma
Established in 2006 the Ann Welch Diploma may be awarded each year to the pilot or crew
of a microlight or paramotor who made the most meritorious flight which resulted in a world
record.
Nigel Lemon FRAeS: Phoenix Diploma
Awarded in recognition of achievement and service to Amateur-Built Aircraft in World Aero
Sports for his remarkable achievement in restoring a de Havilland Moth Major (G-ACGZ).
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GASCo
penny.gould@gen-av-safety.demon.co.uk

The General Aviation Safety Committee (GASCo) was formed as a result of a meeting of the
Conference of General Aviation Organisations held on 4th September 1964, under the
Chairmanship of the late Air Chief Marshal, the Earl of Bandon GBE, CB, CVO, DSO and
has charitable status.
Amongst its aims are the reducing of General Aviation accidents and incidents and part of
this aim is achieved by delivering Safety Evenings on behalf of the CAA to flying clubs, of all
disciplines, around the UK. These Safety Evenings are delivered by volunteer Regional
Safety Officers who all have a GA background and many are commercially involved in
aviation too.
The Council's definition of "general aviation" includes all UK civil flying other than operations
by scheduled airlines and test, development and experimental flying. In other words, it
consists of all private and business aviation, including executive or corporate operations,
flying and gliding club and group activity, and commercial operations by small aircraft such
as air taxi, agricultural work and flying training. Member organisations cover ballooning,
gliding, hang gliding, home built aircraft, historic aircraft, microlighting, parachuting,
paragliding, helicopter flying, large model flying and of course general aviation aeroplanes.
GASCo’s Council Members regularly attend meetings of the General Aviation Strategic
Forum (GASF), the General Aviation Safety Partnership (GASP), the General Aviation
Consultative Committee (GACC), the Airspace & Safety Initiative Communication &
Education Programme (ACEP), the National Air Traffic Management Advisory Committee
(NATMAC), the airlines' UK Flight Safety Committee (UKFSC), the Small Helicopter Safety
Group (SHSG) and it is also a core member of the European General Aviation Safety Team
(EGAST) which is part of the EASA Strategic Safety Initiative.
GASCo’s online Flight Safety Extra is distributed free by e-mail to anyone interested
in GA safety matters. penny.gould@gen-av-safety.demon.co.uk
October 2017-2018’s safety presentation is “Aware Today, Alive Tomorrow” and
addresses maintaining situational awareness, the use of threat and error management to
prevent loss of control accidents, mid-air collisions and airspace infringements. An excellent
and free informative evening for all GA aviators, and endorsable in your logbook.

FORTHCOMING GASCo SAFETY PRESENTATIONS
Date
Wednesday

Place
Sleap

Venue

Contact

Shropshire Aero

22nd

Club Ltd

November

Sleap Aerodrome

2017

Harmer Hill
Shropshire

Nathan Cross

Time
19:30

Tel: 01939 232882
E-mail: manager@flysac.co.uk

SY4 3HE.
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Wednesday

Old Sarum

Boscombe Down

Hugh Sillett - Special Events

29th

Aviation Collection

Manager

November

Old Sarum Airfield

2017

Salisbury

19:00

Tel: 01722 323636

Wiltshire
SP4 6DZ

E-mail:
hugh.sillett48@btinternet.com

Thursday

LAA Devon

The Ley Arms

11th January

Strut (Exeter)

Kenn

2018

Exeter

David Millin

19:30

Tel: 01803 663012

Devon

Thursday

EX6 7UW.

E-mail: david.millin@sea.sea.com

Humberside

Terminal Building

TBA

Rochester

The Holiday Inn

Kelvin Carr - Airport Manager

18th January

TBA

2018

Thursday
18th January

Maidstone Road

2018

Chatham

Tel: 01634 869968 or 07976

Kent

981769

19:30

ME5 9SF.
E-mail:
kcarr@rochesterairport.co.uk
Wednesday

Lasham

Lasham Gliding

Colin Watt - CFI Lasham Gliding

31st January

Society

Society

2018

Lasham Airfield
Alton

Tel: 01256 384900 or 07971

Hampshire

311441

19:30

GU34 5SS
E-mail: colin.watt@lasham.org.uk

Wednesday

Warton

Lightning Club

31st January

Warton Aerodrome

2018

Warton

Sean Donno

19:30

Tel: 07539 278428

Lancashire
PR4 1AX.

E-mail:
treasurer@baeflyingclub.co.uk

Thursday

Swansea

Cambrian Flying

1st February

Club

2018

Cambrian House

Derek Clyde

19:30

Tel: 01792 205688

Swansea Airport
Fairwood Common

E-mail:

Swansea

info@cambrianflyingclub.co.uk

SA2 7JU
Thursday

The St Botolph

To register for a ticket contact:

1st February

City of London

Building

dtucker@haywards.net

2018

138 Houndsditch

or telephone: +44 207 902 7800
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London
EC3A 7AW

Note: Email Pre-registration
required

Friday

Bristol

Bristol Flying

Peter Morris or Richard Nightingale

2nd

School

February

Silver Zone

2018

Bristol Airport

Saturday

Cumbernauld

19:30

Tel: 01275 400 126

BS48 3DP.

E-mail:info@bristolflying.co.uk

Border Air Training

Connie MacLeod

3rd February

Cumbernauld

2018

Airport

TBA

Tel: 01236 734672

Duncan McIntosh
Road

E-mail:

Cumbernauld

Cumbernauld@borderairtraining.com

Glasgow
G68 0HH.
Wednesday

Wellesbourne

Courtesy of Take

Hana Smiddy

7th February

Flight Aviation

2018

Limited

Tel: 01789 470 424

The Charlecote

E-mail:

Pheasant Hotel

office@takeflightaviation.com

19:30

Charlecote Road
(Near Wellesbourne
Mountford Airfield)
Warwickshire
CV35 9EW.
Wednesday

Lee-on-Solent

TBA

TBA

Derby Airfield

Derby Airfield

Reception

7th February

TBA

2018
Thursday
15th

Hilton Road

February

Egginton

2018

DE65 6GU

19:30

Tel: 01283 733803
E-mail:
derbyaeroclub@btconnect.com

Saturday

Pocklington

Worlds Gliding Club

17th

The Airfield

February

Hodsow Lane

2018

Pocklington

Tony Kendall

19:00

E-mail: tonyk152@hotmail.com

York
YO42 1NP
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https://www.airpilots.org

The Company was established as a Guild in 1929 in order to ensure that pilots and
navigators of the (then) fledgling aviation industry were accepted and regarded as
professionals. From the beginning, the Guild was modelled on the lines of the Livery
Companies of the City of London, which were originally established to protect the
interests and standards of those involved in their respective trades or professions. In
1956, the Guild was formally recognised as a Livery Company. In 2014, it was granted a
Royal Charter in the name of the Honourable Company of Air Pilots.
The principal activities of the Company are centred on sponsoring and encouraging
action and activities designed to ensure that aircraft are piloted and navigated safely by
individuals who are highly competent, self-reliant, dependable and respected. The
Company fosters the sound education and training of air pilots from the initial training of
the young pilot to the specialist training of the more mature. Through charitable
activities, education and training, technical committee work, aircrew aptitude testing,
scholarships and sponsorship, advice and recognition of the achievements of fellow
aviators world-wide, the Company keeps itself at the forefront of the aviation world.
The Air Pilots award several academic bursaries each year at City University to
students already enrolled on either an MSc in Air Transport Management, Air Safety
Management or Air Maintenance Management.
They also provide scholarships for people who would like to become pilots or to further
their qualifications as pilots. In addition to flying scholarships funded directly by the
Company or one of its Charitable Trusts, each year the Air Pilots is fortunate to receive
generous sponsorship from several sources to fund flying scholarships which are
administered by the Company. https://www.airpilots.org/career-matters/scholarships
In 2017, funding was generously provided for the following Private Licence fixed-wing
scholarships to cover all aspects of training up to licence issue for a candidate who is
prepared to dedicate a considerable part of the summer to gaining their PPL. Providing
up to 45 hours of flying training, these scholarships can take a candidate with little or no
experience to completion of their flying licence during the course of the summer;
alternatively they can "finish off" someone who is already partially trained.
The Air BP Sterling Scholarship: for one PPL scholarship
The Grayburn Scholarship: for one PPL scholarship
The Cadogan Scholarship: for one PPL scholarship
The Jackson Scholarship: for one PPL scholarship
The TAG Flying Scholarship: for one PPL scholarship
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Air Pilots Benevolent Fund: for three PPL scholarships
The Foyle Scholarship: for one FI(R) scholarship
The Norman Motley Scholarship: for one FI(R) scholarship
The Swire Scholarship: for one FI(R) scholarship
There were also a number of 2017 residential course Gliding Scholarships
available: Virgin Atlantic (2), the Eric Winkle Brown Scholarships (2), Liveryman Paul
Nicholas (2), the Air Pilots Flying Club (3), the Air Pilots Benevolent Fund (1) , and the
Air Safety Trust (8). These scholarships were offered to people over the age of 16 and
gave the successful candidates the opportunity to fly on a one week residential course
at a youth approved British Gliding Association centre. This course could take a
candidate to first solo.
There are Flight Instructor Certificate Scholarships which cover all direct
training and examination costs for the successful candidate as they achieve their Fixed
Wing Flying Instructor Certificate and must be completed during the summer before the
first week of October. https://www.airpilots.org/career-matters/scholarships
And also available are Bursaries for Continued Professional Development of
Career Flying Instructors to assist instructors who might otherwise not have the
necessary
financial
resources
to
keep
their
career
on
track.
https://www.airpilots.org/career-matters/bursaries

London Schools Gliding
You may be interested to know of a scheme run by a group of Livery Companies, led
by the Honourable Company of Air Pilots which provides students of secondary
schools and academies in Inner London Boroughs the opportunity to experience a
day visit to a British Gliding Association (BGA) school, currently Dunstable, Lasham
or Booker. These students experience a flight in a glider and a measure of
associated flying instruction from experienced qualified instructors. The benefits are,
however, much wider than just learning about aspects of aviation as the students
enjoy a day in a completely different environment where they will interact with
committed and enthusiastic volunteers.
From the start of the Schools Gliding Programme, over 20 schools have taken part
and around 900 girls and boys have had a flight in a glider. Feedback from the
schools which have taken part has been very positive and schools are very keen to
participate again in subsequent years. It has been described by some teachers as
the best opportunity that they are able to offer their students.
https://www.airpilots.org/about-the-company/the-city-and-the-livery/air-pilots-londonschools-gliding
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http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk
The Light Aircraft Association (LAA) has been “Making Dreams Fly” since 1946, through
their pioneering and innovative approach to make aircraft ownership truly achievable. They
have a strong sense of community as an Association that is inclusive of all types of aircraft
from the home-built, vintage or classic to the inspirational cutting-edge.
The LAA was established just after the end of World War Two with the aim of ensuring that
recreational aviation was affordably available to the man in the street. Pre-war it had
predominantly been the preserve of the better off.
Nearly seventy years later, the Association remains true to that ethos, demonstrating its
commitment to affordability with its Permit to Fly airworthiness regime, and with its work in
advocacy ensuring that the needs and freedoms of the recreational pilot are duly considered
in a world where it is all too easy for Commercial Air Transport to take the largest slice of the
cake.

NEWS
The aviation charity “Aerobility” announced an exciting new initiative where, supported by
the LAA, people with a wide range of disabilities will work together in the coming year to
build a Zenair kit plane and then learn to fly in it!

2017 LAA Rally at Sywell
September 5th saw bright sunshine for the opening day of the 2017 LAA Rally at Sywell in
Northamptonshire allowing Britain’s annual showcase for sport and homebuilt aircraft.
The Rally welcomed over 4,000 visitors by road and air, to enjoy the Association’s key
message of ‘flying for fun’ and 833 aircraft flew in to the Rally between Thursday evening
and Sunday afternoon.
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While numbers were reduced slightly by morning fog on Saturday and incoming poor
weather on Sunday. On Saturday afternoon the LAA volunteer marshalling team parked over
500 aircraft! Sywell’s ATC set a new record, safely despatching 106 aircraft in one hour
between four and five on Saturday afternoon, that’s an average of one every 34 seconds, a
no mean feat.
With over 50 exhibitors displaying everything from vintage aircraft to the latest state-of-theart electronic systems there was something for every aviation enthusiast.
The “Youth in Aviation” marquee offered younger visitors the chance to view the results of
the three most recent LAA-supported secondary school Schools’ Build-A-Plane student
projects, Rans S-6s.
The display area also hosted a Sherwood Ranger being built by undergraduates at
Southampton University as a research vehicle for new UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle)
technologies and another Build-A-Plane project being built by people of all ages and
backgrounds led by Patricia Mawuli-Porter of Metal Seagulls.
A new and very exciting Build-A-Plane project combines the LAA, Zenair and Aeromobility to
give people with disabilities the opportunity to work together to not only build an aircraft but
also to build it along with undertaking flying training.

DO YOU KNOW A BUDDING ARTIST AGED 6-17?
Not everyone is a budding scientist or engineer. The FAI Young Aviation Artists contest
offers young people between the ages of six to seventeen years of age to draw and paint
their visions of “Flying in the Future”. The LAA have taken the lead to promote British entries
for the 2018 competition. Last year amongst the thousands of entries from around the world
the UK had only 1 and so have got together with the RAeC and the FAI to encourage more
young artists to take part in this global competition.
Entries will be judged in three categories:
• Junior Category (date of birth between 1 January 2008 and 31 December 2011)
• Intermediate Category (date of birth between 1 January 2004 and 31 December 2007)
• Senior Category (date of birth between 1 January 2000 and 31 December 2003)
All artwork must be done by hand or, in the case of handicapped children, by foot or mouth.
Any of the following media are permitted: watercolour, acrylic, oil paint, indelible marker
pens, felt-tip pens, soft ball-point pens, indelible ink, Crayola, or any similar indelible
medium. No pencil, charcoal or other non-permanent media may be used. No
computer-generated artwork and no collage work involving the use of photocopies is
permitted. The required format is A3 (297 x 420 mm or 11 3/4 X 16 ½ inches).
There is no entry fee.
The winners in each age group will receive Gold, Silver and Bronze Medals, together with
diplomas. These medals and diplomas will be sent to the FAI Member organisations in the
appropriate countries as soon as possible after judging is completed.
Drawings and paintings should be submitted via the LAA HQ at Turweston Aerodrome, Nr
Brackley, Northamptonshire, NN13 5YD. Check out their website for entry instructions and
deadline for submission.
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LAA TRAINING COURSES
New LAA courses covering Electrical Wiring, Composites and English Wheeling have been
introduced and most are held at LAA workshop & lecture facilities at LAA HQ at Turweston
Aerodrome.
Saturday 2nd December 2017: An Introduction to Aircraft Electrical Wiring (Turweston)
Monday 4th December 2017: Rotax 9-series Engines (Turweston)
Saturday 9th December 2017: Owner Maintenance (Turweston)
Monday 15th December 2017: Aircraft Woodwork (Swindon)
Saturday 13th January 2018: Making Components (Turweston)
Saturday 20th January 2018: English Wheeling (Turweston)
Aircraft Metalwork please check LAA website http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk for
dates in early January 2018
To book a place contact: Sheila or Penny 01280 846786 (press 2 when asked)

LAA STRUT MEETINGS
Some LAA Strut meetings make a small charge for non-members but all are welcome to
attend. Strut meetings are an excellent source of advice and help, whether building, buying,
training or simply wanting to be involved in the local aviation scene.
Clubs associated to the LAA are dedicated to a specific aircraft manufacturer or model. The
Vintage Aircraft Club, Europa Club, European Luscombe Club etc., and can offer social
activities as well as useful technical support for owners or those interested in that particular
type. http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/struts/type_clubs.html
LAA clubs and Struts also arrange a number of flying and social events throughout the year
and most hold monthly meetings and maybe an interesting aviation related talk.
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/struts/struts.html

WANTED: VOLUNTEER MENTORS AND AN LAA INSPECTOR WEST LONDON
The LAA have a project that might need your help. Sitting in the storeroom of the Heathrow
Aviation Engineering University Technical College at Northwood, Middlesex is a shiny new
TLAC Sherwood Ranger kit. The UTC plans to use the Ranger as the basis of a Build-APlane project. BUT the UTC needs volunteer mentors and an LAA inspector to assist with
the build and provide guidance. Drop Steve Slater a line at LAA HQ.
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BURSARIES AND SCHOLARSHIPS
2018 Liz Inwood ‘Tailgragger’ Scholarship
The Liz Inwood ‘Tailgragger’ Scholarship is named in memory of the late Tiger Moth pilot
and flying instructor, Liz Inwood. It offers five hours flying to a PPL, NPPL or LAPL licence
holder under the age of 35, with 100 hours total flying time of which at least 50 hours are as
a pilot in command, to assist them in learning classic ‘taildragger’ handling, which now forms
part of the now-required differences training.
The award is funded by donations from the Vintage Aircraft Club, Light Aircraft Association
and the Inwood estate and covers the use of a suitable flying school aircraft and instructor,
selected to suit the recipient’s location. As well as tuning up handling skills for older heritage
aircraft, it will also allow a pilot to fly a wider range of aircraft, often much cheaper to buy
than ‘regular’ certified aircraft. http://www.vintageaircraftclub.org.uk

ARMSTRONG-ISAACS BURSARIES
This year three Armstrong-Isaacs Bursaries are being offered to support young pilots
already in training, offering additional funding to allow them to complete their courses, at a
time when so often money starts to run out and open to any pilot in UK PPL training under
the age of 30.
The Armstrong-Isaacs Trust will contribute up to £1,500 per person to assist in their
completion of their course. The funds required will be agreed with the Trust, then lodged with
the flying school of the successful applicants’’ choice and must be used exclusively for flying
training or flight examinations. (It cannot be used for example for travel, accommodation or
subsistence). To qualify for these bursaries applicants are required to already have reached
‘first solo’ standard, have completed a minimum of five hours solo training and have gained
the necessary medical and ground qualifications to continue their training.
The Armstrong-Isaacs Trust is based on a major donation from David Armstrong, who was a
founder member of the original ULAA in 1947, a lifelong member of the LAA’s predecessor
the PFA and its chairman from 1960 to 1964. His legacy, co-named with aircraft designer
and builder John O. Isaacs, has since 1998 aided young flyers in gaining their licenses.
The final date for applications will be Monday 27th November 2017 after which the
recipients will be informed in early 2018. Application forms are available from
http://www.lightaircraftassociation.co.uk/2017/News/AI%20Application%20Form.pdf
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https://www.aerosociety.com
The Royal Aeronautical Society (RAeS) was founded in 1866 with the objectives “for the
advancement of Aerial Navigation and for Observations in Aerology connected therewith”.
The RAeS now represents all aspects of professional aeronautical and aerospace engineering
and operation in the UK. Its primary role is as a Learned Society covering Engineering Council
registration, education and career development in this field and includes The Royal Aeronautical
Society’s Women in Aviation & Aerospace Committee (WAAC) established in 2009 to
encourage more young women to consider aviation and aerospace as a worthwhile and exciting
career. The WAAC also provides support for women already working in all sectors of aviation
and aerospace.
Major conferences, lectures and events are held at the RAeS headquarters in central London at
4 Hamilton Place, London W1J 7BQ with lectures and conferences normally open to interested
non-members. The RAeS also encompasses a variety of special interest groups and local
branches in the UK, and overseas, who too organise programmes of lectures and events.
2018 AWARDS AND HONOURS
As the most prestigious and long-standing awards in global aerospace, the RAeS Honours,
Medals and Awards honour achievement, innovation and excellence by both individuals and
teams and encompass exceptional contributions in all disciplines of the global aerospace
industry. Anyone and any team that has made an exceptional contribution to aerospace
anywhere in the world whether for example, in academia, aerospace, manufacturing, air
transport, air traffic control, defence, government or research is eligible. Nominations are
encouraged from both members and non-members of the Society. Nominations for the 2018
round are now being accepted so if you are aware of an individual or team that you believe to
be worthy of recognition you are warmly invited to download and complete and submit a
Nomination Form at any time before 31 March 2018 to have your nominee considered for an
award for 2018. Nomination Form can be accessed via https://www.aerosociety.com/getinvolved/recognition/honours-medals-and-awards

RAeS Lectures
All RAeS Lectures are free to attend - to reserve your place send your name and contact details
to conference@aerosociety.com or click on 'book now' for the RAeS Event
https://www.aerosociety.com/events-calendar you wish to attend and log in to your profile or
create a user account.

FORTHCOMING 2017 RAeS EVENTS and LECTURES
NOVEMBER
15th Derby: Nightingale Hall, Rolls-Royce Leisure Association Time: 17.30 Lecture: The Queen Elizabeth
Class aircraft carriers and discuss how they are flagships for the future. T M Dannatt
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15th Rochester: BAE Systems, Marconi Way, Chatham, Rochester ME1 2XX, UK. Time: TBA
John Shepherd Memorial Lecture: BAE Systems Hawk
16th Yeovil: Leonardo MW Limited, Dallas Conference Room 1A, Yeovil, BA20 2YB
Time: 18.00 Lecture: The AW101 For Norway. Mark Goddard & Steve Vellacott
16th Birmingham: Rolls-Royce Control Systems, 5000 Solihull Parkway, Birmingham Business Park, B37
7YN. Time: TBA Lecture: The Development of Aero Engine Control Systems. Chris Weir, Engineering and
Technology Executive
27th London: No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7ED. Light Aircraft Design Conference 2017,10.00-17.00.
To register your interest: conference@aerosociety.com
20th London: No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7ED. Aerospace and Aviation Book Fair 2017. Free to
attend, lots of great books to purchase as gifts before Christmas
21-22: London: No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7ED. 09.00-17.00. Commercialisation of Space:
Realising UK Goals for Innovation and Growth
21st London: No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7ED. Evening. 2017 Medals and Awards Ceremony and
reception. Free to attend including a networking reception to celebrate achievements across aviation
and aerospace
21st Oxford: Magdalen Centre, Oxford Science Park, OX4 4GA 19.00-21.00. Lecture: IAF Vintage Flight.
Mike Edwards MBE, Chief Advisor to Indian Air Force & Royal Jordanian Air Force
21st Gloucester & Cheltenham: SAFRAN Landing Systems, Restaurant Conference Room, off Down
Hatherley Lane, GL2 9QH Time: TBA Lecture: The Airlander. Chris Daniels, Head of Partnerships and
Communications Hybrid Air-vehicles Ltd,
23rd Farnborough: QinetiQ, Farnborough 09.00-17.00. Conference: Maximising the Value of Air Weapon
Systems
23rd London: No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7ED. 18.00-19.00. Lecture: Flight Test regulation;
enabling Aviation capability. , Michael Jordan, Experimental Test Pilot, Empire Test Pilots School
23rd Christchurch: Chobham Lecture Theatre, Bournemouth University, Talbot Campus, Wallisdown,
BH12 5BB. 19.70. Lecture: The Quest for a Flyable Spacecraft, John Gough
27th London: No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7ED. 18.00-19.30 Lecture: The Brabazon Named Lecture
2017: Turnaround, Technology and the Future of Travel. Alan Joyce FRAeS, Chief Executive Officer and
Managing Director, Qantas.
28th RNAS Yeovilton: Fleet Air Arm Museum, RNAS Yeovilton, Ilchester, BA22 8HT. 18.00 Lecture: Bush
Flying Operations
28th Sheffield: Sir Eric Mensforth Building, Sheffield Hallam University, Howard St, Sheffield S1 1WB
18.30. Inaugural “Sir Eric Mensforth Lecture”: Manufacturing – Casting Processes, Rolls-Royce. Steve
Irwin, Associate Fellow.
DECEMBER
5th London: No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7ED. 1 day Course: Manufacturing Processes for
Aerospace – AMRC
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5th London: No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7ED. 17.30-19.30. Wilbur & Orville Wright Named
Lecture 2017: Martin Rolfe FRAeS, Chief Executive Officer, NATS.
5th Loughborough: Loughborough University, Room U020, Brockington Building. Lecture: Corporate Jet
Cabin Evolution (1). David Velupillai, Marketing Director, Airbus Corporate Jets, Toulouse
5th Farnborough: BAE Systems Park Centre, Farnborough Aerospace Centre, Hants, GU14 6XN. Lecture:
Aerodynamics of future commercial aircraft. Robert Greg III, Boeing Aircraft Company
6th Coventry: Coventry University, Lecture Theatre ECG26 Engineering & Computing Building, Coventry
University, Coventry, CV1 5DL. 19.30. Powering the Airbus 400M - The Rolls-Royce TP400, Jerry Goodwin
Chief Engineer - Rolls-Royce TP400.
6th Swindon: Defence Academy, Faringdon Rd, Shrivenham, Swindon SN6 8LA. For 16- 18 years old
interested in aviation (under 18s must be accompanied by an adult. Lecture: Never Drive Faster Than
Your Guardian Angel can Fly. Sqn.Ldr.(ret’d) Derek J Sharpe
11th Prestwick: Aviator Suite, 107 Glasgow Prestwick Intnl Airport, KA9 2PL. Lecture: Flying for Life. Tim
Allen
12th London: No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7ED. 18.00-19.30. Stewart Named Lecture 2017: Jim
Vanderploeg, Chief Medical Officer of Virgin Galatic.
12th Sheffield: AMRC Knowledge Transfer Centre, Brunel Way, Advanced Manufacturing Park,
Rotherham, S60 5WG. Lecture: Yorkshire Air Ambulance Service. Tracey Gregory
13th Preston: Personnel and Conference Centre, BAE Systems, Warton, PR4 1AX. 19.30. Lecture:
Memories of the Moor - Flight Testing for the Cold War. Dennis Morley ex Flight Test Engineer HSA/BAe
Holme upon Spalding Moor
14th Uxbridge: British Airways Waterside Theatre, Speedbird Way, Harmondsworth, UB7 0GA. Lecture:
The Role of Rolls-Royce Test Pilots. Phill O'Dell, Chief Test Pilot, Rolls-Royce plc. Fee for non-RAeS
member £2
14th Christchurch: Chobham Lecture Theatre, Bournemouth University, Talbot Campus, Wallisdown,
BH12 5BB. 19.70. Lecture: The Icarus Project- development of the 21st Century wingsuit. Dr Grubišić,
lecturer in Astronautics, Faculty of Engineering and Environment
19th Gloucester & Cheltenham: SAFRAN Landing Systems, Restaurant Conference Room, off Down
Hatherley Lane, GL2 9QH. Lecture: Electro-flight High Performance Electric Flight. Roger Targett,CEO
Electro-flight.
21st Cosford: National Cold War Exhibition, RAF Museum, Cosford, TF11 8UP 17.00. Lecture:
Development and Operation of the English Electric Lightning. Richard Norris - Founder Member of the
Lightning Preservation Group
JANUARY 2018
10th Swindon: Defence Academy, Faringdon Rd, Shrivenham, Swindon SN6 8LA. For 16- 18 years old
interested in aviation (under 18s must be accompanied by an adult. Lecture: Alcock and Brown. Mr Cyril
Mannion
15th Prestwick: Aviator Suite, 107 Glasgow Prestwick Intnl Airport, KA9 2PL. Lecture: Availability
Contracting. Sean McGovern
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16th Farnborough: BAE Systems Park Centre, Farnborough Aerospace Centre, Hants, GU14 6XN. Lecture:
Airlander Airships. David Stewart, Hybrid Air Vehicles Ltd. Non-RAeS members £2
16th Gloucester & Cheltenham: SAFRAN Landing Systems, Restaurant Conference Room, off Down
Hatherley Lane, GL2 9QH. Lecture: Stealth Attack Helicopters. Jeremy Graham FRAeS, Chief Engineer
(retired) Leonardo Helicopters
18th Cosford: National Cold War Exhibition, RAF Museum, Cosford, TF11 8UP 17.00. Lecture: Chasing
Bears in the Phantom. Captain Nick Andersen - Virgin Atlantic and ex-RAF fighter pilot
24th Derby: Nightingale Hall, Rolls-Royce Leisure Association Time: 17.30 Lecture: Towards Virtual, Self
Designing Aircraft. Paul Tucker
25th Christchurch: Chobham Lecture Theatre, Bournemouth University, Talbot Campus, Wallisdown,
BH12 5BB. 19.70. Lecture: Helicopter air-to-air refuelling. Andy Strachan, chief test pilot, Leonardo
(formerly AgustaWestland)

FEBRUARY
7th Swindon: Defence Academy, Faringdon Rd, Shrivenham, Swindon SN6 8LA. For 16- 18 years old
interested in aviation (under 18s must be accompanied by an adult. Lecture: Unmanned Aviation
Support. Sqn.Ldr Nick Harrington
12th Prestwick: Aviator Suite, 107 Glasgow Prestwick Intnl Airport, KA9 2PL. Lecture: Bush Flying. Paul
Catanach
13th Farnborough: BAE Systems Park Centre, Farnborough Aerospace Centre, Hants, GU14 6XN. Cody
Lecture: Flying the Shuttleworth Aircraft. Paul Shakespeare, Empire Test Pilots School
15th Cosford: National Cold War Exhibition, RAF Museum, Cosford, TF11 8UP 17.00. Lecture: Principles
of Aircraft Ejection Seat Engineering. Philip Rowles – Chief Engineer, Martin Baker.
21st London: Aero Challenge 2018 at No.4 Hamilton Place, London, W1J 7ED. “University Challenge”
style quiz for students and young professionals. Open to teams from RAeS Corporate Partner Companies
(graduates and apprentices) or Universities (students). Lunch and refreshments will be provided and
prizes for the winning team! Registration deadline for teams of 4 is Friday 16 February.
Contact: conference@aerosociety.com
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https://www.rafmuseum.org.uk

The Royal Air Force Museum takes an innovative approach while keeping with tradition and
is Britain’s only national museum dedicated wholly to aviation.
With a world-class aircraft collection, integrated with special exhibitions, films, inter-actives,
artwork, engines, missiles, photographs, uniforms, medals and research & education
facilities, the RAF Museum offers an insight into aviation technology and on the people who
made it possible, from daredevil early aviators, through wartime heroes, to the thousands of
Service men and women whose contribution shaped the world we live in today.
The London museum is situated on what used to be RAF Hendon and holds over 95 aircraft
in four themed aircraft halls. The museum at Cosford, acknowledged as one of the leading
public attractions in the Midlands, displays over 70 aircraft and is home to the National Cold
War Exhibition. This exhibition focuses on the Cold War story from national, international,
cultural and social/political perspectives.
COSFORD
A rare example of a Handley Page Hampden being restored at the Royal Air Force
Museum Cosford will be one of the highlights at the Conservation Centre Open Week
taking place on 13-18 November 2018. Time: 10:15am-1:00pm Cost: £5.00 per person

Handley Page Hampden
The Handley Page Hampden’s forward and rear fuselage sections will be placed in line for
aviation fans to view during the behind the scenes week. Since it was last viewed by the
public almost 12 months ago, the forward fuselage and cockpit section has been completed,
manufactured entirely from scratch by one of the Museum Technicians, using pre-production
drawings. The new section also includes some original components from the P1344
Hampden and aviation fans will be able to get up close to view the progress during the
forthcoming Open Week. Work is continuing on the aircraft fuselage section and it is hoped
that work will be completed sometime in 2018. Once complete, the aircraft at Cosford will be
one of only two examples and one nose section in existence from a total of 1,430 built.
Other aviation treasures on show to visitors will include the Vickers Wellington, one of only
two complete examples anywhere in the world, out of 11,461 built. This popular aircraft is a
favourite with aviation fans and has undergone work to treat small amounts of corrosion to
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its famous geodetic framework, both wings and fuselage, since its arrival at Cosford in June
2010. Now free of corrosion, both wings have been painted in a protective layer and one
has already been re-covered in Irish linen, doped and painted in its Bomber Command Night
colour scheme. Work is now underway to repeat the process on the aircrafts second wing
and eventually the fuselage.

Vickers Wellington
The Westland Lysander III, the only surviving Special Duties variant of this aircraft (which
were used to ferry allied agents in and out of enemy occupied Europe). The aircraft which
has undergone an in depth inspection and condition assessment over the last six months will
also be on display to visitors. This project is being run by the Museums team of Volunteers
and work over the next few years will include replacing its fragile linen outer skin.
Another aircraft spending a short period of time in the Conservation Centre is the Hawker
Siddeley Gnat T1 - the first aircraft used by the RAF Red Arrows, superseded by the current
aircraft, the Hawk in 1979. The aircraft was previously on public display at Cosford and is
destined to move to the Museum’s London site before the end of the year. The Open Week
in November is a last chance for Red Arrow fans to see the aircraft in the West Midlands. As
the aircraft is being prepared for transportation by road, it is also a chance to see it in a
partial stripped condition.
The Open Week has become a firm favourite with the aviation enthusiasts and local people
who have been regular attendees over the years and highlighted is the Westland Lysander,
a WW2 aircraft that was used on SOE ops amongst other things. The aircraft will be in a
stripped condition allowing visitors to view the usually closed up areas in detail.

The Westland Lysander
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Visitors will also be able to view the continuing progress on the Range Safety Launch, a
project being run by a team of Volunteers, plus see a glimpse of the Dornier Do 17 smaller
objects including propellers and engines. The First World War German LVG aircraft will also
be on display to visitors along with some more unusual objects including the Skynet satellite
and a missile collection, which are both being prepped ready for a move down to the
Museum’s London site in preparation for the new centenary plans in 2018. Museum
Technicians, Apprentices and Volunteers will be available throughout the week to speak with
visitors about their work and answer any questions they may have.
The Conservation Centre will open from 13-18 November between 10.15am and 1.00pm
each day and admission is £5.00 per person (children under 16 are free and must be
accompanied by an adult). The Museum’s other hangars will be open from 10am until 5pm
and entry to the Museum is free of charge. For further information, please visit the
Museum’s website www.rafmuseum.org/cosford or call 01902 376200.
PLUS…in addition to the open week, visitors will also have the exciting opportunity to
climb on board the Hawker Siddeley Nimrod R.1 XV249 during daily tours running from
13-18 November. Tickets are available to purchase online via the Museums website
www.rafmuseum.org/cosford or on the day, subject to availability.

Sir Alan Cobham's Flying Circus: A life of a Pioneering Aviator
1st September - 31st December 2017
A highly visual display of Sir Alan Cobham’s life and his many notable achievements,
showcasing some of the ‘treasures’ from the collection including a Union Flag that was flown
on Cobham's de Havilland D.H.50J biplane while on his Cape Town flight. The exhibition will
also feature film footage that will show how he made aviation into a breathtaking spectacle.
Sir Alan Cobham was a pioneering long distance aviator and technical innovator, famous for
his exploits in the interwar years. He made aviation accessible and popular throughout the
world. He learnt to fly while in the Royal Flying Corps during the First World War and later
went on to set many long distance aviation records. Sir Alan also organised a series of flying
tours of the United Kingdom, Ireland and South Africa which became affectionately known as
‘Sir Alan Cobham’s Flying Circus’. These tours promoted aviation to the public and were a
source of inspiration for countless pilots in the Second World War.

Nimrod Tours on selected dates 13th - 18th November 2017
You will gain an insight into the history of the aircraft, hear about the crews on board and get
to see some of its sophisticated surveillance equipment. Cost £5.00 per person (booking fee
applies of 50p per person) with tours lasting 15 minutes (max 6 people per tour) and morning
time slots can be pre-booked in advance to guarantee availability. Afternoon Tours may be
available on the day on a first come first served basis, subject to availability.
Family Activity Days: Creations to Life with BRIXO Conductive Bricks
RAF Cosford Museum has teamed up with Tablet Academy to bring 'Lego Tech for Families'
on the 18th and 25th November 2017. Be amongst the first people to bring LEGO®*
Creations to life with BRIXO Conductive Bricks! Cost: FREE Families can drop in and work
together to build (or bring) your own LEGO®* models to life. BRIXO can help children to
understand electricity, design, engineering, programming and the expanding field of Internet
of Things (IoT).
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Merry Minecraft and a Happy New Robot: 9th December 2017
RAF Cosford Museum has again teamed up with Tablet Academy to offer a fantastic one-off
Christmas themed technology workshop suitable for children aged 8 - 14. . Young people
attending this workshop will tackle a number of Christmas themed activities including
advanced features in Minecraft, Christmas Coding with a touch of Cyber Security and Codebreaking on the side. Parents are welcome to stay or leave their children allowing Christmas
Shopping in peace! Cost: £30.00 (50p booking fee applies) Timings: 9.30am - 4.00pm
Capacity: 30 participants
CAR RALLIES
The RAF Museum Cosford is a popular venue for car clubs and can cater for rallies with up
to 150 vehicles.

Talbot Car Rally at RAF Cosford

The final car rally of 2017 is The Range Rover Owners Club on Saturday 18th November.
The next scheduled car rally is the Scammell Register Car Rally on the 20th May 2018.
If you are interested in holding a car rally at Cosford, please contact groupscosford@rafmuseum.org check availability and for bookings.

RAF MUSEUM HENDON
With over 100 aircraft on site, nowhere else in London enables you to get close to so many
historic and ground-breaking aircraft without paying an entrance fee.
There is a stunning new exhibition, “First World War in the Air”. Eleven years after the first
powered flight, aviation emerged as a force capable of changing the face of battle. In 1914
the Royal Flying Corps numbered just 1,500 people. By 1918, when the Royal Air Force was
created, this had grown to more than 205,000. The full strategic value of air power had
become all too evident - both on the battlefield and on the Home Front. The compelling story
of the First World War in the Air is revealed in an award-winning exhibition in the Claude
Grahame-White Hangar
You can also visit the 'Bomb Bay' television underneath the gigantic Vulcan Bomber and
discover the amazing heroes, heroines and trailblazers who have contributed so much to the
development of flight and the RAF.
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The RAF Museum, London, has started a programme of capital transformation to mark the
RAF’s Centenary in 2018. The Battle of Britain, Sunderland Halls and Milestones of Flight
Hall have been closed to the public but all other galleries remain open.

RAF Photographer of the Year 2017 RAF Photographic Competition
28th October 2017 - 28th January 2018

The Royal Air Force Museum will be celebrating the superb achievements of Royal Air Force
Photographers following the judging of the Royal Air Force’s annual Photographic
Competition. We will be showing the winning entries of the 2017 Competition in a unique
display which opens to the public on 28 October in the Museum’s Art Gallery.

Not to be missed, this exhibition is a visual feast for the eyes. Also on display will be the
'People's Photograph' as voted for by members of the public during Summer 2017.
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Royal Aero Club and RAeC Member Vacancies

The Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT) Volunteers
The Royal Aero Club Trust (RAeCT) is constantly looking to involve people in its work. For
further details of voluntary positions please visit www.royalaeroclubcollection.org 'Contact
Us' and use the 'Select Subject' filter to select 'Volunteering'.
The General Aviation Alliance (GAA) Airspace Support Consultant
GA Alliance represents key organisations in the UK General Aviation (GA) industry to
address the need for co-ordinated response to UK regulatory issues and is seeking an
Airspace Support Consultant to provide contracted airspace project support services to GA
Alliance member organisations through the GAA airspace team.
The role includes ongoing proactive awareness, research and analysis of strategic and local
airspace issues as well as the development with others of potential solutions resulting in
guidance to the GA Alliance member organisations.
The successful candidate
 will have a strong technical understanding of UK airspace operations
 possess good knowledge of airspace developments in the UK
 have a good awareness of the relevant legislative framework
 be flexible and committed
 have strong interpersonal skills
 have strong verbal and written communication skills
 able to develop consensus and prepare high quality submissions and responses
which can be presented by GAA at both strategic and local levels
Applications should be submitted marked ‘in confidence – GAA airspace contractor’ to:Pete Stratten, Secretary, GA Alliance, 8 Merus Court, Meridian Business Park, Leicester,
LE19 1RJ

VOLUNTEER MENTORS AND AN LAA INSPECTOR WEST LONDON
The LAA have a project that might need your help. Sitting in the storeroom of the Heathrow
Aviation Engineering University Technical College at Northwood, Middlesex is a shiny new
TLAC Sherwood Ranger kit. The UTC plans to use the Ranger as the basis of a Build-APlane project. BUT the UTC needs volunteer mentors and an LAA inspector to assist with
the build and provide guidance. Drop Steve Slater a line at LAA HQ, Turweston Aerodrome,
Nr Brackley, Northamptonshire, NN13 5YD.
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British Model Flying Association Vacancies
TEAM MANAGER for the British Space Modelling team competing in the 2018 World
Championships to be held at Nowy Targ, Poland from 25 August to 2 September 2018.The
role of the Team Manager includes arranging international and local travel for team
members and their equipment, co-ordinating with organisers before and during the contest,
and providing support and assistance to the team on the flying field.
Applications must be received by 9th December 2017 and be made in writing,
accompanied by modelling CV to: Chris Strachan (secretary FFTC), 56 Way Lane,
Waterbeach, Cambridge CB5 9NQ
chris.strachan@btinternet.com

TEAM MANAGER AND ASSISTANT TEAM MANAGER for the UK F4C and F4H teams
competing at the 2018 FAI F4 Scale World Championships to be held at the Swiss Air
Force Base Meiringen from July 5th to 14th 2018. Details of the event can be found at:
www.f4wc2018.com
The successful applicants will have a good working knowledge of all aspects of F4 classes
and the FAI sporting code.
Duties will include: preparations ahead of the championships, organisation of team training,
planning travel arrangements, booking of team accommodation and day to day management
of the team during the event.
The ability to manage people, excellent communication and good interpersonal skills are
essential.
Applicants are requested to send their CV to Chris Allen, Scale Technical Committee by
email to: c.allen134@btinternet.com to arrive no later than Monday November 27th
2017.
TEAM MANAGER F3A (R/C Aerobatic Power Model Aircraft) 2018
Candidates are invited to apply for the above post for the European Championship to be
held in Grandrieu, Belgium, 19th-28th July 2018. If you are interested please send your
CV by email to: mhoyland@btopenworld.com
to be received no later than 30th
November 2017.
TEAM MANAGER BRITISH F1A, F1B and F1P team competing in the 2018 Junior World
Championships Pedardzhik, Bulgaria from August 5 – 11 2018.
The role includes arranging international and local travel for team members and their
equipment, co-ordinating with organisers before and during the contest, and providing
support and assistance to the team on the flying field. Applications must be received by 9
December 2017 and be made in writing, accompanied by modelling CV to: Chris Strachan
(secretary
FFTC),
56
Way
Lane,
Waterbeach,
Cambridge
CB5
9NQ
chris.strachan@btinternet.com
TEAM MANAGER AND ASSISTANT TEAM MANAGER British F1A, F1B and F1C team
competing in the 2018 European Championships Szentes, Hungary from July 22-27 2018.
The role of the Team Manager includes arranging international and local travel for team
members and their equipment, co-ordinating with organisers before and during the contest,
and providing support and assistance to the team on the flying field. The Assistant Team
Manager’s role is to manage the flying activities during the competitions. Applications must
be received by 9 December 2017 and be made in writing, accompanied by modelling CV
to: Chris Strachan (secretary, FFTC), 56 Way Lane, Waterbeach, Cambridge CB5 9NQ
chris.strachan@btinternet.com
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TEAM MANAGER AND ASSISTANT TEAM MANAGER (N.B. the Assistant Team Manager
role will not receive BMFA funding) British F1E team competing in the 2018 European
Championships Martin, Slovakia during August 26 – 31 2018.
The role of the Team Manager includes arranging international and local travel for team
members and their equipment, co-ordinating with organisers before and during the contest,
and providing support and assistance to the team on the flying field. Applications must be
received by 9 December 2017 and be made in writing, accompanied by modelling CV to:
Chris Strachan (secretary FFTC), 56 Way Lane, Waterbeach, Cambridge CB5 9NQ
chris.strachan@btinternet.com
TEAM MANAGER AND ASSISTANT TEAM MANAGER 2018 F2 Control Line World
Championships Landres, France 14-21 Jul 2018.
The successful applicants will have a working knowledge of all aspects of F2 classes and
the FAI sporting code. Duties include preparations ahead of the championships, booking of
team accommodation and day to day management of the team during the event. The ability
to manage people, excellent communication and good interpersonal skills are essential.
Applicants are requested to send their CV to Chris Barker, Secretary CLTC by email to
chris.barker239@btinternet.com to arrive no later than 15 Dec 17

The 2018 Icarus Cup For British Human-Powered Flight Club
The BHPFC is looking for volunteers to help at the 2018 Icarus Cup competition, 1422 July 2018, which is open to overseas entries as well as British entrants.
For further details and information contact: join@bhpfc.org.uk
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